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CHAPTER I

GO ON'

Some years ago a Methodist revival service

was in progress. The minister asked each In-

dividual to stand up and tell the others what,

if any, passage from the Bible had been a

special comfort in his or her life.

Well back in the church sat a little old lady

who everyone knew as "Aunt Polly Brown."

She was a quaint character, very ignorant,

but thoroughly self-assured; and was forever

making a ludicrous display of her ignorance,

to the vast amusement of her friends and fel-

low members of the church; but everybody

liked her because she was the mother of thir-

teen wild, robust, healthy middle-west child-

ren with whom she had spent most of her mar-

ried life on the farm. Everybody knew what

an affliction those ungoverncd and ungovern-

able children had been to her, and they mar-

velled how it was possible for her ever to
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SELF-UNFOLD]\IENT

smile, or manifest any outward show of Cheer-

fulness.

The minister finally got around to Aunt

Polly. He called on her:

"Aunt Polly, I'm sure there must be some

special passage in the good Book that has been

an inspiration to you; and I'm sure those who

are here will be glad to hear from you. The

words that have helped you over the hard

places may be of help to many of your listen-

ers."

Aunt Polly slowly and laboriously got to

her feet. "Yes, Dr. Graham, through all the

vexations and trials of my life as a mother, I

have found the deepest joy and comfort in

those beautiful and touching words of our

Savior—'Grin and Bear It'."

To her utter horror and confusion, the en-

tire audience, including the minister, roared

with laughter. With an expression of embar-

rassment and disgust on her dear old face,

Aunt Polly sat down. When the minister was

able to control his emotions, he graciously re-

sponded to her effort

:

"Thank you. Aunt Polly; we all know how
well you have exemplified the meaning of
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GO ON!

those touching words in your daily life; and

I am sure we shall all remember them, and I

hope we shall profit by them. For me they

will have a new meaning and a higher inspira-

tion henceforth."

In the midst of such a family of wild and

lawless children, it is not difficult to imagine

many occasions when the only thing left for

the good old mother to do was simply to

"Grin and Bear It."

But there is a deep, underlying psychol-

ogical significance embodied within that

homely expression, "Grin and Bear It." Old

Aunt Polly evidently thought she was only

repeating the words of the Master Jesus, when

she uttered them, and doubtless that convic-

tion served to give the words themselves an

authority which enabled, or inspired, her

many a time, to "Grin and Bear It," when

nothing else she knew of could have given her

the courage to "Grin," without trying to "bear

it".

"Grin and Bear It." The verb "to bear", as

used in this expression, means to endure. That

is the spirit in which the Stoic faces hard-

ships, obstacles, and suffering. He merely en-
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SELF-UNFOLDMENT

dures them with as little outward show of feel-

ing as possible. He has taught himself to

"bear" the trials and difficulties of life be-

cause they are inevitable, and he must meet

them in any event. While this is all right as

far as it goes, it does not go far enough to meet

the demands of evolving Individual Intelli-

gence. He must learn to endure in such an at-

titude that he shall not be cast down in spirit.

The verb "to bear" meaning "to endure"

represents a static condition and attitude of be-

ing. One may endure a sorrow or hardship and

at the same time remain in status quo—the

same position. Then again, one may "grin"

without feeling any sense of mirth. He may

grin because of his determination to endure

something which he knows is going o be diffi-

cult to bear. The word "grin," means "to draw

back the lips and show one's teeth". One may

do this because he is suffering great pain. He
may grin because he is so angry he might bite,

if he could, the thing that enrages him—as a

dog grins when he is ready to tear an enemy

with his teeth.

"Smile and Go On!"
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GO ON!

Does this mean the same as "Grin and Bear

It"?

Observe that it expresses two distinct atti-

tudes. The first is the attitude which produces

a smile upon the face. The second is that of a

fixed purpose to keep moving. Smile and keep

moving.

When I was a young man in college, my
classmates did me the honor to elect me as

their poet.

After laboring all my spare time for over a

month, I had not been able to decide upon a

subject. I wanted to write about a theme that

would be worthy of my classmates. I wanted

also to write something that would be out of

the beaten path of all the class poems I had

ever heard. But what should I write about?

And what should I write about it when 1 had

decided on my subject?

In the midst of these perplexities, Time was

passing all too swiftly. I had only a week left.

I must decide on something, and get to work,

writing. Two nights before my "poem" was

due, I fell asleep while still thinking what I

should write about. In the midst of my sleep,

a venerable poet came to me. I can see him
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SELF-UNFOLDMENT

now. Maybe he was my poetic "Muse". Who
knows? Anyway, he took a piece of chalk

from somewhere, went to a blackboard, and

wrote these words

:

GO ONI
Go on, go on, go on, go on,

Go on, go on, go on;

Go on, go on, go on, go on.

Go on, go on, Go On!

I knew at once that this was intended to

help me solve my problem. While I was re-

peating the words, I awakened. I got out of

bed and wrote the words as I saw them upon

the board. The ancient Poet, (or Muse) look-

ed at me with a smile on his venerable face

and said : "There you are." Instantly he dis-

appeared. He had written my "Class Poem"

for me; and two evenings later I read it to my
classmates and the public, at the closing ex-

ercises of that year.

To me, the meaning and intent of the "po-

em^' were perfectly clear. They were intend-

ed for me personally. They were a message

of encouragement which I should heed; and I
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GO ON!

did heed the message. I was striving to reach

a certain goal toward which I had been trav-

eling from my early childhood. I knew the

goal; and I knew there were all manner of

difficulties to be overcome between me and it.

But I got the spirit of the poem as my inspira-

tion and determination to "Go On". And I

am still Going On.

In the years that have come and gone since

then, I have analyzed the spirit of that Class

Poem many times; and I find that it means

just one thing only. That is: it means first to

fix upon a definite goal you want to reach,

and then keep "going on" in that direction un-

til you arrive at your goal. This calls for noth-

ing but Courage and Determination to "Go

On". It means to let nothing, however diffi-

cult, keep you from Going On. But, to me,

that was not enough. It left no room for the

joy of living and achieving. To reach the

goal, and reach it in such a manner and spirit

that one may experience an active joy in trav-

eling the road, however long and difficult, one

must "Go On" with a smile in his eyes and a

song of joy on his lips.

It was this thought that made me realize
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SELF-UNFOLDMENT

that my poem was greatly lacking in its real

spirit. Whilst it might be all right to "Go On",

the mere matter of going forward has little in

it of true inspiration. One must be able to

keep himself in a bright and cheerful frame

of mind, if he would keep the journey from

becoming a drag and a hardship. He must

come to realize that life is something more

than simply Going On. It means to be able

to Smile and Go On.

In what way does this sentiment differ from

that of "Grin and Bear It"?

The sentiment of "Grin and Bear It", is

more that of enduring trials and hardships

without advertising our feelings to others.

The sentiment embodied in "Smile and Go
On", is that of keeping a bright and cheerful

attitude, while one is ever going forward to-

ward the goal of his endeavors.

Whatever may be the hardships or difficul-

ties of your life, accept them as a part of the

day's work, and bear them with equanimity;

and above all, do not weaken nor become dis-

couraged. Control your tendency to give up;

and keep an outward expression of pleasure

in your work.
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GOON!

When trials and sorrows assail you, re-

member that they are often and very largely

of your own making. Accept them as your

due and bear them without flinching.

If ever you should allow yourself to become

depressed by doubts, or fears, or worries, re-

member that you are a representative of the

highest form of creation, a Human Being, and

that, as such, you are endowed with the power

of Self-Control through the exercise of your

Will ; and that it is part of your responsibility,

at all times, so to control your life and its ex-

pression that you will not make yourself a de-

pressant, a burden, or a discouragement to

your fellows. Keep a cheerful attitude, so that

your outward expression and example will be

an encouragement to all who know you and

an inspiration to make the world a brighter

and more enjoyable place in which to live.

The natural tendency, with most people, is

to indulge themselves in the emotion of Self-

Pity when they find themselves the central

figures in the midst of conditions that are hard

to endure or uncomfortable to meet success-

fully. In the midst of such hardships and af-

flictions as sickness, persecutions, suffering and
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SELF-UNFOLDMENT

lack of sufficient means to buy the food we

crave, we are apt to become sorry for our-

selves, and feel that we are abused by having

to carry heavier burdens than rightly belong

to us.

Those of us who have any tendency in this

direction, should go back and read Bunyan's

"Pilgrim's Progress;" and make a special

study of the character therein who was for-

ever finding fault with the conditions of his

life; and making it extremely unpleasant for

all his fellow travelers, by making it appear

that his burdens were far heavier than theirs;

and that God was discriminating against him

unjustly. To test this accusation, he and all

his fellow travelers were called together and

asked to lay down their several burdens in a

row, where each one could see and examine

and weigh them all, with the privilege of ex-

changing his own burden for that of any

other Individual which it seemed to him

would be lighter and easier to carry.

After the Pilgrim and his fellows had ex-

amined each and all the "burdens" and had

weighed them carefully and tried to find

lighter and pleasanter burdens to carry than
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their own, they finally all went back and

picked up the burdens they had laid down,

and resumed their journey without a word of

protest. Each of them found that his own bur-

dens were the only ones that exactly fitted him

and that he could carry most easily and com-

fortably.

So take up your own bundle of burdens,

with the conviction that it is yours, that it is

your special business to carry it willingly, even

gladly, rather than lay its weight upon any

other human being, who must carry his own

burden.

Whenever you are tempted to indulge in

Self-Pity, remember that it is one of the most

destructive emotions you can indulge; at the

same time, it is one of the most depressing to

your fellows. Above all things, control it.

Control its expression. Put on an expression

of pleasurable acceptance of whatever hard-

ships you are called upon to endure.

If ever you are impelled to "lie down on

your job", think of old Aunt Polly, and share

with her some of the comfort possible to de-

rive from that noble "text"—which she so

generously attributed to the Master Jesus

—
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SELF-UNFOLDMENT

"Grin and Bear It". The very thought will

surely help you to "bear" it. And the fact that

you can "grin and bear it", will impress many

another to emulate your wholesome example.

When trials and unpleasant difficulties over-

take us, and we realize that they are inevitable

and cannot be avoided, we all know that there

is but one intelligent and right thing for us to

do; and that is, to face them with Courage and

Determination, and keep a pleasant exterior

so that we shall not depress and discourage

our fellows. This is the time for us to "Grin

and Bear It"; and we proceed to "grin".

This is only another way of indicating that,

through the power of Self-Control, we may

overcome the paralyzing sense of Fear and

Dread; we may banish worry and hardships;

we may master and subdue sorrow and grief

and despair; we may rise in triumph over ev-

ery annoyance, every discomfort, every vexa-

tion, every haunting dread of defeat, and

prove ourselves worthy to stand up beside old

Aunt Polly, and with her exclaim—"I'll grin

and bear it". Only instead,

"Smile and Go On!"
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GOON!

APPLICATION

1. Start anew today on your Journey of Life

resolved to become a great success. Let this be

the goal you set for yourself.

2. Know that success means hard work and

many difficulties to be met and overcome.

3. Realize the value of time and that you

must make progress if you hope to reach your

goal.

4. Therefore, whatever comes to you, you

must not stop. You must ''Go On, Go On, Go

On".

5. But do not allow yourself to become a

grouch. Keep yourself free from all bitterness;

and meet your tasks, however hard, with

Cheerfulness, Brightness, and Courage.

6. Learn to smile as often as possible; for a

smiling face under trials and difficulties will

win friendly sympathy from friends and asso-

ciates.

7. By your smiling face, let the world know

that you are traveling toward your goal with

a cheerful smile and a fixed determination to

*'go on" to the end of the journey, allowing

nothing to defeat you; that your motto is

—

"Smile and Go On"

.
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APPLICATION
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8. Above all, do not cease to "Go On".

9. Meet your trials, not only as they come,

but with a cheerful smile, and still Go On;

for that is the attitude which will bring you to

the end of your journey, and to your goal, in

a manner that will mean most to you and to all

who are to enjoy your society.

10. "Grin and Bear It." Make an outward

demonstration of your determination to en-

dure whatever trials and hardships you may

meet, without betraying feeling.

11. "Smile and Go On." With cheerful ac-

ceptance of whatever trials and hardships may

come to you. Go On. Do not let anything stop

you. Just Go On, and On, until you reach the

goal you have set for yourself, whatever it

may be and wherever it may lead.

12. ''Grin and Bear It/'

13. ''Smile and Go On."

Go on. Go On, Go On!
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CHAPTER II

THINKING

Do you know just what you mean when you

say you are thinking, or have been thinking?

Have you ever tried to define the word? If

not, it might be an excellent thing for you if

you would make the attempt and the effort.

You would find it no insignificant task. You
would also find common usage gives to the

word almost a multitude of different mean-

ings. It hardly seems possible that so many

differing concepts could grow out of the same

word, or the same fundamental idea. Under

these circumstances it would seem possible

that some of us may be somewhat confused in

our metaphysics and psychology on the sub'

ject.

It is generally conceded by the recognized

authorities that thinking is a definite process.

It is agreed also that it is a positive and active

process. It involves the exercise of all the fac-

ulties, capacities, and powers, of Individual
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Intelligence. It requires that all these must be

exercised by the Individual Intelligence to

whom they belong.

Even perception (which is recognized by

the authorities as a receptive faculty) could

not function if Individual Consciousness vs^ere

submerged in profound sleep. Consciousness

must therefore be kept awake, during the

process of thinking. This state of wakefulness

can be maintained only by and through the

exercise of the active Power of Will. The In-

dividual Intelligence must exercise that Pow-

er of Will. Hence, perception is part of the

process of thinking^

But an Individual Intelligence may per-

ceive a thing without invoking the active

process of thinking. That is to say, through

the sense of sight you may perceive the fact

that a drop of water is on your window-pane.

You may not reason upon that fact; you may

not exercise your judgment upon it; in which

event you are not thinking about it. You only

perceive the fact.

The same may be said of conception, under-

standing, reasoning, discerning, and judging.
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THINKING

Hence, they are all included in the active

process of thinking.

You cannot think about anything without

imagining that thing; you cannot imagine that

thing without its making an impression upon

your Consciousness. That which images the

thing is your imagination. And this is true

with anything you think about; whether it be

a physical object, an idea, or a subject of

thought. Hence, Imagination is involved in

the process of thinking.

There is another process which psycholo-

gists call meditation. They have left the lexi-

cologists to define the term. As psychologists

themselves have treated the subject, and ex-

pounded it to their students and cults, it is al-

most entirely a negative and receptive process,

from the standpoint of Individual Intelli-

gence. It does not necessarily involve the exer-

cise of the active power of reasoning, discern-

ing, or judging. It is rather a state of the In-

dividual Intelligence, or an attitude of Intel-

ligence. Putting together all the ideas that

have been expressed upon the subject, and de-

ducing therefrom a formulary, it might be ex-

pressed somewhat as follows:
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"Fix your attention upon the subject to be

meditated upon. Relax. Assume a receptive

mental attitude, with your consciousness open

to any idea, mental concept, or suggestion that

may come to you concerning that subject. If

you will continue to sit, in this same attitude

of Intelligence, in due time there will begin

to come to your consciousness many new ideas,

concepts, notions, impressions, sentiments,

mental pictures, fancies, reflections, and ob-

servations. Let your attention follow each of

these as it comes. Do not doubt it. Do not

question its truth or wisdom. Simply submit

yourself to it and its influence. If you seem

to hear a voice, follow its guidance or direc-

tion. If you receive a mental suggestion, fol-

low it. When you have continued your medi-

tation long enough in this mental attitude, you

will come to realize the full meaning of all

these new ideas, concepts, notions, impressions,

sentiments, mental pictures, fancies, reflec-

tions, and observations."

This in general constitutes the accepted idea

of meditation.

Remember, you have not been asked to do

any thinking, that would call for a positive
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THINKING

and active attitude on the part of the Individ-

ual Intelligence. It would interfere with, in

truth, destroy your negative and receptive at-

titude of Intelligence; and make impossible

your meditation.

But the Great Masters discovered, many

thousands of years ago, the fact that the proc-

ess of meditation, as outlined in the foregoing

formulary, leads inevitably to psychical sub-

jectivity, and hypnotic control from the spir-

itual side of life. This condition is known, in

this modern day and age, as "Mediumship."

It is therefore not necessary (or should not

be) to warn you further against the character

of Meditation above suggested. It is in line

with the Destructive Principle of Nature in

Individual Life, and leads to Destruction.

That is why the Masjters have formulated a -^^r^

method of Spiritual Unfoldment, every step 4^
of which requires the student to think about nf .> J

what he is doing all the time; and never per- ^ ^
mit himself to fall into the destructive proc- ^p
^s_of Meditation, as_above outlined^

The Oriental Yogis have developed a meth-

od which is constructive and safe—for them.

But when they come to this country and en-
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deavor to teach their Oriental method to our

Occidental students, they find themselves han-

dicapped by their lack of knowledge of our

Western methods of thought and expression.

The result is that they do not convey to us the

exact meanings they have in mind and are en-

deavoring to convey. But the difficulty is not

all on the part of the Oriental. It is equally

difficult for our Occidental Intelligence to

grasp and understand the Oriental method of

expressing thought in language. There is a

certain quality and coloring of
"mysticism" in

all thei r teaching vyhich our Western mind

fails to grasp.

The English term "introspection," means

"looking v^ithin". By many it is understood

to mean that, by turning the Intelligence back

upon itself, the process of becoming acquaint-

ed with one's inner feelings and experiences

will, in some way, result in the development of

the spiritual senses, and in the unfoldment of

spiritual consciousness.

This assumption is not only a serious mis-

take, but the attitude of the Intelligence, dur-

ing the introspective process, is such that in

many instances the Individual falls into a
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negative and receptive condition which opens

the door to subjectivity, and invites outside

Intelligences to step in and assume control.

This develops subjective mediumship instead

of spiritual independence, and often ends in

sending the subjective to the insane asylum.

Whatever method one may adopt, in his ef-

forts to develop his spiritual consciousness, the

one thing to avoid is subjective psychic con-

trol; for this is invoking the Destructive Prin-

ciple of Nature in Individual Life, and in-

evitably results in the gravest danger and in-

expressible harm to the Individual.

Not many months ago, a gentleman of fine

Intelligence, living in Chicago, became inter-

ested in the study of Oriental Philosophy. He
went to an Oriental Swami, who was then giv-

ing lectures and teaching classes. The gentle-

man referred to joined the Swami's class, paid

his tuition fee of fifty dollars and began taking

instruction.

In due time he was given the course in

breathing exercises, put on a negative, deplet-

ing diet, given various "postures," taught how

to "go into the silence," and told how

to "develop his spiritual consciousness and
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powers." Or, as he expressed it, the "I Am
That I Am!" He was enthusiastic in his en-

deavors, and followed the Swami's instruc-

tions, to the best of his understanding and abil-

ities. He succeeded far more rapidly than

he had anticipated.

It was but a few weeks until he began to

"hear voices." He thought he was making

splendid progress. The voices began to tell

him what to do. He followed their direction,

as obediently and as faithfully as possible, and

soon "developed" so that he could communi-

cate with these mysterious voices frequently.

But about this time he made his grave mis-

take. He felt that it was his duty to tell his

family and friends what he had accomplished

in his development. He told them of the spir-

itual people, of their voices, their directions,

and their guidance. Unfortunately for

him, his family and acquaintances believed

that he was insane. They had him examined

on insanity charges. He was tried, adjudged

insane, and committed to an insane asylum.

There he remained for several months; but

he began to realize something of the nature of

his so-called "development," and found that
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he was becoming a victim of obsession. He
appealed to his family to come and get him

out of the institution. They came to see him.

After the most heroic efforts on his part, he

finally convinced them of his sanity; and they

succeeded in having him released.

He went to the Swami to gain release from

his obsession. The Swami declined to help

him. Whether or not this was because the

Swami did not know how, is something which

may not be discussed in this connection. At

least, the man was denied the help he sought,

and turned away in despair. He was then im-

pressed with the conviction that there was just

one place where he could go and be cured. He
immediately took the train for Hollywood,

and, upon arriving, came directly to my door

for help.

You will be glad to know that he is now

working, and is well on the road to recovery.

This is a typical case, and there are many

thousands of the same general character, all

over the land. They are not insane; but have

simply and ignorantly fallen into a subjective

condition and under the hypnotic control of

outside vicious Intelligences, as a result of
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their introspection and "going into the si-

lence."

There is another attitude of Intelligence

which is called day dreaming. It seems to be

especially attractive and fascinating to those

of a romantic and imaginative tendency. The

day dreamer allows himself to fall into a neg-

ative attitude of mind, and then allows his

attention to follow the meanderings of an ac-

tive and unrestrained imagination. He is

not actively thinking. He is simply imagining

the things he would like to realize and enjoy.

He may imagine himself with all the wealth

necessary to gratify his every wish. He may

imagine himself the owner of a great and mag-

nificent castle, an extravagant livery, with a

hundred or more servants to do his bidding

and minister to his wants. He is not thinking.

He only "thinks he is thinking.*
'

All the while he is only allowing his atten-

tion to follow a wayward imagination into

the Elysian fields of his desires. But his day

dreaming does not get him anywhere. When
he is through day dreaming he finds himself

exactly where he was before he began. He is

in the same old environment, subject to the
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same conditions, and has made no progress.

He has accomplished nothing of value.

On the other hand, he has been indulging

himself in an attitude of Intelligence which

opens the way to negativity, and is the natural

approach to subjectivity. Day dreaming is

not a constructive or desirable attitude o f In-

telligence. It is a dead waste of time, and

leads on, if indulged, to a negative mental at-

titude which may easily open the door to psy-

chic subjectivity.

In various schools of psychology, you will

hear the expression "concentration," as part

of a process of spiritual unfoldment. Their

students are required to fix their attention up-

on whatever the Teacher directs. It may be

any given object, such as a door-knob, a black

spot on the wall, or a silver disc held in front

of them. They are told to concentrate upon

it with all their energy and effort; which, in

essence, only means that they are to fix their

attention upon it to the exclusion of everything

else whatsoever. I have seen such students

following such instructions. They sat facing

the object to be concentrated upon, their eyes

staring at it, attention supposedly fixed upon
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it, with brows corrugated into expressions of

the most intense thought. But such students

are not thinking; they also only ''think they

are thinking."

They do not realize the fact that the only

thing they are accomplishing is to open wide

the door of subjectivity. Do you doubt this?

If so, you need only to acquaint yourself with

the experiments and demonstrations made by

the renowned Dr. Braid in his scientific study

of hypnotism and the hypnotic process. H

e

knew that Mesmer made use of human mag-

netism in all his experiments; and that he ob-

tained control of his subject's Will only

through the use of magnetism.

In other words, Dr. Braid claimed that

Mesmer simply magnetized subjects into a

state of complete subjection, and then took

control of their intelligent powers and capa-

cities by the power of his own Will. But Dr.

Braid proved that the use of magnetism is not

necessary in opening the door to the control

of his subject's Will and voluntary powers.

He did this by taking a silver disc, or some

other polished metallic object, and holding

it up in front of his student. He commanded
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it, with brows corrugated into expressions of
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'
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his student to concentrate his attention upon

the shining object and hold it there. He found

that when his student had succeeded to the

point where he was not conscious of anything

but the shining object, he could, by the exer-

cise of his own Will over the subject's mag-

netism, obtain complete control of the stu-

dent's faculties, capacities, and powers, and

compel him to do whatever he commanded.

He could hold the subject under his own con-

trol, and compel him, by the power of Will

alone, to do whatever he told him to do.

His experiments proved conclusively the

fact that the practice of passive concentration,

as hereinbefore suggested, is a destructive

process, and serves only to open the door to

the subjective condition, and make possible

the complete hypnotic subjugation of the

Will, voluntary powers, and sensory organism

of the subject to the absolute control of the

Will of the hypnotist.

"Tuning in" is yet another attitude of In-

telligence which many do not understand or

appreciate—which has a strong tendency to

subjectivity. It is the attitude of the man who

goes about "getting things out of the air." He
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really believes that he does actually "get many

things out of the air." Maybe he does. It

would not be remarkable if he does; because

he has reached a condition of "sensitiveness"

to many things of which the normal Individ-

ual is wholly unconscious. His attitude is

that of intense susceptibility to impressions of

all kinds. He does not realize the fact that

by cultivating such a sensitive susceptibility

he is opening the door to his own subjection.

Nevertheless he is doing just that. In such

an attitude he does not think. If he were re-

ally thinking he would not be able to "get

things out of the air," nor would so many ev-

anescent things make an impression upon his

consciousness.

Remember : Thinking involves the volun-

tary exercise of all the faculties, capacities,

and powers of the Individual Intelligence by

the Intelligence doing the thinking. This ac-

tive^ intelligent process calls for attention upon

the subject of thought to the exclusion of

everything else. One who is actively thinking

is using his own intelligent faculties, capaci-

ties, and powers so intently as to close his con-

sciousness to impressions from other sources.
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Thinking is the remedy for all these nega-

tive tendencies.

Real thinking is that process of the Individ-

ual Intelligence w^hich sets in motion and con-

trols the activities of all its faculties, capaci-

ties, and powers.

While you are actively thinking, You are in

control of all these faculties, capacities, and

pow^ers. You are not negative nor passive in

relation to any of them. You are neither

simply meditating, concentrating, introspect-

ing, day-dreaming, "going into the silence,"

"tuning in," nor surrendering any of your in-

telligent faculties, capacities, or powers to the

control of any other Intelligence than your

own.

You are the Master of your own Soul and

the Autocrat of your own destiny.

Meditating, Concentrating, Introspecting,

Day-dreaming, Going into the Silence, Tun-

ing In, are passive and negative.

Thinking—real thinking— is active and

positive.

APPLICATION

I. Determine this day to develop your

power of thinking.
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2. When you waken in the morning, set your

mind actively to work at constructive thinking

along a definite line. The first moments of

waking, between sleep and physical activity,

often are moments spent in day dreaming,

allowing the thoughts to ramble along indef-

inite, hazy meanderings. In this process, a

leakage of magnetism occurs, so by the time

physical activity begins, already the system

is depleted and it is "hard to get up."

3. Keep the consciousness ever active and

alert against this depleting habit. From the

first moment of waking begin your work of

mental activity along organized, controlled

channels.

4. Throughout the day, stop long enough

from your labors to check on how much act-

ual thinking you are doing. You will perhaps

be shocked and surprised to find how often

you indulge in mental rambles, day dreams,

and introspection.

5. At night, when you are free from care

and distraction, recheck on your day's activ-

ities and try to determine just how much time

you have spent in mental waste which might

better have been spent in organized thinking
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that would have produced constructive re-

sults. Again you might be shocked and sur-

prised.

6. Those of you who have been going about

meditating, concentrating, introspecting, day

dreaming, and "getting things out of the air,"

keep in your minds always that you are head-

ing directly toward negativity and psychical

subjectivity.

7. If you have felt that you have been do-

ing something wonderful, or something to be

proud of, change your ideas. In practicing

these negative methods you only prove that

you are lacking just that much in the power

of Self-Control and Self-Mastery.

8. Begin now to exercise such absolute

Self-Control at all times that no person, no

thing whatsoever outside of you can invade

the sanctum sanctorum of your own Intelli-

gence or Soul, or lead you one single step

along the pathway of the Destructive Prin-

ciple in Nature toward psychic subjectivity.

9. Depend upon your Intelligence, your

general powers of discrimination, and your

good judgment to keep you safely within the

bounds of Discretion, Loyalty, and Truth.
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This means that you must think; really

think; actively think.

10. And be sure you are thinking; don't

simply ''think you are thinking."

May the spirit of Self-Unfoldment and

Self-Mastery inspire you to a fuller under-

standing and appreciation of the responsibil-

ities which rest upon you in the thinking you

do now and throughout the future.
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CHAPTER III

WRINKLES

What a horrid subject. Who wants to read

about Wrinkles? The very thought of them

makes one feel old and decrepit. Women all

over the world are having their faces "lifted"

for the express purpose of removing their

Wrinkles.

An ancient American Indian, said to be

134 years young, became so covered with deep

wrinkles that he decided to be in the fashion,

and went to a specialist "Lifter" to have his

face "lifted". A typical American wag is said

to have circulated the report that the lifting

process called for the taking up of so much

"slack", to remove all the wrinkles, that the

operator, to shorten the process and save much

valuable time, simply removed the old fel-

low's scalp, drew up the skin so the edges of

the wound would meet on top of his skull,

and sewed the edges together like lacing a

shoe. The operation is said to have removed
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most of the wrinkles, save and except those on

his nose.

The writer does not vouch for the truth of

this story.

Did you ever make a critical study of the

meanings of facial Wrinkles? If not, you may

be surprised to learn that they are a complete

exposition of human character, to those who

know how to read their meanings. Why then

should we so thoroughly abhor them? In the

light of this truth, what is there in "Wrinkles"

to repel or disgust us? Why should we not

make a study of the subject until we learn the

correct method of reading human character

through the wrinkles Nature permits us to

work in our faces? In truth, when we come

to understand their various meanings and their

proper readings should we not rather revere

the wrinkles in the faces of our friends than

be repelled by them? That would appear to

be the correct philosophy of Wrinkles.

Here is another fact with which many of us

may not be familiar: It is we, and not whol-

ly Nature, who should be held responsible for

our wrinkles. It is we who write our real

characters in the wrinkles of our faces. All
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Nature does is to make a correct record of

what we tell her to write; and Nature does

her writing in such indelible ink that she pre-

serves the record we have impelled her to

write in the wrinkles we have authorized.

What do the various wrinkles indicate?

1. If the wrinkles at the corners of the

mouth turn upward, it is a sure sign that the

Individual is of a sunny disposition and is ac-

customed to smiling often. This means a

Cheerful Person who sees the brighter side of

life generally; and who adds brightness and

cheerfulness to the lives of those with whom
he is closely associated.

2. Long, deep wrinkles running horizon-

tally across the forehead, are the record of one

who thinks deeply and profoundly. They indi-

cate the Student who is earnestly in search of

Truth concerning life and its meaning and

responsibilities.

3. Deep perpendicular wrinkles between

the eyes, running upward from the bridge of

the nose, give us the reading of a character

that finds it difficult to concentrate his thought

and hold his attention upon any one subject

for any length of time. They also indicate that
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the Individual is irritable and easily disturbed

by little things. He is apt to be a "grouch".

4. A heavy v^rinkle turning downward from

the corners of the mouth, means that the Indi-

vidual is stubborn, positive, dogmatic; they

indicate also that the Individual is inclined

to be morose, somber, and gloomy of dispo-

sition.

5. Fine wrinkles radiating from the outer

corners of the eyes, are the recorded evidences

of a merry person who sees the brighter side

of life generally; who has a fine sense of hu-

mor and laughs often.

6. A network of fine criss-cross wrinkles

all over and about the countenance are the

record of a fretful, nervous, emotional, un-

organized, and unstable temperament. They

indicate an Intelligence who one day is emo-

tional, restless, unsettled in one direction; and

fretful, unstable, disturbed in another direc-

tion the next day. No two days is the emotion

or the condition the same; consequently the

lines run criss-cross of each other, showing

the lack of organization and co-ordination.

7. Generally speaking, perpendicular lines

(wrinkles) indicate the character of one who
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takes himself too seriously. They indicate re-

sentment against whatever interferes with the

plans, purposes, and efforts of the Individual.

The perpendicular lines of the face may be

said to indicate quarrelsomeness and irritabil-

ity of temper.

8. Wrinkles running horizontally across the

face generally indicate a cheerful disposition;

an appreciation of fun; a tendency to get joy

out of life wherever it may be found. They

also indicate a thoughtful Intelligence who is

trying to make life more enjoyable for himself

and all with whom he comes into association.

He appreciates humor; and is inclined to be

ready to enter into frolicsome fun for pure

enjoyment.

9. There is another class of Wrinkles which

may or may not directly represent character

traits. These are "habit" wrinkles. But even

at that, the fact that they are "habit" wrinkles

indicates a certain phase of character. They

show a weakness in the Individual insofar as

he is a victim of the habit.

Sometimes an Individual, through eye

strain, may develop tiny wrinkles about the

eyes which ordinarily would indicate a pic-
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ayunish, pinched, petty phase of character.

In reality he may be a big-hearted person,

weak only in the fact that he does not properly

care for his physical body and give it due at-

tention.

Then again, an Individual, through nerve

exhaustion and consequent nervous habit, may

develop certain lines (w^rinkles) in his coun-

tenance which utterly belie-his true character.

But again in such case they are definite indi-

cation of his real self, in that he has allowed

himself to become a victim of nerve exhaus-

tion.

10. And there are Wrinkles resulting from

pain and suffering. For these we must have

respect

—

when they are interspersed with de-

viating lines which represent the Individual's

efforts at Self-Control and cheerful acceptance

of inevitable conditions, if such they may be.

But usually this type of wrinkle can easily be

detected and analyzed; for if one is at all a

student of character he can readily discern

suffering and pain.

These are but a very few of the Character

records of facial Wrinkles. There are many

others; possibly not so distinct or conspicu-
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ous; but none the less genuine and true. While

it is true that you may find what seem to you

to be exceptions to those above indicated, it is

believed that you will find them correct in at

least nine cases out of ten.

Now, in the face of these facts of Nature,

will you tell me why any man or woman

should feel ashamed of his or her own Wrin-

kles? It would seem that there could be not

more than two dominant reasons:

1. A woman whose wrinkles are beginning

to show evidence of her age, may desire to in-

veigle some man into marrying her for her

beauty and youthful appearance. To accom-

plish her purpose, she goes to a willing and

waiting specialist and has her face "lifted".

Even so, she may not succeed ; for there are

numerous other ways of determining age than

by facial wrinkles; not the least of which is

the mental attitude and the general outlook

on life.

2. A man, knowing that he is responsible

for the kinds of wrinkles that show in his face,

and that they betray his real character to those

who know how to read them, may be deeply

ashamed of his own character, and may wish
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to conceal the recorded lines of it in his face.

To remove the lines (wrinkles) and destroy

the record of character in his face, he decides

to follow the example of the lady above men-

tioned ; and he, too, goes to the specialist and

has his face "lifted". He thereby removes his

Wrinkles, and at the same time the record of

his character which they betray, and of which

he is ashamed.

But here is something for you to know and

to think about:

It is a fact that we are all Individually Re-

sponsible for the kind of wrinkles we bring

into our faces. By this is meant that we are re-

sponsible for their directions. If they are per-

pendicular wrinkles, it is because they re-

flect the unlovely and unwholesome phases of

our characters. If they run horizontally, it is

because they reflect the brighter and more

commendable phases of our characters.

When these facts are known men and wo-

men will come to despise and abhor their own

perpendicular wrinkles; and to admire and

be proud of their horizontal wrinkles. But,

at the present time, most men and women go

about utterly unconscious of the fact that their
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Wrinkles are a betraying record of their real

characters, to those who can read the record

correctly. They therefore do not know that

their own faces betray the ugly and repre-

hensible phases of their characters, as well as

the beautiful and commendable phases. If

they did know these facts, they would be in-

clined to forgive each other for trying to de-

ceive each other by the process of face "lift-

ing".

Men and women do not like to have their

associates see and recognize the ugly, distorted

phases of their characters. They all prefer to

have their friends and acquaintances, and

even the world generally, see only the beauti-

ful, attractive , commendable, and fascinating

phases of their characters.

The trouble is that so many prefer to appear

beautiful in character rather than to be so.

When they come to realize that if they will but

make their characters beautiful and attrac-

tive, their beauty and attractiveness will shine

out to the whole world through their wrinkles,

they will turn their attention and efforts to the

building of as nearly a perfect character as

possible.
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Here is another item of knowledge that

should be treasured for its worth:

It is never too late to begin the all-impor-

tant work of Character-building.

And as rapidly as the real character is im-

proved, its improvement will reflect in the

face. You will be surprised to learn that you

can change the directions of the lines in your

face, by improving your real character.

This has been proven over and over by ac-

tual experience. A man of fifty who had

brought many perpendicular and ugly wrin-

kles into his face by the process of imperfect

and defective character building, came to un-

derstand that he alone was responsible for the

disfigurement of his face. He resolved to re-

move the evidences of these defects from his

face by rebuilding himself a more perfect and

more beautiful Character.

He succeeded. By the time he was fifty-five

years old, he had removed from his face every

perpendicular wrinkle. The deep wrinkles be-

tween his eyes above the bridge of his nose

(perpendicular), the drooping wrinkles at the

corners of his mouth, the long, deep wrinkles

running down the sides of his nose, were all
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gone; and in their places were rapidly grow-

ing horizontal Wrinkles.

The best of this experience, however, was

in the fact that the man had actually changed

his disposition from that of an irritable, sullen,

nervous grouch, to that of a bright, cheerful,

and friendly disposition. His friends and as-

sociates did not hesitate to commend him for

his much improved Character and disposi-

tion.

Nature is always consistent; and you can

depend upon her to give you exactly what you

earn, at all times. If you have built for your-

self a beautiful Character, Nature will record

that fact in your face; and she will make it

so plain that the whole world shall see and

recognize you at your real worth.

One of the most beautiful, charming, and

altogether lovely faces the writer has ever seen

was that of an elderly woman past 60. The ex-

pression of her face was so delightful that it

reminded one of the sunlight laughing and

peeping through fleecy, fleeting clouds in the

sky. It gave one the distinct impression that

she was bubbling over with merriment and

fun; that she was full of friendliness and sym-
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pathy for all mankind. It told you, in lang-

uage you could not doubt, that she was a

friend upon whom you could always depend

when needed.

This lovely woman's face betrayed a pro-

found knowledge of human nature which she

had obtained through personal experience. It

told one that she had come up through many

trials and hardships and temptations; but that

she had acquired that degree of Self-Control

which had enabled her to triumph over every

hardship, trial, and adverse condition of her

life. And all this showed in her face. Nature

had written it there, as she writes character in

every face, whether good or bad.

This lady had so builded her character that

Nature had wiped off her face every ugly and

forbidding Wrinkle, and preserved only those

which expressed beauty, peace, contentment,

cheerfulness, friendliness, patience, tolerance,

and a sympathetic interest in others. Her

wrinkles were all "Beauty" Wrinkles; and her

face shone with the radiance of a beautiful In-

telligence back of it. She had learned the ex-

alted art of making "Beauty" Wrinkles; and
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she appreciated Beauty so deeply and pro-

foundly that she made no other kind.

When men and women learn that they can

reflect in their faces all the lines of a beautiful

and perfect Character, they will cease to re-

move the "beauty" Wrinkles by the "lifting"

process. They will come to realize the fact that

some wrinkles are beautiful and others are

ugly; and they will devote as much time and

energy to creating and preserving "beauty"

wrinkles as they now devote to getting rid of

the wrinkles of age.

They will spend their time and effort in

building beautiful and symmetrical Charac-

ters that shall shine out through the lines of

their faces, and give to their fellows the ability

to know them as they are.

When humanity has reached that point in

their education, it will be deemed a disgrace

to have a face full of ugly wrinkles; because

it will be known that they reflect an ugly

Character.

Character Building will then become an art

as well as a science; and men and women will

strive to earn the degree of "B.C.B."

—

Beauti-

ful Character Builders.
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APPLICATION

1. During this day, when you have some

leisure moments, go before your mirror and

analyze your Wrinkles.

2. Study first the general efiFect.

(a) What does your face, as a whole, indi-

cate of your general character?

(b) Does it manifest strength of character

or weakness of character?

(c) In which general direction do the deep-

est wrinkles lie?

(d) Do the majority of them run perpen-

dicularly or do they run horizontally?

(e) What does this bespeak of your general

makeup?

3. Study then the detail of your face.

(a) How many secondary wrinkles are

there?

(b) Are the majority of these perpendicular

or horizontal?

(c) What elements of your character are

represented by the majority of these?

(d) What elements by the fine minority?

(e) What do all these secondary lines rep-

resent of your general character? Is it good or

is it bad?
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4. Make a searching self-analysis of the

records Nature has made of your character.

5. If, after this, you find you have wrinkles

in your face of which you are and should be

ashamed, determine to do something construc-

tive about it.

6. And if you become so deeply ashamed of

them that you are tempted to go and have your

face "lifted" and the unpleasant lines (wrin-

kles) removed; instead of doing this, just try

the new (old) process of removing them by

building yourself a more beautiful and per-

fect character. It will work and work every

time.

7. Begin today—now—to build yourself a

beautiful character that may reflect through

the recording wrinkles Nature has engraved

on your face. Build you your record and es-

tablish your character that everyone who reads

and understands may recognize the kindliness

back of your tolerance; the friendliness un-

derlying your humor; the natural balance of

your receiving and giving; the beauty of your

cheerfulness; the strength of your self-control;

the dignity of your poise; and the consistency

of your efforts, continuously and courageously
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to travel your road of Self-Unfoldment, to the

distant goal of your Self-Mastery.

8. Be interested in people; in things about

you ; be unselfish ; think wholesome thoughts

;

keep a constructive Attitude of Soul; and your

face will become a true reflection of your real

self.

9. You will be a joy to behold to all whom
you meet and pass on your way. You will be

an inspiration and help to all whose lives are

intertwined with yours in daily communion

and daily association.

You will be, in deed and in fact, "blessed

among men".
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CHAPTER IV

CONSCIENCE AND CONSISTENCY

Every Individual should be interested in

the subject of "Conscience". It is hoped, and

believed, that each one has a Conscience; and

that he or she will develop it to a point where

it will prove to be a safe and reliable guide to

conduct in all the afifairs of his life. To that

end it may help us if we can obtain a satisfac-

tory understanding of what Conscience is.

Here is about all the lexicologists of the

world have been able to tell us of the subject:

Conscience, as a mere word, is derived from

the Latin "Conscire"—which means to know.

But, as a term which has a deep psychological

significance, here is what they tell us:

1. Sense, or consciousness, of the moral

goodness or blameworthiness of one's own

conduct, intentions, or character, together

with a feeling of obligation to do or be that

which is recognized as good. Hence, a fac-

ulty, power, or principle, conceived to decide
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as to the moral quality of one's own thoughts

or acts, enjoining what is good.

2. Innermost thought or sense; inward con-

viction or knowledge, in relation to one's own

thoughts or actions.

These findings of lexicology are valuable in

that they make clear the fact that the wise men

who are responsible for building up a lang-

uage for us to use in our every-day contact and

communication with each other, seem to a-

gree that Conscience involves a definite knowl-

edge, on the part of an Individual Human
Being, as to the moral quality of his own

thoughts, acts, and conduct—a knowledge

which differentiates between Right and

Wrong.

With profound deference for the wisdom

of these wise men of all times. Natural Sci-

ence ofifers the following definition of Con-

science:

Conscience: That knowledge of normal

adult Human Intelligence which enables one

to differentiate correctly between Right and

Wrong in their relation to the Individual

himself.

It is that innate (inborn) knowledge which
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brings all humanity under the Moral Order

of Nature, and makes Man a morally account-

able and personally responsible Being.

Conscience might also be defined as: That

innate knowledge of Human Intelligence

which recognizes the Moral Order of Na-

ture, and acknowledges the moral accounta-

bility and personal responsibility of the Indi-

vidual thereunder.

It is that within us which enables us to

know Right from Wrong, in their relation to

ourselves, our thoughts, and our actions. This

implies a knowledge of moral values. It also

means that one who has such a knowledge

(Conscience) recognizes the fact that there is

a Moral Order in Nature; and that he is Mor-

ally Accountable and Personally Responsible

under that Moral Order.

Certain poetically inclined Individuals

have said that "Conscience is the Voice of the

Soul".

Even a casual study of the subject will con-

vince any Intelligent Individual that this, as

a definition, is far from being truly scientific.

The "voice" impresses consciousness only

through the sense of hearing. It does not
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seem consistent to say that Conscience im-

presses Individual consciousness through the

sense of hearing.

Furthermore, from a musical standpoint a

voice may be a basso-profundo, a basso-can-

tante, a baritone, a tenor robusto, a lyric tenor,

a contralto, an alto, a soprano, a lyric soprano,

or a dramatic soprano.

Now, if Conscience is a "voice", from a

musical standpoint it must belong to one or

the other of these various classes ; and it w^ould

be of both interest and possible importance

for one to know^ w^hether he has a bass Con-

science, a tenor Conscience, a contralto Con-

science, or a soprano Conscience.

From the standpoint of poetry, the expres-

sion is acceptable; but, from the viev^point of

science. Conscience is not a "voice".

The question might arise: If Conscience is

a knovs^ledge of Right and Wrong, what about

a man who believes it is right for him to kill

his best friend? Is that Conscience?

No. It is a deranged Intelligence. Consci-

ence is something that exists only in normal

Individual Intelligence. If the Intelligence

becomes deranged—as the wisest physicians
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tell us is possible—Conscience becomes con-

fused as to what is Right and what is Wrong.

It is no longer a safe guide to Individual ac-

tion.

A phase of the subject of Conscience ob-

trudes itself upon those who have had oppor-

tunity to make a careful study of those we

class as "criminals." There are those,

even among the most learned of these

students, who believe sincerely that all

crime is the direct result of defective

instruments of expression—in other words, de-

fective brains. On the other hand, there are

those among the most learned criminologists

who seem to believe that crime is the result

of uncontrolled inclinations to violate man-

made Laws.

Both of these classes of criminologists are

able to produce a vast amount of evidence in

support of their respective conclusions.

So far, however, the subject remains a

mooted question.

It seems to be quite generally acknowl-

edged, though not entirely so, that a large

percentage of all criminals are without Con-

science. That is to say, they do not seem to
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be able to differentiate between Right and

Wrong.

One element in the definition of Conscience

must not be overlooked in this connection; and

that is the term ^^normal." An Individual Hu-

man Intelligence may be unable to function

normally. We may have all seen such

Individuals. Any case of insanity is a

perfect illustration of an Individual Intelli-

gence that is not normal. Such an Individual

is moved to action almost entirely by his emo-

tions. His Intelligent powers and capabilities

may be unable to function solely because of a

defective instrument, the physical brain. Such

a defective instrument of expression may be-

come normal again, and the ability again to

express his knowledge of Right and Wrong

is thus restored. On the other hand, the na-

ture of the defect may be such that it may not

be repaired during this physical life time,

in which event he remains "abnormal" and

insensible to his Conscience.

Another question which is more than likely

to arise in the minds of certain thinkers is

with reference to children. If Conscience is an

endowment of all mankind, why is it that in-
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fants, and even children of some years, seem

to have little or no know^ledge of Right and

Wrong?

This is indeed an interesting and pertinent

question, and is worthy of the most careful

consideration. Perhaps reference to the defi-

nition will give us a clue. "The knowledge of

normal adult Human Intelligence which en-

ables one to differentiate correctly between

Right and Wrong, in their relation to the In-

dividual himself."

You will note the fact that knowledge is

the foundation upon which Conscience is

built But knowledge is an evolving and pro-

gressive attainment. It comes from experience,

and is not acquired in a lump sum, all at one

time. It grows—and growth takes Time.

In infancy and early childhood, the Indi-

vidual has not had sufficient personal experi-

ences on which to base an accurate knowledge

of Moral problems. Right and Wrong are

distinctly within the realm of Morality.

Hence, only time and experience can develop

in any Individual Intelligence that degree and

quality of knowledge which enables the In-
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dividual to know Right and Wrong, in their

relation to the Individual himself.

This will explain why it is that infants and

children know nothing about what is Right

and what is Wrong, as moral problems. Their

Conscience develops only with Time and Ex-

perience. In other words, Conscience is an en-

dowment of Individual Human Intelligence

which requires Time and Experience to de-

develop to a point where it becomes a reliable

guide in its knowledge of Right and Wrong.

Here is a phenomenon, in this connection,

which has commanded the interest and con-

sideration of many Intelligent Individuals.

It is a notable fact that there is a vast dif-

ference among children of the same physical

age, in their knowledge of Right and Wrong;

which makes a vast difference in the develop-

ment of their Consciences.

This might be accounted for in two dif-

ferent ways:

1. The heredity, prenatal influence, and

physical environment of one child may all be

of a highly Moral character; from which the

child may develop its Conscience much more

rapidly than another child of the same age.
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2. Assuming that Reincarnation is a fact of

Nature, while the physical ages of two child-

ren may be the same, it may be that one, as an

Individual Intelligence, may be only 7 years

old, while the other may be 700, or 7000 years

old—depending on how many incarnations

and reincarnations it has experienced.

This raises a subject concerning which an

Individual might speculate indefinitely, with-

out exhausting its possibilities of interest and

value. However, it is extraneous to our sub-

ject matter and has no place in this article,

however interesting it may be.

Every normal adult Individual Intelligence

has a Conscience.

His knowledge of Right and Wrong may

be limited; but still he has a Conscience.

With the first item of moral knowledge he ac-

quires, his Conscience begins to function. And

from thenceforth the "wee sma' voice within"

functions, although the Individual may, either

deliberately or ignorantly, fail to heed it or

respect it.

From all of the above, the reader will be

able to observe the fact that there is nothing

which can be estimated that is of much great-
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er value to an Individual Human Intelligence

than a well-developed Conscience.

And yet—of what value is a well-developed

Conscience, in the scheme of Individual Self-

Development and Self-Mastery, unless the In-

dividual Owner of the conscience consistently

heeds and respects it? Without the element of

Consistency, its value in the work of Self-Un-

foldment is definitely minimized.

And this brings us to the point of consider-

ing another element of human character held

to be one of the most exalted of all the moral

virtues—that of Consistency.

But just what do we mean when we use the

term to express our appreciation and commen-

dation of the moral character of a fellow hu-

man being?

It means, according to the terminology of

Natural Science, the continuous living of a

Life in conformity with one's own philosophy,

or standard of Equity, Justice, and Right.

Doubtless the fact that there are so very few

who succeed in living their lives continuously

in conformity with their own religion, or phil-

osophy, has given rise to the popular saying:

"Consistency, thou art a jewel."
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A jewel is something of great value. More-

over, its value is commensurate v^ith its rarity.

Consistency, therefore, is a rare jewel only be-

cause it so infrequently exists among human-

ity.

In other words, if it were the rule to find

men and women living their lives in conform-

ity with their religious or philosophic beliefs,

and in accordance with the dictates of their

Conscience, the importance of Consistency—
as one of the exalted virtues among humanity

—would decrease accordingly.

But inasmuch as we find the element of

Consistency among humanity to exist so rare-

ly, we give it an importance commensurate

with its rarity. Hence, it has come to be re-

garded as one of the rare "jewels" of human

character.

I am painfully aware that these facts do

not exalt the moral tendency of the evolution-

ary stature of the great human average. It

would seem, however, that those who are

seeking for and striving toward Self-Develop-

ment, Self-Growth, should, by every rule of

constructive attainment, represent a much

higher plane of moral and psychical develop-
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ment than the general average of humanity as

a whole.

Indeed, anyone would be justified in ex-

pecting such an Individual to exemplify the

virtue of Consistency more perfectly than the

general average person. This is because the

Morality underlying, and necessary to, Self-

Mastery is an exact science. And the students

of scientific Morality know that a personal

demonstration is the one thing necessary to

enable them to prove the scientific nature and

value of their knowledge.

Natural Science teaches that Morality is

the scientific basis of all constructive Self-Un-

foldment and Self-Mastery. Individuals

prove the scientific nature of these teachings

only by the absolute test of personal exper-

ience. And this means that they must exem-

plify, in their daily and hourly lives, every

virtue which enters into the Morality that con-

stitutes the "basis of Constructive Self-Un-

foldment and Self-Mastery." One of these

is the jewel of Consistency.

Every Individual who enters upon the

Road to the South, the Road to Self-Unfold-

ment. Development, and Growth, thereby as-
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sumes the responsibility of Consistency, in ac-

cordance with the dictates of his Conscience,

and thenceforward pledges his sacred honor

to the living of his life in strict conformity

with the scientific basis of Morality and his

knowledge of Right and Wrong.

Thenceforward his family, friends, and as-

sociates have the moral right to demand of

him that he make his daily life and conduct

an exemplification of that for which he stands.

If he does so, he is justly entitled to be called

''Consistent."

If he fails to do so, if he fails to live his life

in strict conformity to Conscience—"that

knowledge of normal adult Human Intelli-

gence which enables one to differentiate cor-

rectly between Right and Wrong in their re-

lation to the Individual himself"—and the

Principles and Laws of Nature which he has

accepted as facts, he is nothing more or less

than twconsistent; he is not consistent.

APPLICATION

1. In all your dealings with your fellow-

men, "let your Conscience be your guide,"
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and you will never stray far from the path of

Justice and Right.

2. Make a consistent eflPort, throughout

your day, to develop that kind of knovs^ledge

vv^hich will enable you more clearly and def-

initely to differentiate between what is Right

and what is Wrong, in their relation to your-

self.

3. As you develop this knowledge, from day

to day, strive then to heed the warnings that

come to you as a result of this knowledge, in

regard to all your acts.

4. Develop Consistency in heeding your

knowledge of Right and Wrong, that you may

continually Live your Life in conformity

with Nature's Laws and Principles which

you have accepted as the basis of your religion

or philosophy.

5. Remember this: Until you can exem-

plify Consistency by living your life in such

manner as to make it conform to the dictates

of your Conscience, as well as to the ethical

formulary and moral code which you have

accepted, you will never reach your goal of

Self-Unfoldment and Self-Mastery. It can-

not be done.
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6. Remember this also: You cannot travel

North and South, nor East and West, at one

and the same time. For the same reason you

cannot travel the constructive pathway that

leads to Self-Unfoldment and Self-Mastery,

and that which leads to devolution and self-

destruction, at one and the same time. It is

but a waste of time and energy for you to un-

dertake it.

7. Only when you have demonstrated Con-

sistency in conformance with Conscience;

only when you are willing and ready to align

yourself with the Constructive Principle of

Nature in Individual Life—then, and only

then, are you ready to enter upon the Way
that leads to Psychical Independence and

Self-Mastery.

8. As you have traveled along on your

Journey to the South, you have been face to

face with many "lions" (problems) even more

difficult than this. You have grappled cour-

ageously and determinedly with them, and so

far have you conquered them that their vital-

ity is rapidly waning. No longer do they

mock you and dare you, and so many of them

have almost ceased to block your Way.
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9. In your efforts thus far, you have tri-

umphed sufficiently that you fairly well have

proven your ability to master the yet remain-

ing "Lions," including that of Consistency in

conformance with the dictates of your Con-

science.

10. So far,' so good. These splendid vic-

tories over some of the most aggressive and

powerful enemies of Individual Progress and

Self-Unfoldment, are evidences of your abil-

ity to master even greater and more powerful

foes—for every triumph you make multiplies

your powers and resources, and makes your

Way ever easier to travel.

11. You therefore have just ground for

self-confidence, and every reason to press for-

ward with renewed Courage, added Energy,

and greater Assurance toward your goal of

Self-Mastery which involves the element of

Consistency in Living your Life in conformity

with your Conscience—"the knowledge which

enables you to differentiate between Right and

Wrong" in their relation to you, an Individ-

ual Intelligence.
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CHAPTER V

FAITH

"Faith is the intuitive Conviction of that

which both Reason and Conscience approved'

Analyze this definition of The Great

School—this answer to the problem of "What

is Faith?"— with the utmost exacting sever-

ity, and see if you are able to find a flaw in it.

1. Its foundation is a "conviction". This

means that the Individual is convinced.

2. But his conviction is the direct and defi-

nite result of his "intuition", and not that of

the slow process of inductive reasoning. It

comes to him instantly, with the swiftness of a

stroke of lightning. It does not involve any of

the labored steps of infinite care at the founda-

tion of all modern exact science.

3. Notwithstanding this fact, the intuitive

result is so definitely convincing that our rea-

son can find no fault with it, and therefore

approves it.

4. Furthermore, our Conscience, which is
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the arbiter of all Moral Values, weighs the

Soul's intuition in the scale of Morality, and

can find no fault with it. Hence, our Con-

science also approves the Soul's intuitive con-

viction; and the result is Faith.

Now let us test this definition by every de-

mand of human Intelligence, to determine if

it really meets the requirements of exact sci-

ence: In this connection, let us consider the

most exalted Faith to which the human Soul

may rise

—

''Faith in God".

Measured by the terms of the definition,

this means

:

1. The subject is not within the absolute

knowledge of the Individual.

2. But our intuition, with the swiftness of

thought, assures us that it must be so. There

must be a God, a Great, Overruling Intelli-

gence which guides the destiny of all things,

animate and inanimate, and made the Laws

which govern the Universe in absolute har-

mony with His Will.

3. This intuition of the Soul is so over-

whelming and conclusive that it convinces the

Intelligence and carries the absolute convic-

tion of its truth.
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4. Our Reason is unable to find any just

ground on which to raise an objection, or dis-

pute the conclusion arrived at through Intui-

tion. Our Reason, therefore, approves the find-

ing of intuition.

5. Measured by the scale of Moral Princi-

ples, the Soul finds no ground upon which to

base an objection. Hence, Conscience, the

Soul's arbiter, also approves the finding of in-

tuition.

The result is that we have Faith in God.

And it is the Soul's intuitive conviction of that

which both Reason and Conscience approve.

Again : We all know that there is such a

thing as Faith in the loyalty of a Friend.

Measured by the definition of the Great

School, this means:

1. We do not know, with absolute certainty,

that there is such a thing as a loyal Friend.

But our intuition tells us, with infinite

swiftness and certainty, that we have such a

Friend.

2. This intuition is so masterful that it

leaves us no room for doubt, and we arc

convinced. Thus, we have the Soul's intuitive

conviction of the fact.
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3. We try that intuitive conviction by every

rational test, and we are unable to refute it.

Hence, our Reason falls into line with the in-

tuitive conviction, and finally approves its

finding. Thus we have "The Soul's intuitive

conviction which Reason approves."

4. Then we try it by every known test of

Moral Principle, and again we can find no

just ground for rejecting it. Hence, Conscience

approves.

And we have "The Soul's intuitive convic-

tion of that which both Reason and Con-

science approve".

And the result is that we have Faith in the

Loyalty of a Friend.

Try the definition in every conceivable way,

and in every department of human experi-

ence, and you will find that it answers every

test of scientific exactness.

There is not only Faith in God, and Faith

in the Loyalty of a Friend, but there is this

marvelous potential element in every depart-

ment of Nature.

And we might go on and on, ad infinitum,

for Faith is one of the corner stones of the

Universe. Human society rests upon it. Hu-
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man life, in a large measure, depends upon

it. The business of the entire world is found-

ed upon it. The political institutions and in-

terests of the world are sustained by it. The

financial systems of the world are based upon

it. The religions of all humanity grow out of

it. The happiness of the race is contingent

upon it. The entire social structure would

crumble into dust and ashes without it.

In truth, wheresoever the human Intelli-

gence may turn, there it finds Faith—like a

^'Pillar of cloud by day, and a pillar of fire by

night"—to guide the traveler in the Way of

Life, Light, and Immortality.

And one of the greatest marvels of earth

is in the fact that it is this faith of men in

each other, in the integrity of their govern-

ment, in the underlying moral integrity of

society, in the Moral Order of the Universe,

in the Great Creative Intelligence, that justi-

fies itself and transmutes it into a living, vi-

talizing, energizing, and sustaining force ca-

pable of meeting every demand which faith

makes upon the children of earth and upon

the creating and sustaining energies of the

earth itself, as well as upon the Great Uni-
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versal Intelligence back of all the manifes-

tations of Nature.

Turn your attention in any direction; ob-

serve the conduct of men in any and every

department of human endeavor and human

associations; and you will be astonished to

observe the extent to which Faith constitutes

a distinct cornerstone upon which rests the

superstructure of individual, social, business,

commercial, economical, political, education-

al, and religious life, health, and actual ex-

istence.

But down deep under and back of all this

there is something more that is of the most

vital and constructive nature. There is an

element in this faith that underlies all human

relations and activities—which gives vitality,

strength, wholesomeness, and health to every

line of endeavor which rests upon or grows out

of it. This might well be termed the "thera-

peutic", healing or health-giving element of

faith.

Whatever absolutely rests upon such faith

develops within itself the constructive element

and power of "wholeness", or "health".

In the world of so-called business, so long
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as there is constructive faith upon which to

sustain it, there is business vitality, business

strength, and business health. So long the

business of the world is strong and healthy.

Let the healing element of faith be with-

drawn, or the constructive and vitalizing pow-

er of faith be destroyed, and the business of

the world languishes, becomes debilitated, en-

ervated, ailing, sick, and moribund.

In the social world the same conditions ob-

tain. It is a law of Nature. So long as any so-

cial community is established upon the solid

rock of faith, it is filled with vigor, vitality,

constructive energy, health, and Life. This

means that the individual members of such a

community have faith in each other, faith in

their cause, and faith in the continuity of their

social Life. Such a society will live, thrive,

and multiply its strength, vitality, and health.

But let the poison of distrust enter its sys-

tem. Let the constructive power of faith be

withdrawn, and instantly the disintegrating

process begins. The social structure begins to

crumble and decay. When the faith upon

which the social structure rests is destroyed,

the seal of Death is stamped upon the social
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organism. That which constituted its vitality,

vigor, strength, and health is gone, and dis-

integration, decay, and social Death follow

with the logic of Fate.

The same law holds good in the world of

Religion. With very few exceptions, the re-

ligions of earth are founded directly upon

Faith alone. The established facts are so few

and the definite knowledge so meagre that, in

most instances. Faith is virtually the only

sustaining foundation upon which the dog-

matic religions of the world rest.

But so long as that underlying Faith pre-

vails intact; so long as it is deep, unqualified,

genuine, and sincere, the religion it sustains

—

whatever that may be, whether Mohamme-

dan, Hindu, Persian, Chinese, Japanese, Jew-

ish, Brahman or Christian—will live, thrive,

grow, multiply in the numbers of its adher-

ents, increase in the potency and virility of

its influence, and withstand the assaults of

Time, the disintegrating influence of the Ele-

ments of Nature and the destructive power of

its enemies. In other words, while Faith in its

Morality, its Justice, its Truth, and its

Righteousness endures, its vitality, vigor,
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Strength, endurance, and Health will persist

undisturbed and unimpaired.

But, let the subtle and deadly poison of

Doubt, uncertainty, skepticism, incredulity,

and disbelief find a lodgment in the heart of

any dogmatic religion, or philosophy, and the

subtle process of disintegration and dissolu-

tion is set in motion and will continue with

ever-increasing power and momentum until

its deadly purpose has been accomplished. In

other words, destroy the therapeutic value

and potency of Faith, and you kill that upon

which its Life depends. Cease to breathe Oxy-

gen into your lungs, and within ten minutes

Death of the physical body overtakes you.

Why? Because Oxygen is one of the vital

elements that sustains the life of the physical

body. Without it death is inevitable. With it

the life current flows on and on in an endless

bounding stream of Joy.

So it is with the Faith that sustains any

dogmatic religion. Let the poisoned point of

the stiletto of Doubt pierce its pulsating heart,

and the finger of Fate marks that religion

for inevitable death. Once the destructive im-

pulse of incredulity or suspicion penetrates to
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the vital center of Faith, and the "Sword of

Damocles"—suspended by a single hair—will

fall upon the neck of such a religion. Its

severed head pays the inevitable penalty of a

shattered Faith.

Faith, as a curative agent, has a distinctly

scientific aspect which is not generally under-

stood by those who most earnestly and sin-

cerely claim to exemplify the teachings of the

Master, Jesus, in their work of "healing the

sick".

Perhaps there is no single phase of the life,

ministry and work of the Master, Jesus, con-

cerning which there has been, and still is, so

much diversity of opinion, as concerning the

method employed by Him in the cure of dis-

ease. His reported demonstrations of a mar-

velous and bewildering power of healing the

sick, under conditions and in a manner which

mystified and amazed even the most learned

men of his time, did more than almost any-

thing else to establish his reputation as a

"miracle worker." The fact that, during the

twenty centuries which have intervened since

there "came wise men from the East" to Je-

rusalem that they might find Him and "wor-
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ship Him," history records no instance where

His therapeutic knowledge and power have

been equaled by any individual man, gives to

Him and His work a place that is unique in

human history.

Those who are familiar with the Scriptural

narrative will recall the incident, narrated in

the fifth chapter of Mark, wherein "a certain

woman, which had an issue of blood twelve

years

—

and had suffered many things of many

physicians, and had spent all she had, and was

nothing better, but rather grew worse"— (as

many another woman has done since then, and

as many another is still doing today, because

our physicians—God bless them—know so

little about the fundamental principles invol-

ved in the cure of disease) had such faith in

the Master that she was sure she would be

"made whole" if she could but touch His

garment. Hence, she came near enough

—

through the press of the throng behind Him

—

to touch His garment. "Straightway the foun-

tain of her blood was dried up; and she felt

in her body that she was healed", etc.

But follow the narrative closely a little fur-

ther, for it contains something of the most
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vital interest to all who are earnestly seeking

for definite knowledge of the Natural Law by

which such cures are possible.

"And Jesus, immediately knowing in him-

self that virtue had gone out of him, turned

him about in the press and said : 'Who touched

my clothes?' * * * And he looked round about

to see her that had done this thing. * * * And

he said unto her, 'Daughter, thy faith hath

made thee whole; go in peace'."

Note carefully the exact words of the Mas-

ter. "Thy Faith hath made thee whole". There

is absolutely no uncertainty in the meaning of

the words themselves. They simply state a

fact. Leave off the first word, and we have

"Faith hath made thee whole." From any

view one may take of the statement , it is crys-

tal clear to anyone who can understand the

meaning of the simple words employed, that

faith was the curative agent Nature employed,

in this instance, to effect the cure.

But there is another point to be observed,

that is just as vitally important, if we desire

to go to the very bottom of the problem, and

learn the exact process involved in the thera-

peutic activities Nature employed. It is this:
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It was not merely faith alone, in the abstract,

that did the work. How do we know? Because

the Master said : "Thy Faith". It was not

His faith, nor the faith of Peter, John, or

Thomas—nor the faith of the great multitude

who gathered about the Master. He said

"Thy" faith. And just what does this mean?

It means that it was the faith of the patient

herself that gave the faith the one specific

ingredient necessary to make it constructively

fruitful. And reducing this fact to its exact

and scientific place in the therapeutic proc-

ess, it means that wherever faith is the funda-

mental activity employed, it is, and must ever

be, the faith of the patient; quite as much

as that of the healer—and in many instances

more.

Read the Scriptural narrative of the inci-

dent again, and get the fact clearly in your

mind—for it is vital as well as significant.

Note what a wonderful faith the woman
had. It was so great and so all-powerful that

she knew, without a doubt, that if she could

only touch the Master's garment, she would

be healed, made whole.

And so vital, so real, and so powerful was
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the healing process that she "felt" it; for the

narrative says: "She felt in her body that she

was healed."

As a further evidence of the perfectly tan-

gible nature of the process employed, note the

interesting fact that the Master also was per-

fectly aware of what had been done; for the

Master, Jesus, "immediately knowing in him-

self that virtue had gone out of him", turned

him about in the press of the throng around

him, and said; "Who touched my clothes?"

To obtain a perfectly clear and exact under-

standing of the meaning of his experience, it

is necessary to know the exact meaning of the

word "virtue", as it is used in the Scriptural

narrative.

The sense in which the Master uses the

word "virtue", does not signify "chastity",

nor "moral character", as the term is so often

employed in consideration of moral and eth-

ical principles.

One of the classes of meanings given to the

word in Webster's New International Dic-

tionary, is "energy, strength, potency, efficacy;

as the virtue of a medicine".

In '^Roget's Thesaurus", under the same
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heading are given, as synonyms: "dynamic

energy, electricity, magnetism, electro-mag-

netism"; and also the terms "power, potency,

force, influence," etc.

Hence, when the Master said: "I perceive

that virtue is gone out of me"—his purpose,

without question, was to convey the informa-

tion that he was conscious of the fact that a

healing virtue, or magnetic energy, had gone

out from his own body. This is an experience

which every genuine magnetic healer under-

stands. And, in many instances, this becomes

a very real vital drain upon the magnetic re-

sources of the healer. Those who follow the

business of magnetic healing find that they can

treat only so many patients within a given

time, for lack of sufficient vitality. They be-

come utterly exhausted beyond that number,

and find that their treatments are no longer

of the same potency or value to the sick.

Hence, when the Master felt that the heal-

ing virtue had gone out from his own body,

it was but natural, and quite consistent with

the facts of Nature, that the woman who was

thereby healed, should feel the healing virtue

enter into her own body, and energize it until
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she knew she was healed—"made whole" a-

gain.

But in the light of these facts, why should

the Master say to the woman: "Thy faith

hath made thee whole"? Is there an incon-

sistency here? By no means.

In the process of healing through faith, the

element of perfect faith makes of the phys-

ical body a natural magnetic receiver. Scien-

tifically, it polarizes the physical body from

the positive to the receptive condition to mag-

etic energy. It becomes a natural magnetic

sponge^ as it were, and becomes a powerful

absorbent of vital magnetism from its envi-

ronment. The Master, being positively

charged with vital energy, and the woman

being polarized by her great faith into the

receptive magnetic condition, the instant she

was able to touch his clothing, the contact

closed the circuit of magnetic energy, and

with the perfect facility of Nature's process,

a strong current of vital magnetism passed out

of the body of the Master, and instantly

flooded that of the woman; and the work

was done. And the Master therefore uttered a
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great scientific truth, when he said to the wo-

man : ''Thy faith hath made thee whole".

Since it is the element of faith that polar-

izes the physical body into a magnetically re-

ceptive state and condition, it does not require

a great Intelligence to understand the simple

fact that whatever awakens in one a sublime

faith that he is going to be healed, and fully

restored to health, instantly makes of his body

a "magnetic sponge" or the receptive pole of

a strong vital magnet. It does not matter who

or what it is that awakens that sublime, "ther-

apeutic" faith. It may be the Master, or it

may be a healer of any school or cult. The re-

sult is the same. The conditions are thereby

established which flood the body of the patient

with the vital energy necessary to restore it

to normality. And this means that a cure has

been made; the Individual is "healed", and

"made whole".

If the process involved in the cure of dis-

ease through the healing power of Faith

should be couched in a single sentence, it

would be somewhat like this:

Curative Faith makes of the physical body

of the Individual, who possesses it, a vital mag-
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netic sponge which drinks, or absorbs, from its

environment the constructive vital element

necessary to restore the physical organism to

its normal state and condition.

This state and condition of normality means

nothing more nor less than Physical Health.

In this will be found the logic of reason

which explains the fact that healers of all

kinds, schools, and cults, count their cures in

great numbers. The Christian Scientist prac-

titioner, the magnetic healer, the mental heal-

er, the metaphysical healer, the bread-pill

doctor, are all entitled to consideration for

the cures they effect—for they are all genuine

"healers", insofar as they are able to awaken

or establish within their patients the degree

and quality of faith which carries with it the

transfer of vital energy to the body of the pa-

tient. In every such instance it could be said,

with equal truth,
—"Thy faith hath made thee

whole".

There are many kinds of ailments of the

physical body that result from destructive

psychological and mental conditions and states

of being. All such cases may be entirely

"healed" by anyone who has the Intelligence

and ability to awaken in the patient that de-
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gree and quality of faith to which the Master

referred when he said : "Thy faith hath made

thee whole."

All this opens the way to a clear and intel-

ligent understanding of how easily and how

perfectly every mature Individual with suffi-

cient Intelligence to understand the Law, may

be taught to become his own healer. But, of far

greater importance, he may learn how to pre-

vent disease within himself, by the right ex-

ercise of his own powers. A right understand-

ing of mental prophylactics, and simple

obedience to the principle therein employed,

keep the physical body clean, pure, whole-

some and entirely free from every pois-

on, and enable Nature, the great Builder, to

construct a perfect Temple for the living Soul,

and keep it in perfect harmony with the Con-

structive Principle of Nature and thereby

make it the sweetest, most delightful and at-

tractive place in all the Universe for its owner

and occupant.

But remember this: No matter how pure,

clean, vital, and full of health your body may

be today, let your mental and soul attitude

become morbid, poisonous, unclean, cheerless,
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or destructive, and, you immediately thereby

reverse Nature's therapeutic process. You

close the doors of your being to constructive,

vital energy and health; and you open the

doors of your being to every destructive agen-

cy and influence of your entire environment.

You thereby instantly stop the "Builders" who

labor to make the Temple of your Soul a

beautiful and perfect abiding place for its

occupant—wherein, with joy and gladness,

to serve the Living God and all his Children;

and you open the doors to the "Wrecking

Crew" and invite them in to deface, wreck,

and destroy everything the Builders have

done to make for you an abiding place of joy

and satisfaction. Don't do it.

Every Individual should learn how to de-

velop within himself the healing power of

therapeutic faith, by the exercise of which he

may, at any time, open the flood-gates of con-

structive and vital energy and restore his phys-

ical body to perfect harmony with the Law of

Health. But in the exercise of this knowledge

and power, he is only restoring his physical

body to a condition of normality which, by

the exercise of the same degree and quality of
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faith, never would have become "abnormal".

In other words, if the Individual were taught

to develop within himself the faith that cures,

and to apply that faith to the prevention of

disease, his body would never become de-

ranged by disease. In that event, he would

avoid all the suffering, pain, and agony of

disease, because there would be no diseased

condition of his body.

But the greatest single cause of disease lies

in the fact that men and women, while free

from disease and its consequent suffering, give

little or no attention to, or consideration of,

the subject or the fact of disease. It does not

seem to them to be a matter of importance un-

til disease has deranged the body and brought

to the Individual tortures of physical suffer-

ing. Then the Soul cries out: "If I had only

known, I might have avoided all this agony

and torture." Then, for the first time, he re-

alizes the fact that disease is but a penalty

which Nature fixes upon the Individual. Then

only does he enter upon the sublime search for

the path that will lead him back into the

broad highway which will restore him to,

health.
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So should we live that every hour

May die as dies the natural flower.

A self-reviving thing of Power.

That every thought and every deed,

May hold within itself the seed

Of future good or future meed.

Esteeming sorrow whose employ

Is to develop, not destroy.

Far better than a barren joy.

APPLICATION

1. Each morning, before you enter upon the

duties and the purposes of the day, let your

mind travel over the place that Faith holds

in the economy of God's plan, as exemplified

in Nature.

2. Remember that it is your own talisman of

health and strength; that, through its magic

power it will "make you whole" and keep you

whole. Lift yourself, in perfect confidence

to the Great Source of Infinite Life, and re-

call the sublime words of the Master: ^^Thy

Faith hath made thee whole."
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FAITH

3. Mentally open wide the flood-gates of

your being to the transforming power of

Faith. Mentally make of yourself the recep-

tive magnet that will enable you to absorb the

vital essence of your environment and renew

every individual cell of your body.

4. Keep lodged within your consciousness

the mental concept that you are potentially a

perfect entity— physically, spiritually, and

psychically. Keep the fact before your mental

vision, that in the renewal of your Faith you

hold the key to perfect health, of physical

body, spiritual body, and Soul or Individual

Intelligence.

.'5. Know that you can make of your Faith a

living, vitalizing, energizing, and sustaining

force that will keep the life currents flowing

in an endless stream of Health and Joy.

6. Ask the Great Father and the Great

Friends to help you in your efforts to apply

the healing balm of Faith to the renewing of

your body.

7. But remember always that you must be

worthy of the help you ask, and that the Law

of Compensation is as fixed and certain as the

Power that holds the planets in their individ-
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ual orbits. You can have perfect Health only

in the event you are ready and willing to Pay

for it by the Living of a Life in conformity

with the Faith that makes men whole.

8. And finally, do not be ashamed to pray. It

is not a childish concept. For, silent prayer

from an honest Soul will, in time, make the

human countenance its own divine altar.

Years and years of pure and prayerful

thoughts, like ceaseless music shut up within,

will travel in vibrant rhythm along the nerves

of expression, until the lines of the living in-

strument are drawn into perfect correspon-

dence; "and the harmony of visible form

matches the unheard harmonies of the Soul."
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CHAPTER VI

THE HEALTH ATTITUDE

One of the great struggles of humanity to-

, day is the struggle for physical health. This

is not to be wondered at; because they know

from experience that they live in their phys-

ical bodies. They know that physical disease

is a most disagreeable and often distressing

thing to experience.

They have come to think of health and dis-

ease as purely physical problems. In this,

however, they are to be pitied for their ig-

norance. Neither health nor disease is ex-

clusively a physical problem. Neither is it

exclusively a physical thinrf. Indeed, if all

the facts could be put in evidence, it would

be found that, in the great aggregate of re-

sults, both health and disease, even of the phys-

ical body, are far more la psychicaf] (often

calledjmgwM/) I problem than a physical one.

•That is to say, diseases of many kinds are thq,

_jlirect resuTFs offthe Individual Intelligen ce^] ^jg^^^
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This is intended to convey the thought that

the attitude of Soul, or the ^'condition of

mind/' as the expression is so often used, may

be—and often is—the direct cause of diseases

and physical derangements of various kinds.

It follows with the certainty of absolute logic,

that since a wrong attitude of Soul, or condi -

tion of mind , can cause disease , a right atti-

tude of Soul, or condition of mind, should

cure it, and thereby cause health. Is not this

good logic? It.jj not only good logic, but itis

^oneofthe/proven f<?c/j of Nature.}

Neither you nor I can be held (justly) re-

sponsible for this great and beneficent fact of

Nature. Neither of us had anything to do

with the establishment of that fact. It is

something that came to be a fact solely be-

cause Nature, or the Great Creative Intelli-

gence, so established it. It is true that men

and women have come to know that such a

fact exists. How do they know it? Solely

because they have proven it by actual experi-

ence. Just as the Great Masters originally

demonstrated the fact that there is a.fspiritual

world. They first used theiijreasonlupon the

facts of Nature which they had proven; and
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THE HEALTH ATTITUDE

then they experimented along lines consistent

with their reasoning, until they finally devel-

oped within themselves the sense of spiritual

vision. They followed this experience witjh

further experiment, and proved that they also

had the senses of spiritual hearin g, taste, an4

smell, as well as feeling . They demonstrated

these facts through a personal experience,

which is the basis of all real personal knowl-

edge.

How did men and women come to know

that disease can be caused, as well as cured,

by differing attitudes of Soul, or conditions

of mind? By first reasoning upon such Qi-^^-^^^^^f^

the facts of Nature as they had proven, and x^uiaw!>tKi_

then by experimenting in line with the logic

of their reasoning, until they had the personal

experience. It was their personal experience

that gave them definite personal knowledge

of the fact. They told their friends and ac-

quaintances of their knowledge, and others

thus came to know about their personal ex-

periences. Thus many people came to sus-

pect that there was some truth in the propo-

sition. Some of them acted on their suspic-

ions, and began experimenting; and their ex-
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periments resulted in their demonstration of

the truth of the statement thaL_a
fl

attitude of

Soul, or condition of mind
, does actually

cause disease, as well as that a different atti-

tude of Soul , or condition of mind , does ac-

tually cure disease, and restore health. Thus,

the truth concerning the matter has been prov-

en by personal experience so often that it has

come to be accepted almost unanimously by

intelligent men and women in all walks of life.

The Christian Scientists accept it, and have

built up a great following on the strength of

their demonstrations.

The allopathic physician accepts it, and

often makes use of the same method of cure

in his active practice.

The homeopathic physician accepts it,

though he may not practice the method of

cure quite so generally as the physician of the

older school.

The osteopath and chiropractor accept it

and use the method of cure very often in their

practice.

The naturopathic physician accepts it, and

makes use of the method of cure more often,

perhaps, than do other physicians. This is
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because he recognizes the method of cure as

"natural"; as one of Nature's established con-

ditions.

In truth, it is believed that the principle

involved is almost, if not wholly, accepted

by virtually every school of the healing art.

It is not necessary for the reader, or anyone

else for that matter, to accept the demonstra-

ted fact on mere faith alone. It is within his

Rcwer to make the demonstration for himsel f,

if he feels so inclined . In that case he will

have the definite knowledge through actual

personal experience. Thereafter he can speak

with authority on the subject.

We all know that anger is a very destructive

emotion ( often called ''passion" ). Perhaps

there is no attitude of Soul, or condition of

mind, that is more destructive to health than

anger. It is immeasurably more destructive to

those who harbor it than to those against

whom it is directed.

So true is this that it has come to be recog-

nized as almost an axiom, that the surest meth-

od of destroying an enemy is to make him

angry, and he will thus destroy himself. The

same truth is but emphasized in the saying of
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angry, and he will thus destroy himself. The

imc truth is but emphasized in the saying of
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the ancients, that: "Whom the gods would

destroy they first make mad"—that is, angry.

The writer knew a man some years ago who

was afflicted with a violent and ungoverned

(not ungovernable)temper. He was subject

to violent fits of anger, and often with little or

no apparent cause. For ten years he was al-

most continually afflicted with biliousness.'

His wife was responsible for the informa-

tion that his bilious spells seemed to follow

rather promptly his recurring spells of anger.
,

She said that his temper was so violent and so

easily excited that he would go into a perfect

rage concerning almost anything that inter-

fered with his plans or crossed his purposes;

and when he was in the midst of one of his

seasons of anger he was so utterly reckless and

ungovernable that she often had the feeling

that he might do himself or someone else

serious bodily injury.

When the writer had sufficient definite in-

formation as to the history of the case, he felt

himself at liberty to do what he could, with-

out offense, to help the man overcome his diffi-

culty. He was a client, and often came to my
office for consultation on legal matters. On
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one of these occasions, he came just after he

had gotten up from one of his bilious attacks.

The time and occasion seemed propitious.

After I had given him a chair, and we were

in a proper attitude, I said to him: ''George,

you are just out from one of your severe at-

tacks of biliousness, and I want to ask you a

question. Do you know what is the cause of

these attacks?" He said he didn't; that they

seemed to come without warning and with-

out any apparent cause. After several ex-

changes in conversation, I said : "George, is

it a fact that you have a rather bad temper to

contend with?" He admitted that he had. I

asked him if he ever tried to control it. He
said he hadn't, but had just begun to think it

was time he did.

This gave me an opening. I asked him if

he had ever thought that his bilious spells

might be the results of his fits of anger. He
said he had never thought about it; he had

consulted a number of good physicians, but

they could not tell him what caused his liver

to stop acting . I told him I had been thinking

of the matter a good deal ; and had come to the

positive conclusion that his fits of anger were
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entirely responsible for his bilious attacks. J

went on and suggested that Nature has her

own peculiar ways of punishing us for our

violations of her laws. I asked him if he would

keep it in mind the next time he lost his tem-

per and went on an "anger jag".

As nearly as I can recall the conversation,

this was the substance of his later reply.

"John, there aren't going to be any more

'anger jags'. What you have suggested has con-

vinced me that you are right. I can recall a

number of instances when a violent bilious at-

tack began almost immediately following one

of my bad spells of anger. But, after all, I

can't understand how a spell of anger could

act on the liver . The liver is a physical organ

of the body, and anger is only a mental con-

dition, yhere doesn't seem to me to be any

possible connection between them."

My reply, was in substance, as follows : "As

I said beforejNaturef has her own peculiar

ways of punishing us whenever we violate her

laws ;[ and I will add that this is especially

true when we violate any of her laws of

health. You may not know it, but it is a fact,

just the same, thatjyour attitude ot bpulfor
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frond ifion of mindl as you would express it,

tias much to do with your condition of health.
"^•^'^

I
Why this is so we do not knoyylAll we do know' -*-^ oU«-

is that it is true. Some of us know, from actual oxdix^Aa.

personal experience, that it is true. I happen "Y^
to be one of that number.tYou also know it,

"^ '^

^/«'«7

if you would but use your intelligent facultie s,

capacities, and powers ; because you have been

proving it almost constantly during the years

I have known you. 1*7 ..m^ Xc.

"Mentally you are asking me how I know OJi,,^^

this. I have been studying you for years, al- (y,^jjtl

most ever since I have known you. I have seen

you come down to your bed again and again. r

In every instance it has been from the same '^u

kind of illness, biliousness. I have asked your ^^*^

attending physicians if they could tell me

what is the primary cause of these bilious at-

tacks. Either they could not tell me, or they

did not feel at liberty to do so, or they did

not know. But through conversations with

them and others that know you^I have learn-

ed that a number of these attacks of illness

have come upon you very shortly after you

have indulged yourself in a vio lent
^

fit of
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] anger.[ You tell me the same thing; so, it

must be true.

"To check up on this problem, I have asked

you to observe, the next time you have a bili-

ous attack , if it isn't almost immediately after

you have had one of your 'anger jags'. You

tell me there are not going to be any more

anger jags. I hope this is true; for if it is,

then you are not going to have any more bili-

ous attacks.'
'

During the remaining two years of our as-

sociation he never had a bilious attack.

One day when he came to my office I ven-

tured to ask him : "George, have you made

up your mind yet concerning the cause of

your old time bilious attacks?" He looked at

me with a shame-faced expression and re-

plied : "Yes, I have. There is absolutely no

doubt in my mind about it. For two years now,

I have not allowed my temper to run away

with me ; and for two years I have not had an

attack of biliousness. You told me I wouldn't

have, unless I lost my temper; and you were

right."

"Then, George, you have made an import-

ant discovery which should mean vastly more
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to you than the fact that the indulgence of

anger will result in a hiHnii«^ attack^n you.

^You have actually discovered the vitally im-

portant fact that an attitude of Soul, or con-

dition of mind, may—and often does—exert

an influence on an organ of the physical body.

You have proven that a destructive attitude of

Soul, or condition of mind, can actually stop

the action of one of your vital organs. You

have also proven that when you control your "^ '^'^

destructive attitude of Soul, or condition of "^-^c^-^^-^

mind, you thereby prevent your liver from -^ <-j'v-<>-*><

ceasing to act, and you thus prevent an attack"^"''^'^'^^'^

of biliousness. Is not this true?" He admitted j^^v^ o^jjkA

that it was. ^vv^^^^o^-iii^

Then I continued:! "Is it not reasonable! .,ja/TCf3-'>^>*^'

to conclude thatl other organs |of our phys- -^^'^^^

ical bodies may be destructively aflfected by ^xj-'i^^^^^

other destructive attitudes of Soul, or con-
"

ditions of mind?|And that being true (lor it is j-ol-^^a^vx^o.

true), it follows, with the certainty of perfect ~"

logic, that /gt^grT^estructive attitude of Soul, — "^

or condition of mind , exerts a destructive in- 9^^ JJC

fluence upon some one or more of the vital

organs of the physical body . If this be true artx^^;^^

(and it is true), then the Soul attitude, or ^^"^^"^^t^t
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mental condition, of Fear, Envy , Jealousy,

Dishonesty, Greed, Selfishness, Self-indulg -

ence, o r Emotionalism , (aJLo f which are de-

structive) actually exerts destructive influ-

ences upon one or more, or all of the vital or-

gans of our physical bodies. And thi s, mv
friend

J

is absolutely true."j

It follows, with equally perfect logic, that

the kind oifSelf-Controllth^t is exercised over

Anger will eliminate the destructive effects

upon the vital organs of the physical body,

and result in the restoration of health and the

elimination of disease. Is not this good logic?

Yes, and we are now getting very close to the

heart of one of the most vital problems in all

therapeutics. This problem is that of deter-

mining, with certainty and accuracy, how far

our attitudes of Soul, or mental conditions,

are responsible for our physical diseases and

ailments.

It is known that Anger will often result in

biliousness. It is known also that Self-Contro l

and a cheerf ul and kindly attitude of Soul , or

condition of mind,

(

will restore! the norma]

activity of the liver and overcome biliousness.

Anger also has a destructive effect upon the
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organs of digestion, the stomach, and intes-

tinal tract. To whatever extent this is true, it

is equally true that indigestion and intestinal

troubles follow. But it also is true that, in all

such cases, the control of anger, together with

the establishment of a cheerful and kindly at-

titude of Soul, or condition of mind, will re-

move all such indigestion, together with all

the intestinal troubles resulting therefrom.

It is believed that Anger has a destructive

.effect upon virtually all , if not all, the vital

processes of the physical body. We know tha t

violent fits of anger sometimes result in apo-

plexy, heart failure, and physical death. But

apoplexy comes from the^rsting of a bloody

vessel in the brain; and that is brought about

by circulatory disturbance and high blood

pressure until a blood vessel in the brain is

^ rup tu

r

ed.

1

^ This means apoplexy aiid clcath.^

When the heart is not very strong, anger often

excites the Ipneumoc/astric Jnerve, which con-

trols the heart action, causing too great a strain

upon the heart, and it fails, and stops . This

also means death .

Did you ever suffer a^.^eat shock from ^_;j^

j^£aj:2 If so, you will recall that the very un- ^jd^a^.
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pleasant sensation struck you in what many

call the "pit of the stomach ." This means in

the "^oiarJPlexu^" which is a great network

of nerves just hack of the stomach. You will

admit that the sensation is not enjoyable. You

will not hesitate to accept such Fear as a de-

structive experience. In truth, it is one of the

most destructive. Sudden shocks of great

_fear have been known to react upon the heart

with such violence as to stop its action and

produce almost instant death. The sensation

in the solar plexus often produces violent

nausea and retching. Complete prostration

sometimes follows, showing the destructive

nature of the emotion we call "Fear". The

^sensation in the stomach often stops digestion

^Imost completely. This leads to derangement

of the entire system, and in some cases violent

illness.

One of the common results of great fear is

to stop all elimination from the body. The

kidneys are especially susceptible to this emo-

tion. And they do not have to stop their elim-

ination but a very short time until they have

distributed uric acid poisoning throughout the

entire system.
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I F^arjin all of its variou s expressions, is de-

structive, and exerts a destructive influence

upon the physical body. The extent to which

we are subject to its influence will be sug-

gested by the following terms used to express

its many phases
,
degrees, and qualities:

Timidity, Alarm,

Apprehension, Awe,

Anxiety, Horror,

Mistrust, Consternation,

Shyness, Despondency,

Fright, Diflidence,

Dread, Misgiving,

Terror, Solicitude,

Dismay, Suspicion,

Despair, Bashfulness.

Each of the emotions indicated by these

terms is destructive to physical heahh ./IVorry
j

is yet another, and one of the most destructive

phases of fear. It is one of the most common

afflictions of humanity. We virtually all in-

dulge in it, to some extent. It might almost be

considered /a universal characteristic ( and

weakness of humanity. /And one of its in-

evitable destructive results, when indulged

long enough and violently enough, is "Ncr-
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vous Prostration" . It also interferes with di-

gestion and assimilation of food. It produces

sluggish liver and inactivity of the kidneys.

One of its most common results is constipa-

tion.

Since we know that worry does produce all

these destructive results and thereby gravely

impairs physical health, does it not seem log-

ical to conclude that if one should banish

worry from his consciousness and substitute

therefor the attitude of cheerful Confidence

and then proceed to enjoy life accordingly^

he would thereby overcome a ll these destruc-

tive results and restore good health? Yes, that

is the only logical conclusion. And it so hap-

pens that this conclusion is absolutely correct.

\Xou can prove it-\-if you happen to be one

who has brought any of the destructive re-

sults, above mentioned, upon yourself through

the indulgence of worry. Anyone can prove

. • it who has worried himself into a similar con-

o. V^^^ dition of ill-health.You will agree with me

^^ ^ii>^V^ also that anyone so afflicted would be an im-

^^^jvx-'*^'^' becile, if he should refuse to try such a rem-

fjuJ^^ gdy. It would cost him nothing more un-

P^lea^gnt than the exercise of enough Self-
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Control to change his attitude of Soul, o^

condition of mind. This is vastly less ex-

pensive than to call a physician, or to go to a

sanitarium, or to "go abroad", or to try a

"change of climate"; for these are all ex-

pensive, and they are very likely what your

physician would recommend ; and you would

still have the doctor bill to pay.

But this is not all. Your physician (assum-

ing that he is a good one, and honest), would

tell you—in substance—the same thing as to

the method of cure above outlined; but he

would, probably, express it differently. More

than likely he would tell you to "stop your

worrying, and you will soon be well and

hearty again". This, however, means exactly

the same thing. Simply exercise enough Self -

I
Contro l to change your attitude of Soul , or

I condition of mind , from one of worrying to

unc of cheerful Confidence, and you have

;

an absolute remedy for all your ills which

: are the result of worry. You don't believe

it? Why? You have never tried it; and

you have no right to doubt the word of those

who have tried it and found that it cured

in a vc

f

J
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Neither is this all. Make a careful study of

the above list of words, each one of which

represents a different phase or quality of Fear.

Each and every one of them expresses an at-

titude of Soul, or condition of mind, which is

destructive to physical health. There are

twenty of them

—

not including worry—and

each of them alone is sufficient to cause you

more than one kind of illness, if indulged by

you long enough to get in its "deadly work".

You will admit that each of these twenty

destructive attitudes of Soul is capable of

giving you a different unpleasant experience.

At some time or other no doubt you have ex-

perienced most, if not all, of them. You will

realize also that if you were to combine any

two or more of these twenty different destruc-

tive attitudes of Soul, or conditions of mind,

the result would be a different unpleasant ex-

perience.

For the purpose of showing you, or enabling

you to show yourself, the destructive and un-

pleasant possibilities of these twenty different

phases of Fear, I suggest you take a pencil

and a sheet of paper and figure it out for your-

self. I.will tell you how to do it.
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Begin with the figure 1. Multiply it by 2.

Multiply the result by 3; that result by 4;

that result by 5; that result by 6;that result by

7; and so on until you have used each number

(up to and including 20) as a multiplier. The

final result will give you the exact number of

combinations of Fear it is possible to exper-

ience from the twenty we have named in the

foregoing list of words.

And remember this : For each combination

it is possible for you to experience a different

unpleasant and destructive personal experi-

ence. Before you put down the figures, make

a guess how many different unpleasant and

destructive experiences it is possible for you to

receive from the twenty different unpleasant

and destructive phases of Fear, together with

their possible combinations. Here are the

figures, if no mistake has been made in multi-

plying or adding

:

|2,432,902"^08,176,64Q^0a|

These figures read as follows: Two quintil-

Jions, four hundred and thirty two quadril-

lions, nine hundred and two trillions, eight

billions, one hundred and seventy six millions,

six hundred and forty thousands.

This is all the unpleasant and destructive

lis
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experiences it is possible for you to obtain

from the 20 phases of Fear noted. But this

does not include "Worry," which would add

several quintillions more. Just multiply the

above figures by 21, and you will have the

grand total, including Worry.

The figures are not intended as a joke.

Neither are they intended to be false. They

are offered in the best of good faith, for just

one specific purpose—to impress you with an

appreciation of the unpleasant and destructive

possibilities of Fear—when you permit it to

control YOU.
After making a careful and critical study

of this remarkable problem of Fear, do you

wonder that Fear is such a deadly thing? It

is possible that the matter has never been put

to the world of humanity in exactly this way,

or exactly from this viewpoint.

Now, you already know that Anger is just

as destructive as Fear. You may not know

that there are just as many phases of Anger

as there are of Fear. You may verify the truth

of this statement by referring to some good

Thesaurus (Roget's or White's). It is equally

true that every individual phase of Anger is
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destructive, and detrimental to health. Hence,

it follows that there are as many unpleasant

and destructive possibilities in Anger as there

are in Fear. Therefore, if you want to know

how many unpleasant and destructive exper-

iences there are in both Fear and Anger, just

multiply the figures for Fear by 2. Even then

you will not have them all, because there are

such destructive emotions as Jealousy which

combine both Fear and Anger. Your figures

do not cover these. How many there are of

these combinations of Fear and Anger it

would be most difficult even to estimate; but

there are "a plenty," all right. You may de-

pend upon that.

At this point a great problem obtrudes it-

self upon the consciousness of many good peo-

ple:

In endowing men and women with the emo-

tions of Anger and Fear, and then making

those emotions so universally and unpleasantly

destructive to physical health, is Nature, or

the Great Creative Intelligence, just?

If Nature, or the Great Creative Intelli-

gence, had gone no further, there might be

sufficient cause for questioning. But whatever
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Intelligence is responsible for bringing Man
into existence did not stop there. (Let us call

it "Nature.") As suggested, Nature did not

stop with simply bringing Man into existence

and endowing him with destructive emotions,

such as Anger and Fear. If she had made no

further provisions than these, she might well

jpe suspected of injustice. \But, thank good-

ness, she went further than that. Shp pnHnwpH

Man with the Power of Will to control these,

and every other destructive emotion. She

thereby placed I the responsibility I exactly

where it belongs—fow Man himself. I

By so doing Nature bestowed upon Man
throughjthe Power oij^i^ the ability to con-.

trol earh ;^nH every destriirfive prnnHfln^ and

thus deprive if of its destructive power oy£r

him. She went still further, and made it pos-

sible for Man toj^animutejeach and every

destructive and unpleasant emotion into a con-

lMr^£tivg_aind pleasant experience. _^
'

T * " _i^t.u*——UM—

j

—

Throughjthe Power of Self-ControllNature

rnade it possible for Man to change his emo-

tion of
I
Fear, or Anger-f-the one into cheerful

confidence and the other into cheerful kindli-

ness

—

and thus deprive them of their destruc-
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live and unpleasant character , and convert

them into constructive and beneficent experi-

ences. All she asks of him is that he learn her

laws of Health; and obey them, if he would

avoid their penalties for disobedience. If he

would prevent Disease and its destructive and

unpleasant consequences,! all he need do/is to

exercise the degree and quality of Self-Con-

trol necessary to lchange his attitude of Soul,i

lor cond ition of rni^ndjfrom destructive into

constructive lines.

t \ How can you accomplish such a change?

I
By fixing your attention uporTtFie cliange you

desire to make in your attitude of Soul, or

condition of mind; and then by exerting your

Will Power in the line of your attention.

i Suppose your present destructive attitude

' of Soul is. that of Worry (a phase of Fear)."

i Yq^ des ire to change it to the constructive ^ •

attitude of cheerful confidence. Fix your *^^'^

1 attention on the constructive attitude of cheer- *-A.<^

i ful confidence. Then exert your Will In the -X*l*»

I

li/ie o f your attention. Make the Personal Ef- '-^^^^^Jr

fort to realize within yourself the attitude of jt4 •^
cheerful confidence. In a very few minutes '^^uT'

you will begin to realize that you have nothing $> 'M p' *•
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to worry about. Soon you will experience a

feeling of Cheerfulness, and confidence that

"things are coming out all right."

The result will be that you will thus change

your attitude of worry to that of cheerfulness

and confidence. The cause of your illness

(worry) being thus removed, and a construc-

tive attitude substituted for it, you will begin

to improve immediately. It is simply a mat-

ter of whether you will or not. Nature puts

it squarely up to You. You can go on wor-

rying and suffering until you die; or, ^ou can

become cheerful and confident and experience

tjie joy of living in good health.

Furthermore, here is something for you to

A

learn : Nature has provided that you devel -

\ op, unfold , and grow in the direct line o f

fyour Attention and Personal -bttortl If you r

j attention is fixed on what you call your ^'wor-

\ ries," your Personal Efifort will be along that

Jine; and you will go backward and down-

"^ /ward into deeper distress , suffering, i ll health,

and finally to a miserable and wretched death .

Or, if your attention is fixed on the opposite

-^ "- goal, and your effort is to realize it, you will

develop, unfold, evolve, and grow in that di-
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rection. You will become cheerful and con-

fident of yourself; and you thus will give Na-

ture a chance to exercise her Constructive

Process in restoring you to good health and

making it possible for you to enjoy life.

These statements are not theories . They

are positive facts. They have been demon-

strated over and over, until there is no element

of uncertainty about them.

If anyone should tell you that you would

suffer from cold by dressing in a thin summer

suit of clothes, and then going out into a win-

ter storm with the temperature at 10 degrees

below zero, you would not doubt his state-

ment. In fact, you would accept it as the

literal truth; because you would know that

universal experience of mankind proves it.

In like manner, if someone should invite you

to come in out of the winter storm, into a

warm and comfortable room where the temp-

erature was 90 degrees, you would not waste

any time in doubting the truth of his statement

that you would soon thaw out and become

quite comfortable. Why? Because you would

know that his statement was in accord with

the common experience of mankind. You
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would know that its truth had been demon-

strated by personal experience so often that

no room for doubt was left. You would have

no possible cause for doubting it.

In like manner, if an intelligent and honest

man should tell you that one who harbors

Fear constantly, or whose attitude of Soul is

that of perpetual Worry, will surely bring on

himself liver trouble, nervous debility, indi-

gestion, constipation, and other debilitating

complications that will cause physical suf-

fering and possible death, you would have no

just cause to doubt the truth of his statement;

because it has been proven by the actual per-

sonal experience of thousands upon thousands

of men and women throughout the history of

humanity.

Then suppose he should tell you that such

a sufferer could be relieved of all his suffering

if he would exercise sufficient Self-Control to

overcome his fears and banish all his worries,

thereby substituting a constructive attitude of

Soul that would permit Nature to restore

normal conditions within the physical body;

you still would have no just cause to question

the truth of his statement, because its absolute
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truth has been proven, times without number,

by the actual personal experience of just such

sufferers.

What is more convincing and conclusive

than actual human experience? Nothing.

Especially is this true where the same person-

al experience has been repeated, over and over,

until its reliability is established beyond all

question.

And thus we are able to formulate the fol-

lowing^]7A£f£^£M/f£^x/om/' which it is hoped

you will analyze, digest, assimilate, and appro-

priate, as if it were your own personal dis-

covery:

Any disease or physical ailment which is

the direct and definite result of a destructive

attitude of Soul, or mental state, may be en-

tirely relieved and cured, if the sufferer will

exercise sufficient Self-Control to eliminate

the destructive attitude of Soul, or mental

state, and substitute therefor a constructive

attitude of Soul, or mental state, which is its

psychological opposite.

APPLICATION

1. Let your whole desire, purpose, and in-
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tent be to make your life a complete exempli-

fication of health—physical, spiritual, psych-

ical.

2. As you go about your daily life and af-

fairs, keep always in the foreground of your

Consciousness that it is one of your main du-

c* ties to make your physical health a verifica-

J tion and demonstration of the healthy condi-

tion of your true attitude toward life.

3. Keep in mind the fact—for it is one of i

the proven facts of Nature—that since a \

wrong attitude of Soul can cause disease, so

also a right attitude of Soul, or condition of ,

^^ "0 ^ ) min d, can cure it, and thereby cause health.
J

4. Increase your efiforts to exercise control

over all your appetites, passions, emotions,

impulses, and desires, and endeavor to keep

them within the due bounds of Temperance,

realizing always that over-indulgence in any

of them may be the cause of many of your

physical discomforts and disabilities.

d-v^'Oi^^- 5. Study and analyze your physical disea.se

Q
if. you hav^e one, and try to determine the un-
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TPIE HEALTH ATTITUDE

stitute Confidence and Courage. If the cause

is, or has been, Anger, substitute kindness,

consideration, tolerance. If the physical con-

dition is, or has been, the result of morbidness,

melancholy, or "blues," substitute humor,

cheeriness, optimism. And so on. Wherever

you find the possible cause of your disease in

a wrong, destructive attitude of Soul, begin

today— now—tp|substitute|a wholesome, con;

structive angle which will represent a right

attitude.

i

6. Cultivate a cheerful confidence. The

Icheerful attitude will open all the channels

|of your body to the cleansing and healing

I properties of all Nature.

7. Stop worrying. Shift your attention

from your worries and cares into lines of

constructive, uplifting thought— if you have

to do it by lifting yourself "by your boot-

straps." The exercise will be good for you

and will help to strengthen your mental and

psychical muscles which have become weak-

ened and stretched by your depressing and de-

pleting practices.

8- _By your healthy attitude and outlook on

life make yourself a joy and comfort to those
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you contact . Remember that every effort you

make in behalf of your fellowmen is rewarded

by Nature with added power to make even

greater effort and achieve even greater success

in your own unfoldment.

9. Keep always in your mind that you grow,

^^^*-'-^^^^^^^'^*^^ develop, and unfold in the line of your atten-

" J Jkic tion and personal effort. Strive, then, to keep

"v; oJ^jJLil' you r attention and your personal effort fixed

'crvuaxXonxA i^" your goal of Health. Thus will you give

nnjt/i-A- . Nature's constructive processes a chance to

^-3.%^ operate in restoring you to good health and

making it possible for you to derive enjoy-

ment and pleasure from life and living.

10. May your Courage, Determination, and

Faith sustain you in your efforts and en-

deavors.
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CHAPTER VII

FAITH AND WORKS

In its religious aspects Faith has exercised

a broader, deeper, and more powerful influ-

ence, during the Christian era, than the world

in general has realized. It is today, as it has

been since the religion of Jesus Christ had its

birth, the background and main support of

all that is included in "The Christian Re-

ligion", regardless of its denominational vari-

ations.

At one time the entire Christian civilization

was shaken to its foundation by a profound

doctrinal discussion as to the possibility of

''Salvation by Faith alone". There were many

learned disputants who held that the words of

the Master himself established the full power

and sufliciency of Faith alone when he said :

"For God so loved the world that he gave his

only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in

him should not perish, but have everlastiny

life."
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But there have been many also who have

based their conviction upon the teachings of

James, who says: 2, 14—"What doth it profit,

my brethern, though a man say he hath faith,

and have not works? Can faith save him? 2,

17; Even so faith, // // hath not works, is dead,

being alone. 2, 24; Ye see then how that by

works man is justified, and not by faith alone."

While this disputed point left its mark up-

on the souls of men, and led to many divisions

in the Christian churches, it seems to have es-

tablished the point upon which all agree,

namely, that Faith is essential to those who

seek salvation and eternal life.

But there is something vastly more worthy

of our consideration, as to the value and ef-

ficacy of Faith in the great scheme of Indi-

vidual Life, and the relation of Individual

Life to the Creator of all life.

And this brings us face to face with the

profound problem of man's faith in the eter-

nal goodness of the Great Creative Intelli-

gence, and in the constructive purpose back of

the entire scheme of Individual Life.

And this, in turn, brings us face to face

with the one supreme and most profound in-
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FAITH AND WORKS

consistency of Individual Human Intelli-

gence. Is this a shock to you? Perhaps it is. I

sincerely hope it is. But why? And what is the

profound inconsistency to which I refer?

Listen : In many ways we all express our

faith in the existence of God—in the sense of

a Great Creative Intelligence; faith in the

Law of Compensation; faith in the curative

potency of Nature's elements; faith in a spir-

itual life ; faith in the continuity of Individual

Life; faith in the power and virtue of prayer;

faith in our ability to overcome the power of

evil; faith that all physical things in Nature

are governed by immutable Law; faith that

under and by virtue of the fixed and im-

mutable nature of creation, the planets will

continue to revolve in their individual orbits,

without accident or destructive possibilities;

faith that we, as Individual, Intelligent Be-

ings, express the highest and most exalted evi-

dence of an Omniscient Creator's handiwork:

And yet—and yet—many of us have little

faith in the one great reality of the Universe,

namely, that all things work together for

GOOD ; that the ultimate design of the Great

Creative Intelligence is beneficent; that the
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principles upon which God has fashioned His

Universe are righteous; that we have abso-

lutely no ground for doubt or fear as to the

final outcome of Nature's beneficent designs;

that // is not within the range of possibilities,

for an omnipresent, omniscient, and omnipo-

tent Creative Intelligence to fail in the ac-

complishment of its purposes; that the pur-

pose and designs of such a Creative Intelli-

gence must inevitably be for the best good of

all created things; hence, that our Faith in

the constructive destiny of the human Soul is

founded upon the Rock of Eternal TRUTH.
It is with reference to these great funda-

mental principles and truths of Nature and

Life that we so often and so glaringly betray

the utter inconsistency of a lack of Faith the

very suggestion of which should put us to

abject shame.

During the years of my endeavors to give to

the world some slight knowledge of the dem-

onstrated facts of Natural Science, it has been

a frequent and oft-repeated experience to be

asked if I would not come and talk with some

deeply distressed and unhappy Soul who was

dangerously ill. Many of these invitations
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have taken me to the bedside of the deeply

religious members of the various Christian

churches.

In the early experiences of this nature, it

was—as I still believe—but natural and con-

sistent that I should anticipate meeting those

whose faith in the beneficent power of the

Great Creative Intelligence was fixed and un-

alterable. I cannot tell you how profoundly I

was shocked, and grieved, and hurt, to find

—

in virtually every instance—those who were

overwhelmed with a great dread, a paralyzing

fear, in anticipation of the possible approach

of physical death.

A definite illustration, I believe, will enable

me to bring home to you, dear reader, a re-

alization of the humiliating inconsistency to

which I have referred :

I was asked to call and see a man whom I

had known for some years. He knew some-

thing of my work, but had never (so far as I

knew) given the matter any serious thought or

consideration. He was generally considered to

be an intelligent, conscientious, and upright

man—and a seemingly consistent member of
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the Episcopal church, as well as an active

worker therein.

When I arrived at his home I found two

physicians in consultation, and his wife and

her sister were overwhelmed with grief. They

all believed that he could not possibly live

more than a few hours, at the outside. The

physicians informed me that there was not

the least possible hope of his recovery—and

that his death was impending, and might oc-

cur at any moment.

When I entered his room, stood leaning

over him and looked into his eyes, I knew

—

with the conviction of absolute Faith—that

I could bring him back to life and health. He
must have seen something of this in my eyes

;

for there was, at first, an expression of the

most abject fear and hopelessness in his own

eyes—which rapidly disappeared as I looked

steadily into them, without a word, and there

came into his face an expression of mingled

hope, confidence, and joy.

Suddenly he opened his lips and, in a clear,

strong voice that all could hear very distinctly,

said: "John, you are my God—for this one
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day—and you have come in answer to my
prayer, to save me, haven t you?"

I simply inclined my head in token of as-

sent, but remained silently looking into his

eyes—now as brilliant as stars, and his face

radiant with returning life and joy.

Suddenly he looked from me to his wife and

said : "Mary, leave John and me here alone

until I send for you."

Without a word, she beckoned to the two

physicians, who followed her from the room,

and the others present also followed, closing

the door behind them, and we two were left

there alone.

I sat upon the side of the bed, took his hand

in mine, and waited silently for him to speak.

Some minutes passed in this silence of abso-

lute soul communion between us. Then he

spoke, and these were his first words:

"John, I'm afraid. I'm afraid to die",—
and he stopped there, as if he could go no

further.

I waited a moment, and then said : "Jo, you

have called me to you because you want to

tell me something—something that you have

concealed from the whole world—something
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that will explain to me why you are afraid to

die—and then you want to ask me a number of

questions concerning what you must face when

you pass from this physical body, alone, out

into the spiritual world."

The expression of fear came back into his

face, for a moment, and he whispered—as if

suddenly too weak to speak aloud

:

"Then you know—and I have only deceived

myself into the belief that my secret has been

mine alone, during all these years!"

I replied : "But, Jo, I am the only one who

knows, and I shall never betray you. Hence,

you need have no further fear; and you do

not need to tell me anything more. I will go

away and leave you and your secret in safety

together."

This suggestion seemed to restore his vital-

ity and he replied with emphasis:

"No, John, that is not what I want. This is,

perhaps, the last ditch for me; and I must

know the truth. In my youth I wronged my
only brother out of his rightful inheritance;

but I repented of my sin, and would have

made full reparation. In the meantime he had
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gone to Alaska, where he died before I could

reach him. I have lived more than 25 years on

the income that was his; and now I cannot

undo the material wrong I did him. I have

read your books. I have also studied you, as

you have never been studied by anyone before,

and I am absolutely convinced that you know

what the life out there holds for me—and

what I must do to right the wrong I commit-

ted—so that I may lift this awful burden of

guilt and banish the cloud of horror and dread

that hangs over my life. You tell me there is

a great Law of Compensation; that it is ab-

solute and irrevocable; that it cannot be evad-

ed nor avoided; that / must pay—and pay to

the uttermost; that I can never be entirely

contented until I have balanced this account

with my brother—as it stands upon the Ledg-

er of the Great Accountant. I want you to

remain with me, John, until you have told

me clearly and simply what I must do to meet

this demand of the Great Law."

For two hours I had talked to him, and

our conference had taken us into the very heart

of the great problem of Individual Evolution
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and the Law of Compensation. Among other

things, I had asked him,

"Do you believe in a Great Creative Intiel-

ligence?"

He had answered : "With all my heart."

"Do you believe this Great Creative Intelli-

gence has the knowledge and the power to cre-

ate a world according to his own purpose and

design?"

His answer was: "He could not be either

Omniscient or Omnipotent without such

knowledge and power."

"Do you believe that the creative purpose

and design of such an Intelligence could be

evil?"

"No."

"Do you have faith to believe, with all your

heart and soul, that the fundamental princi-

ple and purpose back of, and under, the entire

creative Plan are constructive and righteous?"

"With all my heart and soul"—was his an-

swer.

"Do you believe that God, who has the

knowledge, the wisdom and the power to

create and people a world with human be-

ings, would fix upon you, or me, or any of his
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creatures, unjust responsibilities, impossible

duties, destructive obligations, or unfair de-

mands?"

"I have absolute faith that God is just;

that He is Omniscient, Omnipotent, and Om-

nipresent; that His laws are immutable and

His decrees righteous; that He will not de-

mand of any human being anything that an

Individual cannot or should not perform."

Then I put this question : "Do you want

Him to favor you by granting to you anything

that is not just?"

His reply came promptly: "Certainly not."

"Would you accept anything which you

knew you did not deserve?"

"Not willingly."

"Do you really and truly want to discharge

your duties and responsibilities, or do you

want to shirk them?"

"I could never be happy, knowing I had

shirked my duty or refused to discharge a real

responsibility."

"And your faith in the justice of God, and

in the beneficence of all His plans and pur-

poses toward humanity is fully established?"

"Yes, I verily believe it is."
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"Then will you tell me why you are afraid

to die; and why you sent for me?"

He looked steadily into my eyes for some

time before replying. Then he answered

:

"Because I had never reasoned it all out.[ I

knew, when I sent for you, that you would

make me see the truth clearly; and I knew that

when I could see it all as I should, my fear

would leave me—just as it has done."

"Do you mean to tell me that you are no

longer afraid to die?"

"I do. That fear has absolutely passed from

me ; and if I knew that my next breath would

be my last, I would take it with the happy

consciousness that all is well with my soul. I do

not want to be a shirker, and I ivill not— be-

cause I know that the Law of Compensation is

not only inevitable, but it is absolutely just—
and no man who is honest can ask to receive

more than is justly his, or due him. I know

that I shall be given the opportunity to right

the wrong I did my brother—and myself

—

when I deprived him of his rightful inheri-

tance, and thereby took what did not belong to

me. And I know that, when I have paid my
debt to him, and proven to him the depth and
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sincerity of my regret and sorrow for my
wrong, he will forgive me—just as I would

forgive him under like circumstances. You

have done for me what nobody else could have

done, and you have fixed upon me an obli-

gation to repay you— which I gladly will do

whenever I may. You know that I thank you,

as I would thank God, for opening my eyes

to the great truths of life, both here and here-

after. Go now, and tell Mary and the others

to come to me."

I did as requested. When they returned they

found him sitting up in his bed; and on his

face was a smile of absolute faith. His first

words were

:

"See what John has done for me. He has not

only saved my life, but if a human soul were

ever saved, then he has saved mine. 1 am not

going to die—yet. And when the time does

come for me to go— I shall 'Fold my tent,

like the Arab, and silently'—but confidently

steal away to meet my Maker, knowing that

neither this life nor the life to come holds any-

thing for me to frighten any honest man."

Possibly you can picture the scene that fol-

lowed, better than I could tell it. But let me
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say that from that hour he began to improve,

and the third day thereafter he was up and

about. For months following, those two physi-

cians begged me to tell them what I did to

bring him back from the grave. The only re-

«-+
ply I ever made to them was—["I just helped

him to renew his faith; and it was his faith

^hat 'made him whole'/'

And this is the attitude that every Indi-

vidual should hold who would do credit to his

own Intelligence, or who would prove his

faith in an Omniscient and Omnipotent Cre-

ator.

But this friend of other years not only prov-

ed his unbounded faith in the power and

beneficence of his Creator; he demonstrated

also that he recognized his own personal re-

sponsibility to cooperate with the constructive

forces and principles of Nature, to the limit

of his abilities. To his ''Faith" he added his

"Works"—that his faith might thus be "made

alive" and that "by his works he might be

justified."

And this, dear friend and reader, is the Key

to "salvation" and to "life eternal" which the

Great School would place in the hands of
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every human being: 1. He must know that

his faith in the power and goodness of the

Creative Intelligence, and in the justice and

beneficence of His purpose toward all human-

ity, is as fixed and unchangeable as the laws

that govern the Universe. 2. He must then

charge himself with the personal responsibil-

ity to exemplify his faith by the living of his

life in conformity with the Constructive Prin-

ciple of Nature in Individual Life. In other

words, he must prove by his "Works" that his

faith is not ''dead". By his works he must

show that his faith is alive and active—so

much so that it is an impelling and ever-pres-

ent inspiration which energizes him with the

unwavering purpose and determination to

prove that his faith is justified by his works.

For, unless he is thus impelled to action, he

may know that his faith is dead and divested

of its saving qualities and potency.

In the philosophy and the definite teachings

of the Great School there is no room for the

pessimist. The message which the Great

Friends would bring to the children of men

is filled to overflowing with hope, with confi-

dence, with profound conviction that the path-
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way of Individual Evolution rises, by a defi-

nite and not too steep a grade, to the apex of

the Mount of Personal Achievement, with

Faith that the goal of Individual Life is the

full realization of every constructive purpose,

inspiration, aspiration, and desire.

Hence, the very first step in the life of the

Individual who desires Self-Unfoldment is to

banish from his consciousness all sense of

doubt, anxiety, or fears as to his destiny as an

Individual Intelligence, Ego, or Entity.

His next step is to acquire, or develop with-

in himself, the constructive Faith that the ul-

timate destiny of all life is what a just God

ivould have it. This means that the goal of

Individual Life, toward which we all are

moving—whether we know it or not, whether

we desire it or not, whether we believe it or

not—is constructive, hence, good, righteous,

just, and consistent with the highest and most

exalted idealism of the human Soul. It means

that there is no ideal or concept of a human

Intelligence, or human Soul, sufficiently beau-

tiful, sufficiently perfect, sufficiently exalted,

or sufficiently satisfying to reflect more than a

mere shadow of the infinite beauty, benefi-
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cence, and perfection of the goal fixed for us

by the Great Creative Intelligence as the sum-

mum bonum of Individual Destiny.

When an Individual has taken these two

vital and essential steps in preparation for the

definite Work ahead of him, he has laid the

substantial foundation upon which to build

the exalted superstructure of the Temple of

his Individual Character. Then only can he

say, in all truth, that he is "duly and truly

prepared, worthy, and well qualified" to take

the next "Regular Step" in his evolutionary

journey toward the goal of his endeavors.

But what does it mean to the Individual to

complete such a preparation? And why is it so

vitally essential?

It means to him that he has conquered one

of the most powerful and destructive "Lions

on the Way"—the Lion of Fear; and that,

never again will it lie in wait for him, in the

hope of catching him off guard, and thus over-

coming him. It means that never again will he

suffer the agony of Fear when he is brought

face to face with the transition through the

"Valley of the Shadow" of Death. It means

that henceforth he will look upon physical
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death as but a natural and beneficent transi-

tion which opens the way for him to accom-

plish his own Individual Evolutionary Un-

foldment along constructive lines, until he

finally arrives at the goal of his own Self-Com-

pletion, Nature's reward for which is his own

Individual Happiness.

Is there anything in such a prospect that

should impel one to look upon it with fear,

dread, repugnance, or horror? On the other

hand, every Individual who has arrived at a

clear understanding of the problem of Indi-

vidual life, should carry securely within his

inmost consciousness a realization of the fact

—for it is a fact—that whenever, and wher-

ever, and however the "Angel of Death" shall

come to him in the natural course of events

—

and without his own connivance or invitation

—it will come as a cherished friend and not as

a fearful and hateful enemy. And this is be-

cause it is a necessary step in the progress of

the human Soul along the pathway of Indi-

vidual Evolution, and a transition without

which no human Soul could ever arrive at its

Individual destiny nor justly hope for Indi-

vidual Happiness.
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The one great, uplifting, and impelling pur-

pose of the Great School, at this time, is to in-

spire humanity with the Faith that sustains

the Soul in the goodness and the sufficiency of

the Creative Intelligence through every duty,

every responsibility, every trial, every hard-

ship, every sorrow, every failure, every tra-

gedy of human life—because of his assurance

and absolute conviction that all these are but

the transitory, ephemeral, and impermanent

experiences of the Individual, incident to his

permanent development and Soul Growth.

Through this seeming tangle of these fleet-

ing and fugitive experiences, the Individual

Intelligence finds its way to the "peace that

passeth understanding", and to the perma-

nent and enduring happiness with which Nat-

ure rewards his Faith in the righteousness of

her decrees.

Why do we admire an optimist and despise

the pessimist? It is because the one inspires

faith in success, and in the beneficent results of

all honest eflfort; while the other would cast

the shadow of doubt, disbelief, unrest, dis-

satisfaction, hopelessness, and gloom over all

mankind, regardless of his honest endeavors.
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Look at the man whose faith in the knowl-

edge, the power, the wisdom, and the goodness

of the Creative Intelligence and in the right-

eousness of His purposes and His designs, and

in the justice of His Laws, is fixed and un-

wavering—and you will observe that he is a

living exemplification of Tolerance, Self-Con-

trol, Poise, Cheerfulness, acceptance of the

Law of Compensation, and the assurance that

all is well with the world. Wherever he goes,

he sheds the bright radiance of Hope, the up-

lifting inspiration of Confidence, the cheerful-

ness of perfect Assurance, the quiet Poise of

Tranquillity and the benign influence of a

benediction upon all who come within the

radius of his environment. When he comes

he is greeted with a joyous welcome. When
he goes he leaves an atmosphere of Health and

Happiness. His life is a radiant center of con-

structive emanations, and his pathway is al-

ways onward and upward into the Light.

This unbounded Faith in the infinite Good-

ness of Creation, and in the Righteousness of

the Creative Intelligence and all His Works,

develops and sustains Faith in one's fellows
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and in the ultimate beneficence of human des-

tiny.

There is nothing more to be deplored than

man's loss of Faith in his fellowman. This is

all the more to be regretted because it is so

unjust to himself and to his fellows, and so

lacking in the element of logical consistency.

It does not require a giant Intelligence to

understand the logic that a loss of Faith in hu-

manity, or in human nature, is a direct chal-

lenge of the wisdom, the power, and the good-

ness of the Great Creative Intelligence.

Where is the man who, in his sane lucid mo-

ments, can muster the impudence, the imper-

tinence, the egotism, the bravado, and the as-

sumption of infallibility to condemn his Mak-

er? If there be such, God help him and God

pity him.

May the Great Father, the Great Friends,

and the Helpers of those who need, so inspire

you who read these pages with a sublime and

all-sustaining Faith in the infinite knowledge,

wisdom, power, and mercy of the Great

Universal Intelligence (to whom we are all

indebted for Individual Life, personal Lib-

erty, and the right to seek Individual Happi-
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ness)—that you may never be ashamed to

acknowledge your indebtedness for the price-

less benefits you have received as a token of

your acknowledged kinship with the Father-

Mother of all Good.

APPLICATION

1. When you awaken each morning, begin

the day with a silent prayer to the Great

Father and the Great Friends, that you may

be worthy of their care, their guidance, and

their help. Ask, as a child would ask

of an indulgent Father or Mother, that you

may be inspired by an unwavering Faith that

all mankind are the sons and daughters of the

Infinite Father-Mother of the Universe; and

that the pathway of their Individual Lives

leads ever onward and upward into the Light.

2. Ask that you may be sustained in your

Faith that all life is steadily and irresistibly

moving onward toward an ultimate goal and

destiny that are emblematic of Infinite Good-

ness.

3. Ask for the help that will enable you to

renew your Faith in the ultimate goodness of

all things. Resolve, deep within your Soul,
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that your Faith, this day, shall be deeper,

stronger, and more abiding than ever before.

Mean it so profoundly that you shall feel in

your inmost Soul the realization of its truth

as a living reality.

4. Hold constantly in your consciousness the

resolution that, come what may, you will not

permit the destructive impulse of doubt, nor

the gloomy suggestions of destructive pessi-

mism to weaken or undermine your construc-

tive Faith in the righteousness of God's Uni-

versal Plan, nor in the ultimate goodness of

humanity.

5. Absorb into your inmost being the great

Fact of Nature, that where Faith abides, there

is no room for failure and the fertile soil of

Truth yields only a harvest of abundant Suc-

cess.

6. As you go about the duties and responsi-

bilities of the day, carry in your inmost con-

sciousness the unwavering suggestion that suc-

cess is constantly within your grasp, and that

it is your privilege and your right to reach

out and take it as your legitimate possession.

7. Treat the world as your Friend and the

world in turn will give to you its Friendship.
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8. Establish yourself upon the constructive

foundation of Faith, and all Nature will com-

bine to pay to you a generous tribute of suc-

cess in all your undertakings.

9. But remember always, that to your Faith

you must add your Works; for only through

your personal ejfort is your Faith justified and

made alive.

10. Whatever the immediate trials and

seeming failures of your life may be, keep

forever in mind the joyous consciousness that

the trials, temptations, hardships, sorrows, and

disappointments through which your pathway

leadS; are but the evanescent and fleeting shad-

ows of life and, of themselves, have no sub-

stance you need to fear. Meet them serenely

and without flinching and, one by one, they

will vanish as vanishes the mist and the fog

before the dispelling power of God's benefi-

cent sunlight.

Build you a Temple upon the Rock of

Faith, and by your Works make it a monu-

ment of Beauty for the world to enjoy.
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CHAPTER VIII

INTELLECTUAL VANITY

Intellectual Vanity is one of the most de-

structive characteristics of human nature.

While it is universal in scope, it is especially

found among the masculine element of human

nature, although it is not at all uncommon

among the feminine element.

The manner in which it is generally con-

sidered does not make of it a matter of much

importance. This, perhaps, is because it is

such a universal characteristic. Among men

particularly it comes, or has come, to be ac-

cepted as a matter of course, and therefore

as a thing to be accepted as a "necessary evil",

rather than one that may be overcome and thus

disposed of.

The chief difficulty the average Individual

finds in his efforts to analyze himself on

the subject, is to realize that he is afflicted

with it at all. Almost every man who has come

to this problem in the course of self-analysis
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has concluded that he is either free from In-

tellectual Vanity, or comparatively so. And
the majority of women "just know" they are.

Whereas the fact is that the vast majority of

men and women are afflicted with it to some

degree or another, and many of them are

sorely and distressingly so.

Intellectual Vanity is unjustifiable admira-

tion of one's own Intelligence or intellectual

attainments. It impels one to seek the admira-

tion and the applause of others in regard to

his intellectual brilliancy, rational powers,

wit, humor, judgment, knowledge, and intel-

lectual superiority over others.

It is an expression of selfishness which will

be gratified regardless of anybody and any-

thing. It leaves no room for thoughtful con-

sideration of others. It is all for its own

glorification, pleasure, and gain.

One writer has aptly stated : "Vanity, Self-

ishness, Greed, Dishonesty, Immorality. That

tells the entire story in all its simplicity."

This brief picture of the way of Vanity may

seem to be exaggerated, but where Vanity is a

predominant fault in an Individual, it often

will be found that this is the way he travels.
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There is no question to a student of char-

acter that Vanity, in any form, is destructive

to Individual Unfoldment and development;

and it is destructive to any work with which

the vain Individual is associated. Therefore, it

is well to consider it from the standpoint of

elimination and substitution.

Let us consider some of the most obvious

phases of Intellectual Vanity.

Boastfulness

Most people recognize the fact that boast-

fulness of speech and manner are a clear in-

dication of vanity. But I have found that it is

not every person who has a clear understand-

ing of what constitutes boastfulness—especi-

ally in himself. He sees it with almost abnor-

mal clearness of vision, when it is manifested

by someone else.

There is scarcely any phase, or manifesta-

tion of Vanity that is more obnoxious than is

that of boastfulness. Nor is there any element

of human character that more radically mis-

represents a wholesome Attitude of Soul, or,

Intelligence.

The Individual who, impelled by vanity,

boasts about himself, about his acquirements,
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his possessions, what he has done, what he

could do, what he thinks, what others think of

him, what he is, what he knows, inevitably

thrusts his own personality to the foreground

and obscures everything and everybody else.

With such a man the desire to exploit himself

takes precedence over any issue, or any cause,

or any person. It is absolutely impossible for

such a person to be loyal to any cause or to any

Individual. He lives only in the psychologi-

cal environment of the pronoun "I". All else

is secondary.

It is almost, if not quite, as impossible for

the boastful Individual to be discreet; such a

person is almost universally voluble, and the

one who "talks too much" is sure to say a good

many things which ought to remain unsaid.

Dogmatism.

The one who is intellectually vain is not

only boastful, but in most instances is dog-

matic as well.

Whether or not in his inmost Soul he really

thinks so, he nevertheless carries the impres-

sion that his word must not be questioned.

When he speaks it is the voice of wisdom.
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When he expounds it is in a tone of assumed

knowledge and authority.

Those who do not agree with him are put

down as foolish and altogether unworthy of

consideration. Those who do not look up to

him and acknowledge his self-assumed su-

periority are classed as incompetents.

Criticism

This is another sure evidence of Intellectual

Vanity. It is a decidedly destructive agency

and element in the pathway of constructive

growth. There is, perhaps, no phase or mani-

festation of Vanity which m/jrepresents the

spirit of Self-Unfoldment and Self-Mastery

more radically nor destructively than that of

a critical attitude toward one's fellowmen and

women.

Volubility

"Talking too much" is another of the in-

evitable manifestations of Intellectual Vanity.

The man who talks incessantly, does so be-

cause he "likes to hear the sound of his own

voice". To him "volubility" is an assumed

evidence of great intelligence, knowledge,

wisdom, and intellectual superiority.

Even the profound Egotist resents volu-
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bility—in others. He does not observe it in

himself, because he is so busy talking. To him,

those who interrupt or fail to listen with rapt

attention to his every utterance—and applaud

—are lacking in Intelligence.

Unfortunately, however, the man of many

words is invariably the man of few original

ideas. He talks fluently, only because he ap-

propriates the ideas and language of others.

Still more unfortunately, the man who talks

incessantly is sure to say many things which

were far better unsaid. For the voluble In-

dividual cannot at the same time be discreet.

The two characteristics do not go together.

Discretion, however, is the very key to suc-

cessful Self-Unfoldment. It is for this reason

that so much attention is given to "discretion"

in all the preliminary steps of those who are

aspiring toward that goal.

It is astonishing how few people there are

who are good listeners. This is but another

way of saying: It is astonishing how few mod-

est people there are. This, in turn, is but an-

other way of saying that there are astonishing-

ly few people who are not sorely afflicted

with Intellectual Vanity and Egotism.
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Taking all this together, it should consti-

tute an emphatic warning to every progressive

Individual against volubility—many words

—much talking. Let it be to every such Indi-

vidual what it is in fact, one of the sure in-

dices of Intellectual Vanity.

Egotism.

This is a problem that is vital to each and

every Individual engaged in the work of char-

acter development. It is quite as important

to those who are farthest advanced in this

work as it is to those who are just entering

upon it. Especially is it important to those

who have assumed the responsibility of ex-

emplifying its accomplishment.

Can it be possible that there is anyone who

does not know the meaning of the term? If

so, let me see if I can help to enlighten him.

Its outward expression, or manifestation

—

by those who are its victims—are self-exalta-

tion, self-esteem, conceit, self-adoration, self-

importance, self-exploitation; and it develops

a dogmatic attitude toward others, intoler-

ance of the views or opinions of others, a dis-

position to disputation and controversy, a ten-

ts?
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dency to belittle the views or Intelligence of

others, etc.

It is possible for a highly intelligent Indi-

vidual to develop his own Egotism to such

abnormal proportions that it actually blinds

him to the fact that he is a conspicuous victim

of it.

It would seem virtually impossible that such

a condition could exist in any sane man or

woman. And yet, there are just such Indi-

viduals.

I have witnessed just such a development of

Egotism, Intolerance, Dogmatism, and Self-

Conceit in students striving toward Self-Mas-

tery. And frequently, along with their In-

tolerance and Dogmatism, they develop bit-

terness and hatred.

No man or woman who manifests the spirit

cf "bitterness," or "hatred," in his attitude

toward others, is in any sense a consistent ex-

emplar of the right attitude of Soul in har-

mony with the Constructive Principle of Na-

ture in Individual Life.

There should be no room for hatred or bit-

terness in the soul of any consistent student

of Self-Unfoldment, against any Individual,
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or school, or cult, creed, religion, church,

or order.

Everywhere throughout the literature of

Natural Science is taught the philosophy of

Religious Tolerance; Freedom of Individual

Conscience; the Right of the Individual to

Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness;

the Right of all mankind to worship God ac-

cording to the dictates of Individual Con-

science; and every other doctrine that con-

serves the inalienable liberties of the Indi-

vidual, so long as he does not trespass upon

the rights and liberties of his fellowmen.

This same philosophy should be practiced

and exemplified by all who strive for their

growth of character. Where, then, is there

room for "bitterness" and "hatred" in the soul

of the egotist?

There should be no room for "hatred" nor

"bitterness" in the Soul of any consistent stu-

dent of Character-Building against anybody

or anything. If bitterness or hatred exists at

all, let it be in the hearts and souls of your

enemies, but not in yours.

Sensitiveness

It would seem a strange combination, and
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almost impossible, that Intellectual Vanity

(which involves Egotism, Dogmatism, Dom-

ination, Intolerance, Boastfulness, Criticism,

Volubility, and many other dominant and pos-

itive characteristics) should also be associated

with Sensitiveness. This would seem to involve

a direct contradiction, not only of terms, but

also of internal conditions.

But a careful study of motives, and a critical

self-analysis along that line, will soon prove

to any honest and earnest student the fact that

what we designate as Sensitiveness is, in most

respects, but another name for "wounded Van-

ity".

My personal experiences, as a careful stu-

dent of human nature, have proven to me that

one of the invariable accompaniments of In-

tellectual Vanity is a great "Sensitiveness" to

everything that could in any manner reflect

upon the Individual unfavorably.

In some instances I have found it almost

impossible to offer any suggestion of improve-

ment, or call attention to any weakness of

character or fault in a person, because of his

extreme "sensitiveness", and his readiness to
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be wounded, or hurt, or offended at any sug-

gestion of his imperfection.

When we follow the subject back to its

source we find that this character of extreme

"sensitiveness", or "touchiness", has its origin

and foundation in Intellectual Vanity.

This fact has caused much difficulty among

people in their efforts to help their friends, or

associates, to overcome their specific difficul-

ties which stand in the way of their Indi-

vidual evolution and unfoldment.

It is one of the established principles of

psychology, that the ability of any Individual

to improve himself depends primarily upon

his intelligent understanding and apprecia-

tion of the fact that he is not yet perfect, and

of exactly wherein he needs to be improved-

One of the most important realizations for

him is to know wherein he fails to measure up

to the standard of Individual Character nec-

essary to enable him to become a ^'Demon-

strator of the Law".

Whatever prevents an Individual from

knowing and intelligently appreciating his

own deficiencies is a fatal barrier between him

and the goal toward which his work of self-
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unfoldment and development forever leads

him. For this reason it is vital for him to rec-

ognize, with absolute frankness and fidelity,

every weakness, fault, error, tendency, or dif-

ficulty which stands in the way of his success.

If Sensitiveness or Wounded Vanity pre-

vents this, it is but a waste of valuable time on

his part to strive toward his goal, until he has

conquered these fatal tendencies.

Any Individual, who cannot face himself

freely, frankly, and unreservedly, and with a

feeling of profound gratitude to friend or foe

for enabling him to know himself, is not ready

to go forward on his evolutionary pathway.

Even though he may feel that he is not fully

understood, or duly appreciated, he must at

all times be able to "see himself as others see

him", without resentment or protest in any

form.

In other words, before it is possible for an

Individual to stand as an exemplar of the Law,

and a representative of Self-Mastery, with the

proper Attitude of Soul, he must master the

"Lion" of Intellectual Vanity as represented

in Sensitiveness; and he must know that he

has done so.
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And just so long as he is "sensitive" to just

criticism from his friends and associates and

family, and is ready to be wounded and hurt

when his attention is called to any phase of his

character which needs modification, he may i||

know that the "Lion" still lives, breathes,

and is ready to spring upon him in deadly

combat.

Obtrusiveness

One of the most unmistalcable evidences

and manifestations of Vanity is an Obtrusive

Personality. It is one of the natural and in-

evitable results of Vanity.

It is true that this phase of its manifesta-

tion varies to a marked degree; but as I go

back in memory over the experiences of many

years of active work in this field, I am unable

to recall a single instance which could fairly

be classified as an exception to the rule.

From this background of active and contin-

ued experiences, I believe I am justified in

placing "Obtrusive Personality" among the

natural and inevitable results of Intellectual

Vanity. And I know of no phase of the subject

that is more difficult to elucidate in such man-

ner as to make it entirely clear to one who is
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afflicted. It is a phase which is intangible, we

might say, in that it is so difficult to express

its manifestation in words. But I want to call

the attention of the Individual to the subject

here and now and ask him to make a careful

study of it, so that he shall be able to help him-

self to conquer this most subtle of all intel-

lectual "Lions".

Vanity Between Sexes

I believe I am strictly within the realm of

Facts when I say that Men advertise their

Intellectual Vanity as much by their attitude

toward Women as in any other w^ay.

A vain man invariably depreciates women.

He betrays the fact constantly that he has

little or no respect for the intelligence of wo-

men. He looks upon them as his inferiors, and

in most instances in every sense of the word.

His vanity is oflFended if they do not recognize

his self-assumed superiority and pay him def-

erence accordingly.

The vain man likes to exploit himself in

the presence of women. He never listens to

them, except when he is the subject of their

consideration. It is a real work of education

to bring such a one to the point where he is
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willing to understand and respect women, and

to enter into a working association with them

upon the basis of mutual understanding, mu-

tual respect, and mutual and whole-hearted

fellowship.

Men and women should be Companions in

every sense of the term—socially, morally,

philosophically, scientifically, as students, and

as fellow workers in a common cause.

They should look upon each other as equals,

and treat each other in the same way. They

should not preen themselves in each other's

presence, but treat each other with real defer-

ence and respect.

However, it is a real and a difficult labor to

instil this idea into the Consciousness of a vain

man, and to bring about the desired result.

No less is it a difficult work to bring vain

women into such a relationship.

It is not quite fair to say, in general, that a/l

the fault, or difficulty, is due to the Intel-

lectual Vanity of Men. Some of the real diffi-

culties to be overcome rest with the Beloved

Ladies, who also have Vanity of Intelligence,

expressed in a less obtrusive but none
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the less effective manner, in a form of Tim-

idity.

Perhaps you have never thought of Timid-

ity as an expression of Vanity; but study it

from that angle in this connection. It is a

phase of Fear. Fear of w^hat? Fear on the

part of the Individual that he will fail to make

a good impression, or that he will not give a

good representation of himself, or herself.

What is that but an indication of Vanity?

Timidity, in this case, is a combination of

Fear and Vanity.

One of the stumbling blocks in the way of

mutual understanding between men and wo-

men is the timidity of women in the presence

of men. Usually when women meet together

without men they are a perfect cyclone of

talk. There is little timidity or backwardness

among them; and they express themselves as

fluently, gracefully, logically, and intelligent-

ly as men. But very frequently you will find

that the moment a man is admitted into their

circle they become as silent and as dumb as a

lot of mutes, yield the floor to the man, and

listen with rapt attention to whatever he may
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say. In this is manifest a passive angle of In-

tellectual Vanity.

Mind now, I have not said this is always

true. I said frequently it is so.

There are men and women who manifest

their weakness of Intellectual Vanity in the

positive, aggressive forms and phases; there

are other men and women who manifest it in

the passive, non-aggressive forms and phases.

But, in general, it will be found that the pos-

itive, aggressive forms are manifested more

by the men, while the passive, non-aggressive

phases are more evident among the women.

When men and women learn to respect each

other, and become worthy of that mutual re-

spect in an intellectual sense, put away that

character of sentimentality which forever

stimulates the sex consciousness when they

meet together in the interests of society, busi-

ness, study, or for any mutual purpose, and in

al] their relations meet upon the level of equal

human beings, it will mean the beginning of

a new era in the Psychical Evolution of the

Western World—which means also a new era

throughout the entire world.

There is no single index which marks the
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Status of a people so perfectly, in an evolu-

tionary sense, as the position which they ac-

cord their women. History tells this story on

every page throughout the ages past. It will

tell it on every page of future history.

Natural Science, recognizing all the nat-

ural differences between men and women

arising out of the sex principle, and without in

the least attempting to interfere with or min-

imize those natural differentiations, stands

for Intellectual Equality of the sexes, and ac-

cords to Woman her rightful place as a Com-

panion in every phase of human life and re-

lations.

The intellectually vain Individual—wheth-

er of the aggressive, positive type or the pas-

sive, non-aggressive type—should engage in

single and mortal combat with the ''Lion of

Intellectual Vanity'' which crouches in front

of him, until he has whipped it into perfect

submission, before he assumes to stand as an

exemplar of Self- Mastery. Otherwise he will

be one who m/irepresents the Constructive

Law at every turn and angle of his life. The

armor of his moral nature is weak; it is in

need of repairs.
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There are other phases of Intellectual Van-

ity than those thus far considered.

It is not possible to elucidate all the various

forms and phases; but I hope enough has been

said to enable any Individual of average In-

telligence to determine his ovs^n status, insofar

as Intellectual Vanity may constitute one of

the barriers to be overcome.

And I sincerely hope that the matter has

been put in such form as to impress every

student of Self-Unfoldment with the import-

ance of the subject.

APPLICATION

1. Take this subject home with you into

your Consciousness; and in the light of your

best knowledge study yourself until you are

able to identify every expression of Intellect-

ual Vanity in your character. Then through

the power of a noble inspiration lift yourself

to a plane of Growth and Unfoldment where-

in such deformities do not exist.

2. Make a further analysis of the subject

and see how many additional phases of the

subject you can discover.

3. Pass yourself in review before the tri-
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bunal of your own Intelligence; you will find

the experience most illuminating.

4. Your self-examination, honestly made

with right motives and purposes, cannot fail

to be of the utmost value to you, and should

go a long way toward your development of

that quality of Humility that is the beginning

of true Wisdom.

5. Answer these questions, truthfully, to

the best of your knowledge and ability:

(a) Do you express yourself, in your re-

lations with others, in what might well be de-

fined as a most "Obtrusive Personality?"

(b) Do you live and move and have your

being in the personal pronouns "I, Me, Mine,"

and does the entire world seem to you to re-

volve about that center? Does Boastfulness

manifest in this way?

(c) When you talk business, do you put

yourself first and the business a poor second?

(d) When you talk philosophy, does your

personality predominate to such an extent that

the philosophy is but a secondary considera-

tion, and you the chief objective point, in

your own mind?

(e) When you are in the midst of social
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surroundings, do you find little or no pleasure,

save and except as attention is centered upon

you, and what you do, and what you say, and

what you think?

(f) Do you seem unable to lose yourself

for an instant in an unselfish interest in others?

(g) Do you convey the impression that

you are forever thinking of just how your in-

terests are going to be effected?

(h) Does everywhere stand out the Obtru-

siveness, the "Irrepressible You" to such an

extent as to mar all the beautiful traits of an

otherwise genteel and gracious character?

(i) Are you dogmatic in your speech and

manner?

(j) Are you extremely sensitive to sugges-

tions, advice, help, etc?

(k) Do you realize the fact that Intel-

lectual Vanity is one of the deep-seated caus-

es in the background which impels Individu-

als, first, to the critical Attitude of Soul, and

thence to the indulgence of personal Criti-

cism?

(1) Are you voluble? Are you aware of it

in yourself? Are you aware of it in your
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friends and associates who are afflicted with

it?

(m) To what extent do you manifest Ego-

tism in "hatred" and "bitterness" against an-

other Individual on account of his or her re-

ligion or membership in any Church or Or-

der? Does egotistic intolerance cause you to

feel hatred or bitterness toward any of your

family, friends, or associates, or even fellow-

workers?

(n) What is your attitude toward the

equality of the sexes?

6. When you have answered these questions

to your own satisfaction, begin then to trans-

mute the various defects of your character in-

to the opposite characteristics which will rep-

resent a balanced, poised, self-controlled In-

dividual.

7. To the extent that you become just that—
in spirit and in truth—to that extent you there-

by accelerate your own Growth, Development,

and Unfoldment, and become a true Exemplar

of the Law of Constructive Self-Mastery,

which leads to Self-Completion and Ultimate

Happiness.
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CHAPTER IX

THE CRITICAL ATTITUDE

I want to make this article a "Soul-Search-

er"—one that will impel every reader of these

words to turn the Search-Light of Conscience

upon himself, or herself, as the case may be;

and, under the X-ray of Rational Intelligence,

locate every fracture or lesion in his or her

Mental and Moral Constitution.

By Critical Attitude is meant the attitude

of finding fault with and cruelly picking to

pieces the lives and characters of our fellow-

men.

While criticism is found, in general, among

both men and women, it is, perhaps, more

specifically a characteristic and habit found

in the women. For some reason or other, it

seems to give women a satisfaction and pleas-

ure to pick out the faults and defects of others'

characters, even though these others may be

their own friends, associates, or even members

of their families. It seems to be an alluring,
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enticing, and even seductive temptation to a

great many members of the feminine element

of human nature. And this is deeply regret-

table, because it casts such a blight on the

character as to definitely mar its beauty.

Criticism is one of the most destructive fac-

tors in the evolutionary path of soul grov^^th.

It involves disloyalty, intolerance, and the

practice of judging one's fellowmen —which

no Individual has a moral right to do. Every

human Intelligence is charged by God, or Na-

ture, with the obligation to live his life ac-

cording to his own standard of Equity, Jus-

tice, and Right. Each Individual's standard is

dififerent, according to his degree of knowl-

edge and development. Thus it stands to reas-

on that no one Individual can understand, ap-

preciate, nor govern the standard of any other

Individual, because he is in no position to

know what it is.

There is an aspect to the subject of Criti-

cism that ought to be especially interesting to

those who have never before observed it. It

should also be of help to those who are honest-

ly and earnestly endeavoring to align them-

selves with the Constructive Principle of Na-
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THE CRITICAL ATTITUDE

ture in Individual Life. It was discovered

many centuries ago by one of the Wise Masters

of The Great School, in Chaldea. It seems to

have been rediscovered by one of our modern

psychologists, who expressed it somewhat af-

ter this fashion

:

'*The critical attitude of mind arises nat-

urally from the consciousness of one's own un-

worthiness. The Individual who finds pleas-

ing employment in criticizing those with

whom he associates, thereby—if he did but

know it—advertises his own imperfections of

character and demonstrates the justice of his

own condemnation."

In this connection a strange discovery has

been made—that the Individual who seems to

consider it a mark of distinction to be con-

sidered ''critical", almost universally sees in

his associates the very faults and defects of

character which most deeply mar the beauty

of his oivn character.

In other words, it seems to be a law of life,

that we are able to see most clearly in others

the flaws that are most glaring in ourselves.

We see in others the reflection of those faults

and defects which predominate in ourselves.
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Stated in another form—to the "critical"

Individual, his associates are but so many

mirrors wherein he sees most vividly reflected

the flaws, defects, faults, and deformities of

his own character.

Therefore, every time an Individual in-

dulges in criticism he betrays his own faults,

defects, smallness, and narrowness of charac-

ter. Not a very pleasant thought, is it?

When a critical Individual indulges in this

destructive pastime, consciously or uncon-

sciously he assumes an attitude of self-right-

eousness and does his criticizing from an ele-

vated and exalted angle. He may do this un-

consciously; but at the same time he derives

gratification from the self-righteous attitude

and in feeling himself better than and above

the other person.

The Critical Attitude might be likened to

that species of worm which bores its way into

the hearts of plants, destroys the vital, inte-

grating centers, and finally kills them. The

essential lives of the plants are eaten out and

destroyed by the worm.

Criticism accomplishes the very same thing

in the human Soul, or Intelligence.
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The critical Individual begins by critici-

zing the dominant traits of another's charac-

ter. He may do this, assuming, and perhaps

believing, that he is "analyzing the character."

The footing is gained. The process of "bor-

ing" is begun. Gradually, and perhaps un-

consciously, he continues the "analyzing"

process, boring deeper and deeper, continuing

on and on, until eventually he bores into the

personal interests and affairs of his victim.

He loses sight of any constructive motive. He
progresses in his boring process. Then he be-

gins to find fault with everything the Indi-

vidual says or does. He exaggerates and places

a wrong construction on all the Individual's

words and actions, until his own soul becomes

filled with resentment and discord. The worm

of criticism has bored its way into the Soul.

Then begins the eating process.

The critical person begins to dwell on the

faults of his fellow associates, enlarging and

exaggerating them until he no longer can see

any good in their characters. The more he

thinks of, and dwells on, the associate's faults

and defects, the more resentful, irritable, and

critical the Individual becomes. This attitude
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continues until he finds himself unable to con-

trol the outward manner and manifestation of

his worm-eaten soul. He becomes disagree-

able, unkind, crabbed, and sour of disposition

toward the criticized person; and at this point

his vital, integrated center is eaten into by the

boring worm of criticism. If the critical at-

titude continues the Individual becomes crit-

ical of anything and everything, and all hu-

manity, and he becomes a victim of the De-

structive Principle in Individual Life. He
becomes blocked on his Road of Self-Unfold-

ment.

Is there any more pitiful sight in all the

world than an Individual whose soul is filled

with criticism and whose entire speech and

manner betray it? No wonder they are so

generally shunned by their fellowmen. They

are one of the tragedies of life.

The critic generally makes mountains out

of mole-hills, instead of making mole-hills

out of mountains. He makes a mountain of de-

fect out of a slight fault in character; instead

of making a slight fault of character out of a

marked defect, and thereby manifesting char-
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ity, good will, sympathy, and broad under-

standing.

But in all of this, he does more damage to

himself and his character than he does to his

fellow man. He weakens his own character,

mars the beauty and wholesomeness of his

soul, and shuts himself out from the sunshine

and wholesomeness of the companionship, as-

sociation, and friendship of constructive so-

ciety.

Stop and think over this carefully, and see

if you can discover the psychological key to

the explanation.

Why is it that we are so apparently obliv-

ious to our own faults and imperfections, and

yet are able to observe them with such clear-

ness and minuteness in others? Why is it that

we condemn them so unmercifully in our

friends and associates, and treat them in our-

selves as if they were virtues and marks of

distinction and loveliness?

Why is it that our "objective" vision is so

perfect while our "subjective" vision is so de-

fective? Why?
Does not this aspect of the subject give a
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very diflFerent understanding of the "critical

mind"?

Surely it would seem that most of us who

have been congratulating ourselves on the fact

that we are "critical", and boasting of that

fact in the presence of others, as if it were a

virtue, instead of a vice, should turn the

search-light of analysis upon ourselves.

The psychology of Criticism is something

the habitual critic seldom knows anything

about. He despises every other critic on earth

but himself, without knowing exactly why,

except that such a spirit ofifends his sense of

justice, as well as that of common courtesy.

He knows that there is something about the

critical attitude that is not right. But he is the

last creature on earth to realize it in himself.

He does not hesitate to pass judgment upon all

who come within the range of his observation,

and he does so only upon the basis of his as-

sumed intellectual superiority. He does not re-

alize that in so doing he advertises to all the

world his unbounded egotism and intellectual

vanity.

If such an Individual could but know the

impressions he makes upon others—and, most
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of all, upon those he most severely criticizes

—

he would be humiliated into the dust.

There is no phase or manifestation of In-

tellectual Vanity which misrepresents the

spirit of tolerance, growth, and unfoldment

more radically nor destructively than that of

the critical attitude of soul toward one's

friends, family, associates, and fellow workers.

There is no element of human character

which more justly deserves condemnation

than that which inspires the Critical Attitude

of Soul and leads to expression in personal

Criticism. The personal Criticism finally be-

comes a habit which the Individual finds quite

as difficult to overcome as the habit of drink,

or over-indulgence in food, or that of any

other nature which grows out of personal in-

dulgence.

If you will closely study the literature of

Natural Science and The Philosophy of In-

dividual Life, you will observe the fact that

it provides a basis for a searching course of

study in iSf//-Analysis.

This basic fact should not be overlooked

nor lost sight of in the course of one's efforts
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to accomplish the tasks set for him in the lines

of his own unfoldment and growth.

Some Individuals make it a course of crit-

ical analysis of others, with no application

whatever to Self. To whatever degree this

may be true, it exemplifies the exact antithesis

of Self-Unfoldment. To whatever extent it is

true, it stands for the Destructive Principle

in Individual Life, and will inevitably result

in the psychical paralysis of every Individual

who persists in following that course.

It is not only permissible, but one of the

distinct and definite purposes of the study of

Natural Science and the Philosophy of Indi-

vidual Life, that therein the Individual stu-

dent shall analyze himself as "critically" as

possible, for the distinct purpose of discover-

ing every defect of character—not that he may
condemn himself, nor exploit his imperfec-

tions ; but solely that he may know where and

along what lines, to direct his personal efforts

in order that he shall, in the shortest measure

of time, overcome the defects of his own char-

acter and stand before the world " a just and

upright man", or woman, and as such, exem-

plify the real Attitude of Soul which conforms
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to the Constructive Principle of Nature in

Individual Life.

But even here it is possible for one to be-

come a "hyper" ; by which is meant an extrem-

ist. In other words, it is possible for one to be-

come hyp er-CTitic2il of himself, as well as oth-

ers. He may become /i>'/)^r-sensitive to his

own limitations, and experience much unhap-

piness as a result thereof.

In the matter of Criticism, one should be

critical of himself, but never critical of others.

And while he should be critical of himself, he

should never become Ay^^r-critical. If he does

he is sure to become morbid and discontented.

Such an attitude leads to discouragement, lack

of self-reliance, and failure.

If the spirit of criticism, and the critical at-

titude, must be gratified, let it be »S^//-criti-

cism alone, and never that of others. To that

end it will help you if you will but remember

that a Critical Attitude of Soul is but a very

obvious evidence of intellectual vanity, and by

no means a thing of which to be proud. And

it will help you still more if you will remem-

ber that the things for which you criticize
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others are but the reflections of yourself which

you see in them.

We are most deeply offended only by those

things wherein we most deeply offend.

What a paradox in human nature!

It is not altogether a pleasant task to ana-

lyze the destructive elements of human nature,

nor to dwell at length upon that side of the

great Problem of Individual Life. It is more

often than not a thankless job, and one which

elicits considerable criticism from others. In

this, I have not been exempt.

Some people do not like to be reminded of

the fact that they are anything short of perfect.

Some Individuals claim, not without a faint

glimmer of Intelligence and a suggestion of

logic, that whatever has a tendency to excite

the emotion of Fear is in itself destructive.

They assert, with superb dogmatism, that the

''Destructive Principle of Nature in Individ-

ual Life'\ as elucidated in Volume Two of

Natural Science and the Philosophy of Indi-

vidual Life, has done an immense amount of

harm, by holding up to observation the de-

structive elements of human life. They claim

that this has caused many readers to fall under
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the blighting influence of Fear. Perhaps so.

"He who criticizes, be he ever so honest,

must suggest a practical remedy or he soon de-

scends from the height of a critic to the level

of a common scold."

Had I failed to give the world the other

—the constructive^side of the great problem,

namely, the '^Constructive Principle of Na-

ture in Individual Life", there can be little

doubt that some readers might have become

confused, and I might justly be subject to

criticism. •''^

But with both sides laid before the Indi-

vidual clearly and simply, there is not the

slightest reason for any such results as Jthosis

to which reference is made. <<> iT<'fl^

The logic of the problem may be gblthdred

from the following hypothetical incident: t<>

A lady is the mother of a son whofi/.she

never allows to know anything aboUbth^ dan-

gers of life. When he is grown,'^f5fl bCcoHies

necessary for him to assume his plabef(5i|iJ<rei-

sponsibility in the world. ('Hi^'lfirstfudoty is

that of making a journey thnmgh^iirhokf darr-

gerous country, of whichwhe had\n6 infotmd-

tion—because it is dak(j<MQus.^>\ rriifl -Advjvi

<^ttS
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The wise mother knows of the dangers, be-

cause she has lost a beloved husband and three

sons, who endeavored to travel the same jour-

ney. But, true to her philosophy of "All is

good, and there is no danger"—she bids her

boy goodbye, and sends him off to sure death.

The question arises : Is she justified in thus

concealing the facts from an ignorant boy who

needs to know them in order to save his own

life?

It seems to me that any sane mother, father,

sister, or brother, who would permit a boy to

go forth into the world under such conditions,

witholding from him the facts of Nature,

however dangerous they may be, is nothing

short of criminal.

In the event of the boy's death, as a result

of their intentional concealment of the Facts

of Nature, who is responsible?

I should be glad to have anyone devote him-

self to the solution of the problem pro-

pounded.

Volume Two of The Philosophy of Indi-

vidual Life merely states to the reader the

Facts of Nature—not to frighten him, but to

enable him to walk the way of Safety, and
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avoid the dangers. I am willing to take all the

consequences—even the scolding of my self-

appointed critics—and have not the least

"Fear" of condemnation of any intelligent

man or v^'oman, who is capable of understand-

ing the first principles of Logic, or the mean-

ing of Personal Responsibility.

But again I say, it is possible for one to be-

come a "hyper". And so, it would be possible

for one to go to extremes in the presentation

of such a theme as "The Destructive Prin-

ciple of Nature in Individual Life"

.

It also may be possible for one to dwell too

much upon the dangers of life, the obstacles

of Self-Unfoldment, and the Lions on the

Pathway to Self-Mastery—and thus become

morbid under the effects of fear.

In like manner, it is possible for an Indi-

vidual to dwell too much upon the subject of

his own weaknesses, faults, and short-comings,

and grow discouraged. One should put forth

effort in Self-Analysis, until he has discov-

ered each and everyone of these -not that he

should grow fearful of them, but that he may

adopt such a course of Life and Conduct as

will overcome them.
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In this manner only can he ever attain the

goal of Self-Completion and Self-Mastery.

APPLICATION

Let me give you a gentle hint that may be

of service to you in helping you to determine

your own status in regard to the problem of

Criticism and wherein it is more than likely

you will find yourself wanting.

1. Have you reached a point in your own

unfoldment and development where you have

absolutely overcome the critical attitude of

mind and soul toward your friends and asso-

ciates? This includes not only the members of

your own immediate family, and your neigh-

'bors, but all with whom you come in con-

tact.

-\h?L Have you absolutely overcome the de-

"fetrnctive habit of Criticism? Have you yet

.ajpriived at that point in the line of your own

(^rsbnal unfoldment where there is no longer

-any;>pleasure or satisfaction in mentally pick-

irigrte pieces the characters of your family,

fcienrds, ! and associates, and seeing how many

rrepueh^nsible characteristics you can find?

3. From this day forward, place a triple
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guard upon your tongue to see that not a word

of Criticism, unkind or harsh judgment shall

ever pass your lips concerning anyone in your

family, among your friends, associates, and

fellow workers.

4. Fill your consciousness with the unalter-

able purpose, in the future, to search only for

those elements of character in your associates,

family, and friends, which merit your hearty

approval and cooperation.

Unless you can do this, you can mark it

down as one of the inevitable and indubitable

Facts, that you cannot pass this old Lion on

the Way until you have solved your problem

—the problem of Criticism—just plain, or-

dinary, ugly, inexcusable, and destructive

Criticism.

5. Keep in mind the fact always that you are

under the critical observation of others who

still are ignorant of the destructive effects of

Criticism—and conduct yourself accordingly.

6. If, in future, you find yourself indulg-

ing in the habit, or the practice, or the de-

structive attitude of Criticism, I hope I have

made the destructive nature and effects of it

so manifest and potent that you cannot so in-
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dulge yourself innocently or ignorantly, nor

without fully anticipating the destructive re-

sults—to yourself as well as to those who are

the victims of your folly.

7. Now—how do you like it? How does it

strike you? Are You guilty or not guilty?

"Does the shoe fit you?"

Be honest now—honest with yourself.

8. Endeavor each day to progress along the

way opposite to that of the Critical Attitude.

Endeavor to enlighten yourself and make

yourself acquainted with the part of the Road

of Kindness and Tolerance that will take you

safely and soundly to the Land of Liberty and

Light.

9. Be not alarmed; do not lose courage;

neither grow faint with fear nor weak with

fright; and lie not down beside the Road.

10. "The yoke is easy, the burden is light"

for him who has the Courage, the Persistence,

the Determination, and the Strength to be up

and On His Way.
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CHAPTER X

LOYALTY

My hope is to bring the vital importance of

the principle of Loyalty so closely home to

each and every Individual as to enlist his ac-

tive and earnest sympathy and cooperation,

and set in motion the irresistible power of con-

structive influences which shall overcome the

destructive effects of the poison of disloyalty,

as far as it has found lodgement in his Con-

sciousness.

1. Loyalty: The Unwavering fidelity of an

Individual to his own standards and ideals of

the great Principle of Right in its relation:

(a) To any work or cause with which he

may be associated

;

(b) To his fellowmen;

(c) To himself as an Individual Intelli-

gence.

2. Loyalty: The active, continuous, and un-

wavering purpose, intent, and effort of the In-
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dividual to discharge his Personal Responsi-

bility as,

(a) To exemplify his unqualified allegi-

ance to any cause he has espoused;

(b) To demonstrate his sympathetic con-

sideration for and confidence in his associates

therein;

(c) To command his own self-respect.

These definitions of The Great School are

definite and distinct. The first is general, all-

inclusive; the second more specifically applic-

able to the Individual.

The terms of both definitions are certain

and clear to every Individual who is sufficient-

ly versed in the English language to under-

stand the meaning of the words employed.

It does not seem that there could very well be

any uncertainty in the mind of any person as

to exactly what meaning is intended.

But the experiences of Individual Life are

so varied, so numerous, so complicated, and

so vitally important that it is often exceeding-

ly difficult to know, with absolute certainty,

when an Individual has fulfilled all the con-

ditions of Loyalty in practice.

In a given incident of his life he may be
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LOYALTY

able to feel absolutely certain that he has ful-

filled condition number one, and possibly also

number three; and yet, deep down in the se-

cret chambers of his inmost Soul, he may be

uncertain as to his complete fulfillment of

number two.

The problem of Loyalty is one that has

caused much anxiety and some uncertainty

among students of human nature.

General principles may be obtained and

understood by those who have the Intelli-

gence, Courage, and Perseverance to make a

study of them. But every general principle,

to be of value to the Individual, must be ap-

plied by him to the specific details, incidents,

and experiences of his own life. And it is

the effort of the Individual to make the per-

sonal application of the general principles

that leads to his own Self-Unfoldment and

Self-Mastery.

1. When an Individual associates himself

with any work, or cause, he immediately ob-

ligates himself to Loyalty. He fixes upon

himself the responsibility of fidelity and al-

legiance to the work, or cause, to the best of
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his knowledge and ability at all times. Each

Individual has his own ideal and standard

of the principle of Right. He must apply

these in their relation to whatever work, or

cause, with which he may associate himself.

This means that he must give the best of his

time, attention, energy, ability, and Intelli-

gence to it, as far as conditions will permit. It

elicits his help at all times for the good of the

thing he has espoused, and to defend it against

damage of any kind. It calls for the best there

is in him; and because of his association with

it, it becomes his responsibility to answer the

call.

2. An Individual owes loyalty to his fellow-

men. It is his responsibility to be frank, hon-

est, sincere, and above-board with them. It

is his responsibility to serve them at all times,

in any possible way, and even at the risk of

losing their friendship. It is his obligation

to defend them, fight for them, and even to

die for them, if circumstances and conditions

demand. It is part of his liability to exempli-

fy fidelity and allegiance to his own standard
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LOYALTY

and ideals of the principle of Right in its

relation to them.

3. And an Individual owes loyalty to him-

self as an Individual Intelligence. In dealing

with ourselves as Individual Intelligences, we

must prove our loyalty by living always ac-

cording to our highest standard and ideal of

Equity, Justice, and Right, to the best of our

knowledge and ability at any given time. We
must live in such honesty, sincerity, righteous-

ness, and truthfulness that we may command

our own self-respect and feel the sense of deep

satisfaction with ourselves and our eflforts.

We must receive the suggestions, kindly criti-

cisms, and kindly services of others in the

spirit of appreciation and gratitude—for

these will help us to know and understand

ourselves the better. We owe to ourselves, as

individual souls, the kind of loyalty that will

always impel us to exemplify allegiance and

fidelity to our own highest concepts of the

principle of Right. Only through such loyal-

ty can we maintain a deep respect for Self.

This is Loyalty as a general principle. But

it seems fair to assume that there are some In-

dividuals who would be benefitted by a crit-
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ical study of the subject of Loyalty from the

viewpoint of their own personal experiences.

It would be very difficult, if not impossible,

to anticipate each and all of these; only the

most common, most obvious elucidations can

be made in an article such as this.

The Loyalty necessary for a student of Self-

Unfoldment to exemplify is such that any

failure to exemplify its spirit in the personal

relations could not fail to result in anything

but defeat and in a retarding of the seeker's

progress.

Thus, in making application of this ethical

principle to yourself as a student of Self-Un-

foldment, it absolutely eliminates criticism in

every respect, as the term generally is under-

stood and employed. As a student of Self-

Unfoldment, you have no moral right to criti-

cize your family, neighbors, friends, nor any-

one with whom you associate, nor to engage

in any critical discussion or judgment of any

of your fellow beings. If, perchance, you

should come to feel that any one of your fam-

ily, or friends, or neighbors, or associates, had

fallen into ways—either of thought, speech,

or conduct of life—that were likely to reflect
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discredit upon someone else, it is your solemn

Duty to go directly to him or her personally,

and in the spirit of friendship, fellowship,

fraternal sympathy, and good will, lay the

entire matter frankly and kindly before the

Individual concerned.

The discussion of such matters with anyone

other than the Individual concerned, is a

breach of personal loyalty; except as occasion

might arise where the wisdom or unwisdom

of approaching the Individual at all, might

justify you (who knew the facts but did not

feel able alone to determine the results) in

calling a trusted Friend into counsel, for the

sole purpose of obtaining the benefit of his or

her wisdom and judgment upon the question

of what, under the particular conditions and

circumstances, would be the best way to bring

the matter to his, or her, attention, if at all.

But in no event would it be morally right,

nor loyal to the Individual concerned, to call

in any third party under any other circum-

stances.

In fact, never should you go to any other

Individual whomsoever with any such matter,

nor with any subject of criticism,—until after
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you have gone first to the Individual himself,

and in the spirit of friendship, brotherly af-

fection, and good will, have laid the matter

frankly and kindly before him or her. You

may find him or her antagonistic to your help;

but that does not interfere vs^ith your respon-

sibility.

Anyone who is unwilling to have his atten-

tion called to any matter that is of vital im-

portance or interest to himself, his work,

friends, or associates (by any other member

of his family, a friend, or an associate who

does so in the right spirit) is clearly out of line

with a wholesome or constructive attitude.

His or her unwillingness thus to receive the

honest and well meant admonitions or sug-

gestions of a member of his or her family, or

a friend, or an associate (who approaches him

or her in the spirit of friendship and good

will) is an evidence of "sensitiveness" which

is but another name for "intellectual vanity"

or "egotism," either of which is a big "lion"

on the road of his or her growth, development,

and unfoldment.

And anyone who is unwilling to go directly

to a member of his or her own family, to a
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friend, or to an associate (and in the spirit of

Friendship, Kindness, and Good Will, tell

him or her frankly of anything in his or her

life and conduct which might cause injury)

is lacking in the quality of Courage required

of everyone who is sincerely seeking Self-Un-

foldment.

In other words, such an one is just an or-

dinary "Coward" and in no sense possesses

the right attitude necessary to the accomplish-

ment of Self-Unfoldment and Self-Mastery.

Loyalty eliminates gossip. It seems to be

a characteristic of human nature to want to

"gossip" about matters and things which do

not concern those who do the "gossiping."

This is most unfortunate, and most unlovely.

It is so recognized and admitted by virtually

everybody—and yet, the practice is so general

and so almost universal as to invoke a plea of

"guilty" from perhaps nine out of every ten

grown-up men and women, taken at random.

It is one of the fields wherein ^/j-loyalty is

blatantly practiced ; and it presents a vital

problem to the student of Self-Unfoldment.

Among the problems of Loyalty which seem

to have been most difficult for many Individ-
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uals to solve has been that of Secrecy and

Discretion. An understanding of these is vi-

tally important to the welfare of any Cause,

or work, and to the well-being of the Individ-

uals connected with it, as well as to their daily

personal lives. A knowledge and exemplifi-

cation of them in a definite and specific sense

is necessary for unfoldment and growth.

Throughout the past, there has been an in-

equality between men and women in many

lines of work and in organizations of various

kinds. There remains an open question as to

the justice of this; but that is neither here nor

there so far as this article is concerned. The

fact of interest is that there has been an in-

equality.

One of the conditions that seems to have

stood in the way of the equality of women is

their seeming inability (or unwillingness) to

loyally keep a secret, respect vital and sacred

confidences^ and exercise the quality of dis-

cretion necessary for the protection of the

work or cause with which they are associated

and of those Individuals with whom they are

associated and to whom they should be re-

sponsible.
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Please note that I have said "inability (or

unwillingness) ." I am not willing to concede

the "inability" of women in these vitally es-

sential qualities and qualifications. I am ra-

ther inclined to the conviction that their fail-

ure heretofore in these vital and essential qual-

ities and qualifications of character have been

due to their unwillingness, rather than to their

inability to keep a secret or respect a confi-

dence.

While this statement is made, it is not meant

to convey that women alone are violators in

this regard. There are plenty of men who

also fail in this application of loyalty; but the

failure has seemed to be predominant among

women, in the past.

Then again, fear of secret, mysterious, or

unknown dangers is not a prominent ingred-

ient in the character of the average American

citizen. It is almost impossible to impress

men and women of this free and independent

country, with the idea that there ever is any

real cause for care and caution in regard to

any work, or cause, or organization, as well

as Individuals, with which or whom they may

be associated.
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We are all too careless, too unconcerned,

too thoughtless, too skeptical, too indiscreet,

too open-and-above-board, too insensible to

the demands of Personal Responsibility, and

altogether too much inclined to consider light-

ly and treat as unimportant many things that

are of the utmost vital importance to the suc-

cess of any Cause, or Work, we have espoused.

And in this it is not and has not been the

women alone who have proven their lack of

understanding, their want of discretion, their

unwillingness to guard the secrets and vital

confidence reposed in them.

On the contrary, some of the most senseless

indiscretions and betrayals of confidence have

been committed by men whose Intelligence

and Loyalty should have been beyond ques-

tion.

Under the general heading of "Discretion"

there are likely to arise an almost unlimited

number of conditions, incidents, and experien-

ces, which call for the exercise of the highest

quality of Intelligence, wisdom, tact, diplo-

macy, caution, thoughtfulness, and consider-

ation; and every Individual seeking Self-Un-

foldment should be on guard constantly so
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On the contrary, some of the most senseless

indiscretions and betrayals of confidence have

been committed by men whose Intelligence
and Loyalty should have been beyond ques-

tion.

Under the general heading of "Di_vcretion"

there are likely to arise an almost unlimited

number of conditions, incidents, and experien-
ces, which call for the exercise of the highest

quality of Intelligence, wisdom, tact, diplo-
macy, caution, thoughtfulness, and consider-

ation; and every Individual seeking Self-Un-

foldment should be on guard constantly so
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that he may not be taken unawares or by sur-

prise and thereby prove himself disloyal in

his words or actions.

With these facts in mind, it would seem

almost impossible that any Individual ever

should go astray in the exemplification of

Loyalty, or should ever betray any trust or

confidence reposed in him by any Work, or

Cause, or Individual.

But they do. And it is just here that vol-

ubility enters into the picture and works sad

havoc. It is here at this point that men and

women, even the most intelligent, fail. They

like to talk. They like to appear learned and

wise. They like to seem to know all persons

and all things that are going on about them.

Because of this, voluble people are likely to

talk of many things concerning which their

lips should be forever sealed. This is not be-

cause of any deliberate intention to betray

any trust reposed in them, nor because of any

real desire to injure any cause, or any persons.

It is only because they cannot or will not deny

themselves the pleasure of talking. And in

their forgetfulncss they also forget the prin-
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ciple of Loyalty, and its exemplification in

their daily life and living.

If you would be Loyal, beware of volubility

in yourself. Beware also of all who are afflic-

ted with it.

But if, by chance, you must talk, by all you

hold sacred and true see that you avoid any

and all subjects that involve the possible be-

trayal of any confidence reposed in you in con-

nection with your work, organization, cause,

friends, associates, or family.

Under no conditions or circumstances al-

low yourself to be drawn into the discussion

of personalities, or the personal lives and af-

fairs of your family, your friends, your asso-

ciates.

Remember that this is disloyal, dishonest,

contemptible, and places you at once upon the

level of the petty and malicious "gossip" than

whom there is no more despicable man or

woman in all the world.

APPLICATION

1. This day, and throughout all the days of

this, your earthly life, observe this construc-

tive Rule of Conduct:
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Never discuss, nor otherwise meddle with,

anything that concerns the personality, the

personal life, or the personal affairs of any-

one—except in just so far as the matter may

concern the success and well-being of the In-

dividual—and even then, go first directly to

the Individual to determine his or her own

course of action after you have discharged

your own duty to him, or her.

2. Guard as sacred all trusts and confiden-

ces reposed in you in connection with any

work, or cause, with which you may be asso-

ciated. Make it a rule never to discuss the af-

fairs of your work, or organization, or cause,

with anyone whomsoever, except insofar as

you feel convinced it will prove beneficial to

the work, organization, or cause, or enable

you to become more efficient in your work.

3. Always welcome any Friend who comes

to you in the right spirit, for the purpose of

calling your attention to anything that might

need your correction.

Do your best to make it easy for him under

sucli trying circumstance, and take every in-

terposition as an act of friendship on the part

of anyone who should come to you in the right
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spirit, even though it might be to admonish

you, warn you, caution you, or tell you how

your conduct would seem to be out of align-

ment with your constructive Self-Unfoldment

and the right Attitude of Soul.

4. Ask yourself the following questions

:

(a) How is it possible for any student of

Self-Unfoldment who has read and studied

the subject of Loyalty and understood the

principles of life and action therein contained,

to fail to make the personal application to his

or her own life?

(b) How is it possible for any such stu-

dent to continue in the effort of Self-Unfold-

ment, and meet his or her family, friends, and

associates from day to day, without realizing

that his or her life is but a pitiful travesty of

the ethical formulary of life which every

such student is obligated to exemplify?

(c) How is it possible for the trained con-

science of such a student to lapse into a state

of somnolence so completely as to be utterly

oblivious to the demands of common honesty

and loyalty?

5. Then answer these questions for your-
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self in the light of your own knowledge and

conscience.

6. Take the subject and the principle of

Loyalty home to yourself and make a careful

and searching self-investigation to determine

how far, if at all, you are wanting the "clean

hands and pure heart" of a true and loyal

exemplar of the Law of Self-Improvement.

7. Depend upon your "wakeful conscious-

ness" to make definite, specific, and personal

application of the general principle of Loyalty

to the individual experiences and problems of

your life as they arise during your Journey t©

the South.

8. You can do it, if you but get fixed in

your Consciousness at the outset the meaning

and purpose of Loyalty and the nature and

magnitude of Personal Responsibility you vol-

untarily assume in Living a Life, and when

you get a clear understanding and due ap-

preciation of the meaning of failure on your

part.

9. Be ever on guard to make of your life

a more perfect exemplification of the prin-

ciple of Loyalty to any cause, or work, with

which you may have associated yourself; to
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your fellow workers in the work, or cause, as

well as outside of it; and to yourself as an In-

dividual Intelligence or Soul.

10. You will thereby make of yourself a

constructive influence for Truth and Right-

eousness which will radiate more and more

powerfully and forcefully as the days, weeks,

months, and even years, pass by.

11. Make your own life a worthy example

to all who travel the Road that leads to the

Land of Liberty and Light; and thus make

of it a Beacon Light to those who shall travel

the way of Self-Unfoldment now and during

all the years that are to come.

May the Friends and Helpers of those who

need be with you in your efforts.
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CHAPTER XI

SELF-INDULGENCE

Self-Indulgence constitutes the background

of many perplexing problems among those

who are earnestly seeking and endeavoring to

make their lives reflect the right attitude of

soul necessary for Self-Unfoldment.

It is one of the fundamental weaknesses of

human nature which touches every phase of

Individual Character and every element of

human experience.

Out of it grow all the destructive habits of

Individual Life to which men and women be-

come addicted.

At a certain point in his progress, every

student who attains Self-Mastery is brought

face to face with the fundamental problem of

Self-Indulgence. A critical analysis is neces-

sary if he is to make any progress toward the

mastery of this fatal weakness (fatal if not

overcome).

This it is that leads, everywhere and always,
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into all kinds of habits. Every habit is ac-

quired only through some form of Self-In-

dulgence. And it always makes one a slave

but never a Master of himself.

It must, therefore, be clear to you that it

stands directly in the way of Self-Mastery.

According to the Great School, Habit is

the result of the repetition of an indulgence,

until the desire for the indulgence overcomes

the willingness to withstand it, and the Indi-

vidual becomes a victim, of his own Self-In-

dulgence.

From this definition it will be observed

that there can be no good habits, just because

any habit overcomes the power of Will to

control it. Whatever destroys the independ-

ent power of Will is destructive to the Indi-

vidual. Self-indulgence overcomes the pow-

er of Will, and thus the Individual becomes

a subject to Self-indulgence.

When an Individual indulges in an estab-

lished act, and repeats the indulgence time

after time, without curbing, until the desire

for the indulgence overcomes his willingness

to control the desire, he becomes an uncon-

scious victim of his indulgence.

When any act becomes a habit, it means
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the Individual has become a victim to it. In

becoming a victim to it, he no longer uses his

Will Power to control it. He becomes a

slave to his desire for the indulgence to the

extent that he becomes dependent upon it, in-

stead of independent.

Take, for instance, the case of an inveterate

smoker. How^ did he get that way? Very

likely, at some early stage in his life, he took

a dare to smoke, just to test himself. He en-

joyed the resulting sensation, and took another.

In his enjoyment he repeated the act, over and

over. This continued, on and on, and soon

he probably discovered that he had developed

a definite desire for smoking. The desire

continued to increase and become so strong

that it finally overpowered his willingness to

withstand it. Then he lost the ability to ex-

ert his Will Power sufficiently to control the

desire. And what was the result? He be-

came a victim of smoking—an habitual

smoker.

When an Individual indulges constantly

in any particular thing, act, deed, or word,

he wears a groove, or rut, we may call it, in

his character and mind, and he continues un-
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consciously to follow along in the groove. The

longer he persists in it, the deeper the groove,

or rut, becomes. And with each following

in the rut, it becomes more and more difficult

for him to exert his Will Power and get him-

self out of it. He is like an automobile

that gets into a rut in a road. The first time

it gets into the rut it is not so difficult to pull

out. But if this happens time after time, the

rut grows deeper and deeper, and it becomes

increasingly difficult to develop sufficient

power in the automobile to pull it up and out.

So it is with the Individual. The rut he

gets into becomes so deep, and the effort to

get out so great, that he loses the desire to

exert the necessary Will Power and personal

effort to pull himself out.

Every time a habit is repeated, the powers

of resistance are weakened and the Will Pow-

er lessened. The Individual no longer main-

tains mastery over Self.

There are various kinds of habits. There

are so-called trivial ones, and there are ludi-

crous ones. There are some more destructive

than others. It is also true that some habits

are more obnoxious than destructive.
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But every habit—whether trivial or ludi-

crous, obnoxious or repellant, inconsequent-

ial or destructive; whether more obnoxious

than destructive, or more destructive, per se,

than repellant—is a badge of servitude, just

the same.

It stands between the Individual Intelli-

gence and his Self-Unfoldment and Self-Mas-

tery.

So-called trivial, inconsequential, or ludi-

crous habits are dangerous in themselves.

While they might appear to mean nothing, so

far as the morality of the Individual is con-

cerned, nevertheless it is a fact that they are

dangerous, because they form the basis of

greater and more destructive habits. Today

they may be indifferent, inconsequential, lu-

dicrous. Tomorrow they may lead to positive,

destructive conditions. The little trivial hab-

its of today slowly but surely unfit the Indi-

vidual to cope with and withstand the greater,

more destructive habits of tomorrow. They

inevitably weaken his Will Power and his

power of resistance, and make of him a vic-

tim of Self-indulgence.

No one can ever achieve the goal of Self-
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Unfoldment and Self-Mastery while there

yet remains in him a single habit (the result

of self-indulgence) to which he is a slave, or

over which he has not yet established absolute

and permanent mastery. All habits are the

result of Self-indulgence and constitute a dis-

tinct bar to unfoldment and progress; and

hence must be controlled by all who seek to

become demonstrators of the Law.

To appreciate this more fully, it is neces-

sary to know that Self-indulgence, in many

forms, is coarsening in its effects upon the tis-

sues of the physical body, as well as in its psy-

chical effect. Since Self-Unfoldment involves

a refining process all along the line, physic-

ally as well as psychically, it must be clear to

anyone (who is able to reason) that to one

who is seeking Self-Unfoldment and Self-

Mastery in accordance with the Principles

and Laws of Nature, it is a distinct obstacle

and a real detriment.

But it is not necessarily a crime, nor is it

necessarily a sin.

One may be a thoroughly good man—in

point of honesty, sincerity, humility, and all

the virtues of a moral and upright life and
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character—and yet he may, at the same time,

be a slave to the habit of smoking.

A woman may be a thoroughly good wo-

man—from the standpoint of outstanding mor-

al character—and yet she may, at the identi-

cal time, be a slave to the habit of over-eating

rich foods.

But it is equally true, however, that an In-

dividual cannot be a thoroughly clean man or

woman, (physically), nor be physically re-

fined, and at the same time have the tissues of

his physical body saturated with nicotine, or

alcohol, or rich foods, or coarsened by any

other form of Self-indulgence.

And neither can he attain "Independent

Self-Mastery" while he is yet a subject to any

habit that is stronger than his own independ-

ent Power of Will.

There is another important phase of this

entire subject of Self-indulgence. This is the

spiritual side of the problem.

Let us consider this phase of the subject as

it applies to the Individual in search of Self-

Unfoldment.

In order that those who are seeking the way

of growth, development, and unfoldment may
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obtain the broadest and most comprehensive

view of the subject, let me suggest that you

begin by reading the chapter on "Martyrdom"

in The Great Psychological Crime, page 225.

Then let us apply the facts therein stated to

the Individual who is afflicted with the habits

of self-indulgence.

It is a Fact of Nature that there are thou-

sands on the lowest spiritual plane, and even

in the magnetic field, who have "over-indulg-

ed" in some habit or habits during their earth

life. They have passed into the other life

with their habit, or habits, thoroughly fixed

upon them.

In the life on the spiritual plane, they find

no means of gratifying their appetites or

"over-indulgences." They therefore seek the

associations of those yet upon the earth plane

who indulge in their particular "habit," and

by establishing the closest and most intimate

relations possible with them, they are enabled

to absorb some of the magnetism of the phys-

ically embodied man or woman, and thereby
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some of the more destructive habits of life)

could but take one clear view of his spiritual

surroundings when he is in the midst of in-

dulging himself, I verily believe it would be

a sufficient shock to cure him instantly and for-

ever, however completely he may have sur-

rendered to the habit heretofore.

The man or woman who over-indulges in

anything is universally followed, or accom-

panied, by as many spiritual victims of the

same habit as can crowd themselves into his

environment, or atmosphere. They do this

for the purpose of absorbing as much of the

results of the Individual's indulgence as they

can, to gratify their appetites, or cravings, or

desires.

The constant association enables the spirit-

ual habitue, in course of time, to establish

very close relations with the earthly indulgent.

And the same close association has enabled

spiritual Intelligences to develop the subject-

ive psychic relation in many cases.

The only way for an Individual to free him-

self from such a condition and relation is by

mastering any and all habits here and now.

The moment the physical Individual has
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mastered his habit, that moment he has broken

the bond between himself and his band of

spiritual habitues. That moment he invites

into his spiritual atmosphere and environ-

ment the clean and wholesome Intelligences

of the spiritual spheres; and if he will but

ask them to help him overcome his own per-

sonal cravings and habits, he can depend up-

on it that he will receive all the help they can

render him.

If the Individual Student will make a study

of the principle involved in the problemj^f

Self-indulgence, he will need no further

urging to enable him to break any habit

—

vicious or trivial—and do it at once and ef-

fectually.

Doubtless the suggestions on the subject of

Self-indulgence, or habits, may raise a ques-

tion in the mind of the reader. I am going to

try and anticipate it:

No, God, or Nature (or Natural Laws)

does not "prohibit" the use of anything that

men and women choose to eat, drink, wear,

or absorb into their systems. God, or Nature,

is not a "Prohibition Society."

In conformance with this, Natural Science
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endeavors to point out, to all who have con-

fidence in its teachings, the Laws, Principles,

and Processes of Nature governing the con-

structive development of human beings.

It endeavors to point out the things that are

destructive in their effects upon the Individ-

ual, and those that are constructive, and make

clear the definite and specific effects of each,

so that the Individual may have before him

a clear and reliable chart of the two Roads,

the two Ways of Life, and a definite know-

ledge of which leads to Immortality and Indi-

vidual Happiness, and which to Destruction

and Individual Suflfering and Wretchedness.

When Natural Science has done this it has

fulfilled its mission. It is then a matter of

Individual Choice with the Individual Stu-

dent. It is his prerogative to choose the road

he will travel. Once he knows the right and

the wrong of any subject, it is thereafter with-

in his jurisdiction only to decide what he

shall do. Thereafter it is not in the rightful

jurisdiction of any school, cult, creed, dogma,

or ism, to tell him what way he shall travel.

A habit, or self-indulgence, may be an un-

clean performance or act, but it is not a crime,
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and neither should it be held an offense against

the recognized amenities of friendship.

There is something impressive in the asser-

tion that ''Cleanliness is next to godliness/^

And there is something incompatible between

an unclean habit, or practice, and an exalted

conception of a life of constructive unfold-

ment.

While cleanliness is not Godliness, it is not

so very far from it, because it is "next." And

I have a sort of inner consciousness, or feeling,

that it is a good thing for the Individual with

unclean habits, to "get next," as closely as

may be possible.

On the other hand, a habit vs^hich may seem

to one Individual to be unclean, may to an-

other person, not carry the stigma. And vice

versa. A habit which to one may be obnox-

ious, to another may not be obnoxious. Also,

one Individual may have a habit which is of-

fensive to his neighbor; but, the neighbor may

have one which is just as ofiFensive to him.

While the houses in which we live may not

all of them be solely of glass; nevertheless,

there are enough glass windows and doors in

all our houses through which a good many
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Stones might be thrown, in case of riots. It

is therefore not wise to provoke a riot.

The problem of constructive personal in-

fluence is one that demands the attention and

consideration of every seeker of Self-Unfold-

ment. He cannot ignore it and at the same

time hope to serve the best interests of the

cause of evolutionary progress in which he is

enlisted.

In our associations with our fellowmen,

there are some self-denials, for the sake of

others, which we all must be ready to make

whenever reason demands it. And we must

do it cheerfully and willingly.

And the matter of habits, or self-indulgen-

ces, even when we are convinced that they do

not injure us personally, is one of the things

involved in these self-denials.

And even though, at times, we may feel

that too much is expected of us, it is our duty

to yield a point, insofar as our personal rights

are concerned, whenever by so doing our in-

fluence for good among our family, friends,

associates, or the great world at large, that

needs our help, may be increased.
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APPLICATION

1. Subject yourself to a severe examination

to ascertain whether or not you are a victim of

Self-indulgence, or habits, in any direction.

If so, proceed at once to "master" it. For no

one ever can attain Self-Mastery so long as he

is a subject of uncontrolled desires.

2. Look yourself over in the light of your

knowledge of the subject and underlying prin-

ciple, and with impartiality refuse to spare

yourself in any and all instances where you

alone can do so.

3. Be sure that you want, not only the truth

about yourself, but as nearly the whole truth

and nothing but the truth, as it is possible for

you to realize, free from any effort on your

part to spare yourself the shock of humiliation

likely to follow therefrom.

4. Self-Unfoldment demands of you the

rendition and formulation of such unbiased

decisions and judgments of yourself as carry

with them the responsibilities of heartaches

and disappointments.

5. Your task will be far less difficult if you

can always have the unmistakable feeling of

assurance that the Truth alone is what you
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seek, and the desire to apply it to the problems

before you for the sole purpose of the more

perfect and ready solution.

6. However much you lack the Will to

throw oflf the shackles of habits and self-in-

dulgences which constitute bondage, or make

you absolute master of any and all phases of

Self-Indulgence, let your attitude of Soul be

one of honesty with yourself and therefore

commendable to that extent.

7. If you discover what appears to be a

tone, or undercurrent, of discouragement run-

ning through your thoughts or mind on this

subject of habits and self-indulgence,

Keep an unwavering and abiding faith in

the righteousness of your motives; and hence,

in your ultimate victory over not alone the

habit which seems to cause you the greatest

difficulty, but each and all of the other habits

which you recognize as destructive, and of

which you still regard yourself as a subject

rather than a master.

8. If you will sincerely, honestly, and earn-

estly diagnose your own case, you will be able

to give a just and correct analysis of your con

dition and status at any given time.
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9. Keep always in your Consciousness the

fact that Self-Unfoldment is not a mere in-

tellectual accomplishment, but a distinct

growth of the Soul. Every distinct step along

the Way of Self-Mastery is, of course, pri-

marily, one of intellectual attainment.

To this end, it is your duty to obtain a clear

and firm intellectual grasp of the subject-

matter involved in each and every separate

and distinct step of evolutionary progress, and

an intellectual understanding of the methods

and processes involved in its accomplishment.

10. Thus far your work is one of education,

and is distinctly an intellectual process and

achievement. But beyond this point you must

travel alone. Thenceforth your work is one of

exemplification.

11. From this point forward your effort

must be to transmute your intellectual infor-

mation into definite personal experiences. This

is no longer a mere intellectual process. It is

work, a personal labor. It is your work, and

yours exclusively. No man can do it for you.

It is a growth, the direct result of your own

application of the principle you have learned.

12. No person can do your growing for you.
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Nature has made no provision for substitutes

in this branch of work. Every Individual must

do his own growing.

13. And so, if you desire to arrive at your

goal of Self-Unfoldment and Self- Mastery,

you must do your own traveling. You must do

your own walking, and climbing; you must

do the overcoming and the undergoing.

14. This is where you, a traveler on your

journey of evolutionary progress, stand today.

Dont stop ; keep traveling.

15. Devote yourself to the task of making a

practical application of the knowledge you

already possess in establishing your absolute

mastery over the destructive habits and the

negative conditions you have developed.

16. Devote such time as you can command

for reading that will make possible a review

and detailed inquisitorial study of the subject

of self-indulgences. It will serve to keep your

mind refreshed; it will be of greatest service

to you in enabling you to go forward with

your development and unfoldment. It will

enable you to Live your Life and Exemplify

the Law.

17. And finally, remember this, every mo-
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ment from the time of your waking until you

close your eyes again in sleep

:

You cannot attain independent Self-Mas-

tery while you are yet a subject of any habit

or self-indulgence that is stronger than your

own independent power of Will.

The principle involved is simple and easily

understood.

Nevertheless, it is as inflexible, immutable,

and unavoidable as Natural Law—as inev-

itable as the Decrees of the Great Universal

Intelligence—in its application to and its ef-

fects upon the evolutionary growth of the hu-

man Soul and the progress of every Individual

Student in his own personal Journey to the

South.

And it must be figured into the Time-table

and Train-schedule on which he is running,

in order to determine with any degree of ac-

curacy the time of his arrival at the Grand

Central Station in the "City of Sarras", on

the evergreen shores of the River of Life, in

the Land of Liberty and Light.

Peace and Strength be with You I
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CHAPTER XII

SELF-DISCIPLINE

Discipline means: to correct; to drill; to

train; to bring under control; to enforce obe-

dience; to improve; to establish obedience; to

educate, etc.

Self-Discipline means: to correct one's self

;

to drill one's self; to train self; to bring one

under j^//-control; to enforce if//-obedience;

to improve self; to educate self^ etc.

Its synonyms are: self-correction; self-obe-

dience; self-improvement; self-drilling; self-

training; self-education; self-control.

To discipline one's self wisely, one must

know first wherein he is lacking and at fault,

so that he may be sure wherein he needs Self-

Discipline.

Herein is the difficult problem: How shall

one proceed to know wherein he is lacking

and at fault?

Suppose your real defect and fault were

egotism; and suppose you had not yet come to
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realize your fault; by what process could you

be brought to a knowledge of your defect?

Suppose one of your good friends who had

witnessed many manifestations and demonstra-

tions of your egotism, should come to you and

tell you plainly but kindly of your defect; and

for the purpose of impressing you, should tell

you what an ugly blot the defect made upon

your otherwise well-developed and rounded

character; what do you now believe would

be your reaction to his efiforts? Would you

feel grateful to him for his interest in you, and

for his friendly effort to help you? Or, would

you resent him for his "presumption"?

I once had what I believed to be a good

friend. He was an intelligent man; and, under

most circumstances, was a gentleman. He
made friends easily, but he lost them quickly.

He had more than one defect of character;

but there was one that overtopped all the

others so far that it obtruded itself upon the at-

tention of everyone with whom he came into

personal contact. The marvel of it was that he

seemed to be utterly unconscious of his fault,

and quite as unconscious of the unfavorable

impression he made upon others.
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SELF-DISCIPLINE

His difficulty was Vanity of Intelligence,

in the form of egotism.

It seemed too bad that any man of such

fundamental capabilities should have his

whole life and all its constructive possibil-

ities ruined by such a defect of character; and,

solely for the purpose of helping him, through

Self-Discipline, to wipe this ruinous blot from

his life and character, I resolved to see if I

could help, by calling his attention to the de-

fect, and stimulating his determination to take

the matter in his own hands and eliminate the

defect. I knew that it was a most delicate un-

dertaking, and would call for the highest

quality of tact on my part; but I believed I

could reach his consciousness and understand-

ing without offending him nor forfeiting his

friendship and confidence, and thereby de-

feating my own purpose.

I invited him to take dinner and spend the

evening with me. He came, and seemed to be

in a very friendly and affable mood. Every-

thing appeared, on the surface, to be pro-

pitious.

After our dinner we went to my study,

where everything was comfortable and we
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could be alone and free from obtrusions. With

all the friendliness and gentle tact at my com-

mand, I brought the subject of our conversa-

tion around to a study of Character.

I found that we agreed as to the essentials

of an ideal Character. We agreed also in the

the fact that we both earnestly desired to

build for ourselves such an ideal Character;

and that we would be most grateful to any

friend who would be of help to us along those

lines. We agreed that Egotism is one of the

most destructive and obtrusive defects of hu-

man character; especially in men, and one of

the most common. As you can see, this brought

the subject to a point where a natural opening

was made for me to call his attention to his

most conspicuous defect of Character; and

I said

:

"As one of your most loyal and aflfectionate

friends, may I tell you what I regard as your

most obtrusive defect of Character?" He look-

ed at me a few seconds, and then replied

:

"Why certainly. I shall be glad to have you

tell me."

To assure myself of his sincerity and will-

ingness to listen to me, I replied

:
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"You will not regard it as a hostile or un-

friendly criticism, nor be offended?"

"By no means," was his reply. This was a

great relief to me, and I continued : "You

have some admirable qualities of Character

which have held my friendship and admira-

tion for several years; but you have some de-

fects also. Among these there is just one defect

which seems to obtrude itself over and above

all others; and that is Vanity of Intelligence

in the form of Egotism. I am not the only

friend who has seen this; and I am not the

only one who has spoken of it; though I have

no doubt I am the only one who has mentioned

it to you personally."

It was a crucial moment, and I expected a

reply which, I was hoping, would be friendly

and courteous; and I watched the expression

of his face with the keenest of interest. The

first expression was that of great surprise;

this was followed by chagrin; and this by

intense anger.

Without saying a word, he arose, reached

for his hat and started for the door. At the

door he turned and said

:

"I didn't expect that you, of all men, would
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deliberately insult me, especially in your own

home. It is evident that this is what you had in

mind when you invited me to take dinner and

spend the evening with you. You have called

yourself my friend. I do not want such friend-

ship. Good-bye."

I was not only surprised but shocked. He
went his way; and, although I met him many

times thereafter, he never so much as looked

at me or spoke. And thus, through my efforts

to be of real service to him, I made an enemy;

for I learned later that he said some very bit-

ter and untruthful things about me.

This experience taught me a valuable les-

son. Since then I have never allowed the ex-

pressions of friendship from my acquaintances

to inveigle me into volunteering my services

to an alleged "Friend", under such circum-

stances. Since that experience I have waited

until my alleged friends have come to me and

asked me to point out to them their weaknesses

and defects of Character. Even then in cases

I have declined, because I felt sure I could not

accomplish anything of value, and might of-

fend instead of help.

It seems to b^ one of the strange paradoxes
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of human nature, that even the_most glaring

defect of Character is the one which the In-

dividual himself never sees. In the case above

mentioned this must have been true; although

his egotism and vanity of Intelligence obtrud-

ed themselves upon every friend and acquaint-

ance the gentleman had.

Any Individual should accept an honest

and well-meant criticism from any friend as

one of the greatest benefits that could be be-

stowed upon him. It enables him to know how

others see him and estimate his character.

But what is the good of knowing one's de-

fects of Character, unless he desires and in-

tends to remedy them? The remedy calls for

Self-Discipline. Once you know that you have

a fault or defect of Character, you naturally

want to eliminate or remedy it. But how shall

you proceed to eliminate it or remedy it?

Only by Self-Discipline.

Character Building is a business in which

we are all engaged. But I cannot build your

character for you; neither can you build mine

for me. Each of us must do his own building.

Not only this; but each of us must do his own

designing. You must know what kind of char-
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acter you are intending to build. I must know

the kind I am going to build.

This business is not like that of building

houses; for therein one man may build another

man's house. But in the business of Character

Building, Nature has so provided that no In-

dividual shall build another Individual's

character. This is because no Individual can

build another Individual's character.

This is just as true as it is that no man can

do another man's eating, sleeping, or growing;

and for the same reason—because Nature, or

the Great Creative Intelligence, has so de-

creed.

It is true, that in the course of the building

of my character, you may be able to see and

point out to me a weakness, fault, or defect;

but you cannot overcome the weakness, elim-

inate the fault, nor remedy the defect. That is

my business, as well as my responsibility.

But if I prefer to go along with a weak-

ened, faulty, or defective character, rather

than make the efifort necessary to overcome the

weakness, eliminate the fault, or remedy the

defect, that also is my business; and therefore,

it is "none of your business." You do not have
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to wear my character, any more than I have

to wear your clothes; and you could not if you

tried. You couldn't get into it. You might

build yourself one of your own as nearly like

mine as you could; but that would not be

mine, nor would it be like mine.

But the problem in which you are especially

interested is this : How shall I proceed to the

task of Self-Discipline, to overcome a weak-

ness of character, correct a fault, or remedy a

defect of character, once it is discovered?

APPLICATION

1. Suppose you determine that your defect

of character is that of Egotism, as is the case

with so many other well-intentioned people.

2. Your self-analysis not only has enabled

you to discover your defect of Egotism; but

your accompanying studies have enabled you

to know what are the signs, indications, or

manifestations of Egotism, in any person so

afflicted. You know that it manifests itself by

an outward attitude of self-complacency; by

an attitude of superiority; by too much talking

about oneself, and one's accomplishments and

abilities; by an attitude of boastfulness; by a
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mental attitude of "looking down" upon one's

fellows; by a disposition to ignore or belittle

the attainments and merits of others; by an

outward display of envy or jealousy toward

one who succeeds; by criticism of one's fel-

lows, etc. etc.

3. Begin your Self-Discipline with your

tendency to talk too much of yourself. Watch

yourself studiously and consistently and when-

ever you discover yourself talking about your-

self in a way to exalt yourself, check yourself

immediately and talk of other things.

4. Do this every time you catch yourself do-

ing the same thing, or being tempted to do so.

It will not be long until you will not have to

watch yourself so closely; because you will

soon be able to notice it every time you begin

to talk of yourself. Not only that, it will soon

become as obnoxious to you as it is to those who

have to listen to you. You will actually grow

to despise the habit of talking about yourself;

and when you reach that point, you will have

overcome that one weakness. You will have

accomplished the result through Self-Discip-

line.

5. Now suppose you come to realize that
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you often indulge yourself in criticizing your

friends and acquaintances. Begin your Self-

Discipline at once.

6. Watch yourself in the effort to detect

your indulgence. Whenever you do so,

just remember that you are thereby making

an exhibition of your Egotism. Stop yourself

at once, and think of something nice and com-

mendable to say of the one you have been

criticizing, and make yourself say it. In this

you are practicing Self-Discipline.

7. Keep this up until you find that your

practice of criticizing others is as disgusting

and disagreeable to you as it is to those who

hear you indulge yourself in such criticism.

When you reach this place in your develop-

ment, you will stop the practice entirely; and

in doing so, you will have overcome the weak-

ness and remedied the defect of Egotism just

that much.

8. Continue this process of Self-Discipline

with each separate manifestation of Egotism,

until you have overcome every phase of it.

When you have done that, you have overcome

one of your greatest weaknesses and remedied
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one of your most obtrusive defects of char-

acter.

9. When you have done this, you are en-

titled to all the credit for your accomplish-

ment; and you will be a thousand times re-

paid for all the effort it has cost you. You will

see and recognize the results, not only in your-

self and in the added strength it gives you,

but in the appreciation and admiration of your

friends and acquaintances who have condemn-

ed you.

11. And best of all, you will have done it

yourself; because you wanted to build yourself

a more beautiful and perfect Character.

12. Your rewards will be far greater than

you can estimate or appreciate.

13. Try this method of Self-Discipline to

remedy the defects of your Character; you

will prove that it never fails—when you carry

the process through to its legitimate conclu-

sion.
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CHAPTER XIII

ETHICAL PRINCIPLES

You come now to the most vitally import-

ant point in your travels toward Self-Un-

foldment which leads to Self-Mastery—the

application of the fundamental, constructive

Principles which cover the entire field of Per-

sonal Responsibility.

You are now at the crucial point. You now

have reached the mile-post in your life where

you must begin to apply the fundamental

principles of Nature, to the problems of your

everyday life and living.

How to make application of the knowledge

of moral principles underlying your Personal

Responsibility—that is your point of issue.

That is the key of which you are now in

need, that you may be enabled to open further

your Door of Knowledge and get a clearer

view of the goal toward which you have been

traveling as you have struggled along your

Way of Self-Growth.
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In the course of your journey to the South,

you have learned that there are certain well-

defined and immutable Principles of Life at

the foundation of Morality and Right Living.

It is only by and through the application of

these fundamental principles to your Indi-

vidual Life that Nature has charged you with

each and every one of your responsibilities. It

is profoundly important, therefore, that you

should not only know the principles upon

which you are charged by Nature with your

responsibilities, but you should have them

ever and always so fixed in your memory that

you will recognize each and every one of

them whenever and wherever you meet them

in the problems of your daily life. Only upon

is perfect familiarity with them is it

possible for you to apply them in such manner

as to discharge your responsibilities to your

family, your friends, your associates, and your

fellowmen.

What, then, are the vital and essential moral

principles of Life at the foundation of all

your responsibilities? Listen, take heed, and

remember them. They are:
,

1. The jWakeful Con^^.inu\np^K.\You must
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cultivate a Consciousness that is ever awake

^nd alert to understand and appreciate each

and every experience of your life in a manner

to obtain from it the personal knowledge that

will enable you to follow the path that will

lead you safely upward along your evolution-

ary way of life, and guard you from the errors

and pitfalls that will inevitably beset your

journey. Remember, the name by which you

are to know and identify this fundamental

principle is-{^'^The Wakeful Consciousness")

Study the expression carefully, so that its

name will flash into your memory whenever

and wherever a situation arises which calls

for its exercise on your part.

2* A.n Independent, Self-Conscious, and

Rational Will, or Volition. You must culti-

vate this type and character of Will, for it is

just this that is absolutely necessary to enable

you to discharge the responsibilities fixed up-

on you by Nature herself. This is one of the

most valuable Jewels which the Great Lapi-

dary has set in your soul crown. It is yours—
yours absolutely; and you must never surren-

der it to anyone whomsoever. For, remember,

whosoever would rob you of this jewel would
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take from you that which enables you to look

the world in the face and be yourself. You

are, therefore, never to permit yourself to be-

come the subject of any other Will than your

own. God, or Nature, charges you with the

responsibility to maintain your Will, free and

independent, at all times and under all circum-

stances ; for it is upon this that you have risen

to your present level of a responsible Individ-

ual Intelligence. Fix this principle in memory

even as you have done the first, and guard it

now and forever.

3. Receiving and Giving. This is the third

principle you are to master. Herein you strike

the first magnificent blow at the Demon of

Selfishness which besets the path of every

honest and earnest Seeker for Self-Unfold-

ment. This principle demands of you that you

hold yourself in readiness, now and always,

to render an equivalent to Nature and to Hu-

manity for every benefit you receive from

them. You have no right to receive, except in

proportion as you are willing to give in re-

turn. You may not always be able to give, but

you can be willing to do so. For the great Law
of Compensation is the measure by which Na-
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ture holds you to the letter and the spirit of

this principle. And, in your efforts at Self-

Discipline and Self-Development, you will

have every need to remember the principle

and exemplify it every hour of every day of

your Life. Remember it

—

Receiving and Giv-

ing, Compensation. Is it indelibly fixed in

your Consciousness?

4. You come now to the one great funda-

mental Key to Individual Achievement. In the

power of Self-Control you have the sovereign

remedy which will enable you to meet and

conquer every obstacle that the destructive

forces of Nature can set in the pathway of

your evolution and growth. Through the in-

sidious promptings of an^er, fear, envy, jeal-

ousy, sorrow, selfishness, greed, ambition; and

even of sympathy, affection, pity, and all the

tender sensibilities of your nature, your pow-

er of Self-Control will be assailed from every

possible angle and under every subtle device

known to human Intelligence.

But remember always, only in proportion

as you establish and maintain control over

yourself—Self-Control, Self-Discipline—will

you hold in your hands the remedy which will
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enable you to meet every trial of life in the

right spirit, and conquer every obstacle which

the powers of evil may invent to try you and

test your loyalty to Principle. Keep constantly

in mind the triumphant fact that it is through

the magnificent Power of Self-Control that

you will be able to master every obstacle

which stands between you and your responsi-

bilities. Therefore, you are bound by every

law of your being to exemplify the spirit of

true Self-Control in all yoji do and all you say

and all you are, as the dominant educational

influence in your own home, among your own

friends, and with your associates and fellow

human beings.

5. The next vital principle for you to im-

press on your mind and soul is that of Cheer-

fulness. Get this mental concept of it—it is the

"Color Scheme" of your life and work. It is

the material with which you add the beautiful

finishing touches to your Temple of Individ-

ual Character. This is the principle which en-

ables you to perform your duties fully and

completely, and which lightens the many obli-

gations which fall to your daily lot. It repre-

sents the Attitude of Soul which you must
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maintain constantly as you endeavor to dis-

charge your many responsibilities.

As you proceed about your many duties,

several times a day ask yourself the question

—''Are my duties being fully and cheerfully

performed?" Proceed to your several duties

vf'wh the cheerful attitude of soul fixed and

determined. Many times a day place yourself

in the cheerful attitude. Continue this Self-

Discipline until the condition becomes a per-

manent soul attitude. For remember again,

Nature demands of you that you must perform

your duties always fully, which means in the

spirit of true Cheerfulness.

Also remember that the very law of Life

demands that you, as a prospective Exemplar

of Self-Unfoldment, shall stand as a constant,

living exemplification of the spirit of Cheer-

fulness. This means that through the exercise

of Self-Control, by the process of Self-Dis^-

cipline, you must rise above every temptation

to Morbidness, Jealousy, Envy, Intellectual

Vanity and all its phases, Self-Pity, every

shade and degree of both Fear and Anger,

and maintain that Poise which Cheerfulness

alone can maintain, and which shall give you
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your abiding place as a dominant, construc-

tive influence in human society.

6. The Law of Life is the Law of Self-Un-

foldment. This, then, is the next principle

for you to establish in yourself as a part of

your daily life. This means that each hour of

each day you mu st keep the concept
— '

' S elf

-

Unfoldment and Growth"—constantly flash-

ing before your mental vision as a reminder

that your effort ever must be toward the de-

velopment and evolution of all the faculties,

capacities, and powers of your Soul, on all

the planes of life—the physical, the mental
,

the moral, the spiritual, and the psychical.

The primary purpose of the Individual In-

telligence is Self-Completion—the develop-

ment, growth, and unfoldment of the Individ-

ual Intelligence to a point of completion in

all lines of endeavor. Therefore, Nature holds

you responsible to unfold and develop your

latent powers—all of them. She holds you

accountable for your own Self-Unfoldment.

It is vital and important that you keep ever

before you this demand of Nature; for you

owe it to her
^
as well as to all humanity . The

Law commands that you shall exemplify this
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Law of Self-Unfoldment by making your own

life a constant effort to develop, unfold, and

evolve yourself in all the departments and

phases of your life. It commands that you

shall exemplify the underlying principle by

your own potent example of Self-Growth.

Therefore, learn this lesson well before you

proceed to the next. Only when it has become

fixed indelibly in your memory, and has left

its mark on your Soul, are you ready to pro-

ceed. Is this difficult? Of course it is. But

remember, Nature never sets_ a task for the

human Soul too great for its achievement.

Furthermore, those things in life which

are worth the struggle are made to involve

the largest measure of Personal Effort.

Others have accomplished this triumph. So

can you. And you will, not alone because it

is for your own best good, but because of your

interest in those who are to benefit with you

in Nature's reward.

7. The Principle of Right Use must be

placed in close proximity to that of Self-Un-

foldment; for it means that you must make

riyht use of all the faculties, capacities, and

powers you unfold, and must constantly apply
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all the knowledge you acquire through their

unfoldment. It demands of you, as a student

of Self-Unfoldment, that you must make con-

structive use and application of the principles

you have learned as you have thus far traveled

the Road to the South. It further demands

that your responsibilities must be fulfilled by

virtue of the right use of all the knowledge

you have obtained as you have made the Jour-

ney.

The Principle of Right Use you must apply

in order to make yourself worthy and deserv-

ing of the gifts which Nature has bestowed

upon you. These gifts are many. They were

given to you voluntarily. It is your respon-

sibility to make Right Use of them. It is

also your obligation to exemplify them in

your daily life, all the time.

Get its application definitely impressed-Dn

your Consciousness. Get the mental picture—

Right Use—painted on the canvas of your

Memory. Then only are you ready for the

great, essential, underlying, and immutable

Principle which is at the basis of all others

in Individual Life.

8. Personal Responsibility. This exalted
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Principle of Life is that by which Nature has

fixed upon You, an Individual Intelligence,

a Soul, an obligation to live your life always

according to your own highest and best stand-

ard of Equity, Justice, and Right.

What does this mean? It means this:

An obligation is a duty. It is something

imposed upon you which you are bound to do,

under penalty of punishment, in the event of

failure. To fix a thing means to make it per-

manent; to render it immovable. Therefore,

when Nature fixes upon you an obligation,

she places upon you a permanent duty, an

"immovable" duty which you are bound to

fulfil, or suffer heavy punishment therefor, in

case of failure.

Nature fixes upon you the obligation to

live your life according to your own standard

of Equity, Justice, and Right. This means

that you yourself must establish a standard

of your own. RIGHT is the great underlying

principle upon which both Equity and Jus-

tice are meted out. EQUITY is the process

of meting out the great Principle of RIGHT,

as it applies to one Individual alone. There-

fore, you must establish your own standard of
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how the essential principle of RIGHT shall

be applied to life.

Personal Responsibility is the duty which

Nature has permanently bound you to fulfil,

as an Individual Intelligence, to live your life

according to a standard which you are to es-

tablish, of the great Principle of Right, as

applied to your own life.

This is the crowning Principle of Moral

Life which must become engraved in fiery

letters in your Memory and in your Soul

—

Personal Responsibility. This is the principle

to which your life, in the main, must conform.

This is the principle which must become the

essential Rule and Guide of your entire life.

It involves all the others.

In all your duties, in all your obligations,

and in all the responsibilities of your life,

never lose sight of the great Principle of Na-

ture that you must live your own life accord-

ing to your own highest standard of Equity,

Justice, and Right. Study this essential prin-

ciple; cogitate over it; analyze it; learn it;

make a mental picture of it; and then, apply

it assiduously in your daily life and duties.

Bear in mind that Nature says the Law
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must be obeyed. The Principle must be ap-

plied. The Work must be accomplished

through rigid Self-Discipline. Moreover,

the spirit must be exemplified, both in word

and in action.

The whole purpose of your Individual Ef-

fort, from beginning to end, should be to fix

in your mind

:

1. The fact that you are a Responsible In-

dividual Intelligence;

2. The meaning and extent of your responsi-

bility, as such;

3. A method of Living your Life that

you may, in the largest measure possible, dis-

charge the responsibilities which Nature has

fixed upon you.

Have you now a clear concept of this prin-

ciple? Is it fixed in your Memory? Is it so

impressed upon your Consciousness that you

will be able to recognize it, and apply it, from

day to day, in the discharge of your duties and

obligations?

You now have the essential underlying prin-

ciples upon which your life must be founded.

You have the basis upon which your Temple

of Character must be builded. That you may
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fix them more indelibly in Memory, they are

restated in their regular order. Let the ten-

tacles of your Memory fasten upon them and

hold them securely in your psychical grasp:

1. An alert and wakeful Consciousness—
the Repository of Life.

2. An Independent, Self-Conscious, and

Rational Will, or Volition—the Power of

Life.

3. Receiving and Giving—the Law of

Compensation in Individual Life.

4. Self-Control—the Master-Key of Life.

5. Cheerfulness—the Color Scheme of Life.

6. Self-Unfoldment—the Business of Life.

7. Right Use —the Test of Life.

8. Personal Responsibility—the Crowning

Problem of Life.

Go on, go on, go on, go on,

Go on, go on, go on;

Go on, go on, go on, go on.

Go on, go on, Go On!

So Mote It Be!
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